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The Financial Stability Report describes the risks to financial stability, which, however, 
are not independent from the domestic and international economic environment. 
Therefore, it should be pointed out that domestic macroeconomic fundamentals fare 
well, as reflected by a number of indicators, as follows:

–  economic growth of almost 5 percent in 2016 and above 5 percent in 2017 Q1;

–  unemployment rate of 5.3 percent in March 2017 and a higher employment rate,  
so that the number of private-sector employees hit a post-crisis high;

–  public debt on the wane (37.5 percent of GDP) and international reserves on the rise  
(up by EUR 2 billion in 2016);

–  low inflation (0.6 percent in April 2017 versus April 2016), the forecasted year-end rate 
standing at the lower bound of the variation band of the target; and

–  the monetary policy rate at an all-time low, with the interbank market rate 
significantly lower than the former, thus fostering lending.

However, the domestic macroeconomic environment faces a build-up of tensions, 
especially as regards excess demand and twin deficits, i.e. fiscal and current 
account deficits (for details, see the section on risks). The economic policy mix has 
only relatively little room left to fuel demand. Maintaining a cautious policy mix is 
warranted to strengthen macroeconomic equilibria.

The external environment is riddled with numerous uncertainties, given the weak 
performance of global economic activity, changes in the approach to international 
trade, heightening geopolitical tensions, the state of the European banking sector, 
and the changes in the EU project amid Brexit. 

Since the previous Report in December 2016, financial stability has remained  
robust and risks thereto have softened, but have diversified. Compared to the 
year-ago Report (released in April 2016), risks also decreased in terms of number 
(from 8 to 5), the main change being the mitigation of legislative risk following the 
Constitutional Court rulings on the law on debt discharge and the law on converting 
CHF-denominated loans into leu-denominated loans based on historical exchange 
rates.

The Financial Stability Report does not identify any severe systemic risk. The assessment 
points to a high systemic risk of a prevailingly external nature (yet posting less  
sharp dynamics), three moderate systemic risks of domestic origin (of which one  
is on the rise), and a low, but new, systemic risk. Special mention deserves the fact 
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that the external risk has also been signalled EU-wide by the European Central Bank  
and the European Systemic Risk Board in their financial stability reviews and  
reports.

The main risks to financial stability are as follows:

Map of risks to financial stability in Romania

No severe systemic risk

Risk of fast deterioration in investor sentiment in emerging economies 

Emerging tensions surrounding macroeconomic equilibria

Risk of further modest developments in lending to non-financial corporations

Uncertain and unpredictable legislative framework in the financial and banking field

Risk of a pick-up in property prices 

severe systemic risk

high systemic risk

moderate systemic risk

low systemic risk

Note:  The colour shows risk intensity. Arrows indicate the outlook for risk in the period ahead.

The risk of fast deterioration in investor sentiment in emerging economies is 
further high, due to the ongoing weak performance of global economic activity, to 
uncertainties, including of a political nature, and to heightening geopolitical tensions. 
The rise in interest rates, particularly for emerging economies, when and if it occurs, 
will not reflect an improvement in the macroeconomic picture, but rather an increase 
in the risk premium. In the US, Federal Reserve has initiated its rate hike cycle, which 
is expected to carry on in a gradual manner. In Europe, the launch of the UK’s EU exit 
procedure and the proposals to change the EU project amid Brexit, the persistence 
of banking sector problems in some euro area countries, and the slow-paced 
economic growth generate high uncertainty about future developments (for details, 
see Section 1.1). For the time being, the adjustment in investor sentiment towards 
emerging markets has not translated into any notable changes in financial assets in 
Central and Eastern European countries, Romania included. Furthermore, Romanian 
banks that are members of European banking groups have recorded adequate levels 
of key prudential indicators. 

The emerging tensions surrounding macroeconomic equilibria are reflected by the 
fast, above-potential economic growth, which is more consumption- rather than 
investment-driven, as well as by the widening of twin deficits. As for the GDP growth 
potential, this is an unobservable variable, estimated via time series econometric 
models. An improvement in endowment of factors of production (labour and capital) 
and in the efficiency of their use (total factor productivity) may change potential GDP 
so as to reduce the output gap. Above-potential economic growth, with a focus on 
consumption, is not based on lending. In fact, the lag between the financial cycle and 
the business cycle, with the growth rate of corporate loans standing well below that 
of the economy as a whole, presents a chance for the resumption on a sound basis of 
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lending to companies and hence a chance for an increase in potential output.  
Thus, actual GDP would also advance in more balanced proportions, based on the rise 
in bank-financed investment.

Economic growth should be both sustained and sustainable for catching up  
with advanced economies. In regard to the twin deficits, the current account  
deficit widened to 2.3 percent of GDP in 2016 and the fiscal deficit reached the 
3 percent-of-GDP reference value. This will put pressure on public sector financing 
and will compress the room for fiscal adjustment in the event of lower-than-expected 
economic growth, entailing negative effects, especially on public investment  
(for details, see Section 1.2). The structural deficit deviated in 2016 and continues to 
deviate from the target of the medium-term objective (MTO) of fiscal policy, which 
Romania had attained as early as 2013, two years before the 2015 deadline.

This Report points out that the current economic growth is not driven by lending, 
the financial cycle of non-financial corporations in particular still lagging behind the 
business cycle. Local banks have further posted a strong propensity for financing 
the household and government sectors, in spite of the non-financial corporations’ 
sustainable borrowing potential (for details, see Section 1.3). Banks’ lower preference 
for SMEs can be explained inter alia by the latter’s looser payment discipline, which 
is also reflected by their higher leverage and lower capitalisation. The substantial 
number of firms whose capitalisation falls short of the required level denotes the lack 
of an effective mechanism to enforce legal provisions (for details, see Section 2.1). 
The improvement in firms’ financial soundness may also lead to increased 
channelling of bank resources into the real sector. Last but not least, local businesses 
borrow significant amounts either directly from foreign banks or from their parent 
undertakings instead of applying for financing from local banks, which already poses 
challenges associated chiefly with the very low financial intermediation. On the other 
hand, the increase in financial intermediation especially via granting new loans to 
companies may pave the way for further fast-paced economic growth once the fiscal 
room for fuelling demand has been exhausted.

The uncertain and unpredictable legislative framework in the financial and banking 
field continues to be a risk factor to bank profitability in the period ahead, although 
the potential impact on the banking sector of the law on debt discharge and the law 
on converting CHF-denominated loans into leu-denominated loans has abated after 
the Constitutional Court ruled as unconstitutional some provisions of the former law 
and the latter law in its entirety. Nevertheless, the proposed measures had a notable 
bearing in the course of 2016, with the average down-payment on new housing loans 
other than those granted under the “First Home“ programme increasing to 25 percent 
(from 20 percent for new business in 2015; for details, see Section 2.3).

There is an emerging risk of a pick-up in residential property prices, with the latest 
developments pointing to the threshold value (6 percent, according to European 
methodologies) being exceeded. Moreover, the analyses on the sustainability of 
property price dynamics suggest the start of a new real estate market boom and, 
hence, the need for closely monitoring the risks this market poses to the financial 
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sector. House prices have gone up mostly on the back of demand-side factors amid 
improved economic conditions, higher household income, and further record-low 
borrowing costs (for details, see Section 2.3). Favourable borrowing conditions 
prompted more households to take out housing loans.

Swift expansion in loans to households is indicative of a possible build-up of 
vulnerabilities across the banking sector. First, the indebtedness level (measured 
as the debt-service-to-income ratio) for debtors who took new loans is on the rise 
(33 percent against the 30 percent median recorded in 2014) and, in terms of housing 
loans, it is already running high (46 percent). Second, the level of indebtedness has 
posted persistent asymmetry. Thus, debtors earning a below-average net wage have 
reported significantly above-average indebtedness, all the more so for housing loans. 
In addition, this asymmetry has increased of late (for details, see Section 2.2). There 
has been a fast rise in loans granted by non-bank financial institutions, sometimes at 
very high lending rates.

The capitalisation of the Romanian banking sector stands at an adequate level and 
ensures, together with the level of provisions, a substantial buffer to absorb potential 
losses and to support lending. Average solvency, reflected by the total capital ratio 
coming in at 18.3 percent in December 2016, places the Romanian banking sector 
into the lowest risk bucket, as defined by the European Banking Authority. On the 
other hand, a high solvency ratio shows that there is room for an increase in lending, 
especially to companies, thereby mitigating the above mentioned risk. On aggregate, 
the coverage of non-performing loans by provisions improved (56.8 percent in 
January 2017), currently standing above the EU average (44.3 percent in September 
2016). The positive developments in banks’ balance sheet clean-up continued, yet at 
a less brisk pace. The non-performing loan ratio fell below 10 percent, but remains 
above the 8 percent red threshold set by the European Banking Authority, which calls 
for further efforts aimed at resolving non-performing exposures. The very intense 
activity of non-performing loan sales caused a considerable number and volume of 
bank exposures to be transferred to the balance sheets of debt collection agencies.

Special attention is devoted to unconventional IT-related risks, which may affect 
the smooth functioning of payment systems. The recent global developments 
in the field of financial technological innovation are a serious challenge to the 
conventional financial market infrastructures. Technological innovations in the area 
of payment systems carry the potential to generate a number of social benefits by 
improving access to financial services (financial inclusion), yet the integration of 
new technologies into financial and banking areas may involve additional risks to 
information security, especially to payment and settlement systems (for details, see 
Section 4.3).

The special feature in this Report looks at a number of issues regarding inequality and 
financial inclusion in Romania. This topic is at present in the spotlight internationally, 
in close connection with promoting inclusive economic growth, which is a feature 
of growth sustainability. According to this analysis, income inequality has resumed 
the upward path in recent years, driven mainly by structural factors, such as ageing, 
migration and income disparities between urban and rural areas. Households’ 
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increased access to finance is expected to have a minor impact on income inequality, 
compared with the effects of economic reforms, particularly those aimed at raising 
the quality of education and cutting down on the informal economy. In addition,  
the further improvement in SMEs’ access to finance may help reduce inequalities 
across the economy by boosting the job supply. The NBR has been closely  
monitoring developments in financial inclusion and has taken steps to sustainably 
enhance it. One example relates to the implementation of the European directive on  
improving access to financial services, especially to those with basic features, in a  
non-discriminatory manner and at reasonable fees. Another example is the central 
bank’s active involvement in raising the degree of financial education of the 
population, also for the purpose of broadening financial inclusion.
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1. INTERNATIONAL  
AND DOMESTIC ECONOMIC  
AND FINANCIAL ENVIRONMENT

The outlook for 2017 points to a recovery in global growth to 3.5 percent (according 
to the IMF), but also to high uncertainty surrounding the developments in the 
period ahead. The main concerns refer to the political changes worldwide, the 
revision of the EU project and the UK’s exit from the European Union. In addition, 
the increasingly large recourse to protectionist policies and the slow dynamics of 
international trade may stall a more robust resumption of global economic activity. 
Given the persistent problems faced by some European banking groups, the 
aforementioned developments further carry a high risk of sudden adjustment of 
investor confidence in emerging market assets.

On the domestic macroeconomic front, the 2016 growth was chiefly underpinned  
by policies aimed at stimulating consumption, which consolidated its role as  
the key driver of economic advance. This trend is projected to continue in 2017  
as well, given that new measures to boost domestic consumption and public sector 
wage earnings have been announced. Under the circumstances, the return to 
procyclical fiscal policies exerts pressure on macroeconomic equilibria, with  
negative implications for the general government deficit and the current account 
deficit.

In 2016, Romania witnessed a massive fiscal impulse, the general government deficit 
reaching 3 percent of GDP (ESA 2010 methodology, according to the Eurostat news 
release on 24 April 2017). The measures announced for this year are likely to put 
pressure on public sector financing and to compress the room for fiscal adjustment 
in the event of lower-than-expected economic growth, entailing negative effects on 
public investment.

Total non-financial private sector debt fell marginally in 2016. Debt continued  
to post divergent developments across sectors, the increase in household 
indebtedness being indicative of a fast build-up of vulnerabilities in the banking 
sector that warrant the need for a recalibration of the macroprudential instruments, 
particularly those addressing loan demand. At present, the volume of new real  
estate loans granted by local banks to households exceeds that of new loans 
extended at the peak of the previous credit cycle, benefitting however from the 
strong support from the “First Home” programme. As for non-financial corporations, 
the volume of new loans is less than half that recorded during the expansion phase 
of lending. Companies actually make relatively low recourse to local bank financing, 
preferring loans from non-resident financial institutions or from parent undertakings. 
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To the extent that a part of the external debt thus incurred by non-financial 
corporations turned into domestic debt in the form of loans granted by local banks, 
the challenges posed by the low financial intermediation in Romania would diminish.

In 2016, the current account deficit widened to -2.3 percent of GDP, on the back 
of the larger deficits on trade in goods and primary income. The risk of negative 
consequences of twin deficits (fiscal and current account deficits) re-emerges. 
Although the external balance remains at a manageable level, mention should be 
made of a series of adverse developments in local producers’ competitiveness, which 
raise concerns about the sustainability of their export capacity. Nonetheless, the 
dynamics and nature of capital flows were not a source of significant vulnerabilities 
to financial stability. The positive trend in the volume and composition of foreign 
direct investment flows strengthened and public debt stabilised.

1.1. International economic and financial developments

Since the previous Report, the international financial markets have seen short 
episodes of higher volatility, which, however, have not translated into any 
notable changes in asset prices in domestic financial markets, nor have they been 
accompanied by substantial increases in Romania’s sovereign risk premium.

Nevertheless, the risk of a swift rise in risk aversion in international financial markets 
is significant, being driven by: (i) the mounting uncertainties surrounding global 
economic developments and heightening geopolitical tensions; (ii) the increasingly 
large recourse to protectionist policies, entailing a decline in international trade and 
in world growth; (iii) the stronger policy uncertainties amid the potential change 
in the EU project and the UK’s exit from the European Union and (iv) the greater 
problems faced by some European banking groups in certain euro area countries.

The uncertainties surrounding global economic growth have persisted

In 2016, global economic activity recorded the slowest pace of increase in the period 
following the recent crisis and the outlook for 2017 points to a slight resumption of 
growth (3.5 percent, according to the International Monetary Fund, World Economic 
Outlook, April 2017, Chart 1.1). The growth forecast for advanced economies stands at 
2 percent for 2017, with the US economy being projected to increase by 2.3 percent, 
amid the expansionary fiscal measures announced by the new administration. 
In emerging market economies, growth is expected at 4.5 percent, yet the 
developments across countries remain heterogeneous.

The Chinese economy generates the strongest uncertainties among those driven 
by the developments in emerging market economies. Specifically, China has been 
facing a series of financial imbalances stemming from the high level of indebtedness 
(particularly of non-financial corporations) and from the step-up in activity in the 
shadow financial system. Economic growth is projected to decelerate slightly 
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to 6.6 percent in 2017 from 6.7 percent in the previous year. Another source of 
uncertainty surrounding the global growth forecast refers to the heightening 
geopolitical tensions, especially those in the Middle East.

The adjustment in investor sentiment towards emerging markets has not translated 
into any notable changes in CDS quotes in Central and Eastern European countries  
so far (Chart 1.2). Moreover, the volatility of the exchange rate of the main currencies 
in the region versus the euro remained moderate throughout 2016, with the Polish 
zloty seeing the largest swings.

An additional risk factor stems from the increasingly 
large recourse to protectionist policies. According  
to the World Trade Organization, in mid-2016  
trade-restrictive measures taken by the G20 
economies reached the highest level since the 
outbreak of the crisis1.

In fact, in 2016 world trade rose at the slowest  
pace since 2009 (2.2 percent, Chart 1.3). For the 
period ahead, projections point to a slight recovery 
in global trade, on the back of the strengthening 
growth in advanced economies and the resumption 
of the positive dynamics of commodity prices.  
The latter increased markedly in 2016 as well, i.e. 
26 percent. In December 2016, the oil price moved 
up 44 percent from the same year-ago period,  
an important contributor being the November 2016 

agreement between the major oil-producing countries to cut supply. 

1 https://www.wto.org/english/news_e/news16_e/trdev_21jun16_e.htm.
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In November-December 2016, the oil price surged from USD 45 per barrel to 
USD 53 per barrel. Metal prices and agricultural producer prices also witnessed 
notable rises in 2016, i.e. up 33 percent and 6 percent respectively.

The measures announced by the new US administration with respect to the 
withdrawal from the Trans-Pacific Partnership, import taxes and the renegotiation 
of trade deals, as well as the increasing importance of protectionist policy actions in 
countries such as Italy2, France and Germany heighten concerns about world trade 
developments, amid a still frail economic recovery marked by uncertainties. The IMF 
estimates that market sensitivity to policy uncertainty has risen to its highest level 
since 20093. The said measures are accompanied by political changes, on the back 
of people’s stronger fears of technological progress (such as automatisation and the 
larger use of robots, the greater skill complexity of new jobs due to the increasingly 
pervasive digitalisation) and of globalisation (which could result in a lower number of 
job vacancies for residents or higher qualification requirements).

The implications for Romania of the introduction of protectionist measures come, via 
the direct channel, from the trade flows with Germany, Italy and France, the country’s 
major trading partners (trade in goods and services with the aforementioned 
countries accounting for 38 percent of total exports and 35 percent of total imports 
respectively in 2016). At the same time, the US policy actions may have an indirect 
impact on Romania through the effects they may exert on the economic activity and 
on world trade. Nonetheless, it is too early to tell, given that many of these measures 
are still under discussion.

Markets currently show a relative calmness about Brexit developments,  
yet uncertainty remains high, also in the context of the possible changes  
in the EU project

In March 2017, the United Kingdom formally notified to the European Council its 
intention to leave the EU, triggering Article 50 of the Treaty on European Union. This 
involves the start of a process of negotiations that will end in the UK’s withdrawal 
from the EU in 2019. It is noteworthy that Romania will take over the rotating 
presidency of the Council of the EU in 2019 H1, when Brexit talks should end.

The still difficult-to-assess implications of the UK’s exit from the European Union 
contribute to the mounting uncertainties surrounding the growth forecast for  
the EU economy and particularly for certain states that share strong ties with the 
British economy. In 2016, the UK reported higher-than-expected GDP growth,  
i.e. 2 percent, against the backdrop of the robust increase in domestic demand,  
which counterbalanced the shock of the Brexit vote. The UK economy is expected  
to perform well also in the current year, the latest IMF growth projection standing at 
1.5 percent, up 0.4 percentage points from the previous forecast. The impact of  
the UK referendum on financial markets has receded significantly, whereas its effects 
on the domestic economy have been limited, given Romania’s modest direct links 

2 Italy has recently taken several steps to support local producers such as labelling domestically-sold products (pasta, dairy 
products, etc.) to include an identifier of the country of origin of the ingredients.

3 IMF, Global Financial Stability Report, October 2016.
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with the said country. Nonetheless, the settlement of the terms of UK’s withdrawal 
from the EU may have important consequences for the domestic economy through 
the indirect channel, via the substantial effects of this process on the European  
Union as a whole. In addition, over the medium term, the direct and predictable 
negative implication of Brexit is the decrease in the EU budget and implicitly in  
the structural funds.

At the beginning of March 2017, Jean-Claude Juncker, the President of the European 
Commission, laid out several scenarios on the prospects for the European Union after 
the UK’s exit. The five scenarios refer to different situations, starting from a looser 
integration of EU Member States (which translates into a limitation of the EU project 
to the single market) to a deeper European integration (which would involve 
centralisation of decision-making at the EU level). These options were published 
in a White Paper4, alongside the main challenges to be faced by the European 
Union over the next decade, namely: mistrust in globalisation, the impact of the 
new technologies on the society and the rise in populist movements. The idea of a 
multi-speed Europe poses danger to Romania, given that it implies changing the 
architecture of a united Europe, which has been an anchor for our country after 1990. 

The situation of banks in the euro area is further stable, but problems  
with respect to low profitability and the large volume of non-performing  
loans persist

In 2016, banks’ profitability in the euro area remained modest, against the 
background of weak economic growth and persistently low interest rates. According 
to the EBA Risk Dashboard (September 2016), the risk of low interest rates, low fee and 
commission income and stickiness of banks’ costs is high and rising in the EU banking 
sector. The key measures of financial performance suggest increased heterogeneity of 
the banking sectors across the euro area. Specifically, Greece and Portugal reported 

4 EC, White Paper on the future of Europe. Reflections and scenarios for the EU27 by 2025, March 2017.
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negative values of ROE and ROA (September 2016), whereas Italy posted the  
lowest lending margins in the euro area, coupled with a high non-performing ratio 
(Chart 1.6). Banking sector fragility was also mirrored by the fall in the living  
standards in the aforementioned countries as compared with the pre-crisis period 
(Chart 1.4).

The large non-performing loan stocks in some EU Member States affect banks’ 
profitability prospects over the medium and long term, as well as their ability to lend 
to the real economy. Under the circumstances, the resolution of non-performing loans 
is a priority at the EU level. Among the countries posting NPL ratios above EBA’s red 
threshold (8 percent) are Greece, Cyprus, Ireland, Slovenia and Portugal (2016 Q3, 
Chart 1.6).5

Romania is part of a small group of EU countries in which no banks were bailed 
out by the government in 2007-2015 (Chart 1.5)

In Romania, the banks that are members of the main European banking groups  
have recorded adequate levels of key prudential indicators. Moreover, the total  
capital ratio of Romanian banks with Greek and Cypriot or Italian capital stands 
significantly higher than the required level (14.2 percent for banks with Italian  
capital and 20.6 percent for those with Greek and Cypriot capital respectively) and  
the NPL coverage by provisions is further appropriate (48 percent for banks with 
Italian capital and 50.3 percent for those with Greek and Cypriot capital respectively).  
The aforementioned credit institutions do not display a different behaviour  
compared with the other banks in the local banking system with respect to either 
their funding sources (they raised funds from both foreign and domestic markets)  
or their lending activity (Chart 1.7).

5 Lending margins are calculated using statistics on the interest rates applied by monetary financial institutions (MFIs). These 
margins are measured as the difference between MFIs’ interest rates on new loans and a weighted-average interest rate on 
new deposits from households and non-financial corporations. Average lending margins were calculated as an average of 
lending margins for non-financial corporations and households respectively.
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Chart 1.6. Banks' pro�tability in the euro area5 

Source: ECB, EBA, NBR, NBR calculations
 

Note: Orange indicates the home countries of the banks with foreign            
capital operating in Romania whose market share in terms of assets 
exceeds 1 percent. The values in parentheses are the asset shares of  
the banks with foreign capital in the total assets of the Romanian 
banking system (December 2016). 
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Insurance corporations and pension funds in Europe call for enhanced monitoring

Profitability prospects for insurance corporations and pension funds in Europe  
are also weak, amid the further low interest rate environment. Recently, the  
above-mentioned institutions have started to reallocate significant shares of their 
portfolio towards more risky and illiquid assets to boost yields from investment6.  
The solvency position of the major EU insurers remains solid, but the said 
developments call for enhanced monitoring, particularly for life insurers. In this 
context, in December 2016, the European Insurance and Occupational Pensions 
Authority (EIOPA) carried out a European-wide insurance stress test exercise that 
highlighted the vulnerabilities of this sector to adverse shocks. This exercise involved 
236 insurance undertakings from 30 European countries, with a cumulative market 
coverage of 77 percent. The scenarios included severe market conditions: an extended 
period of low interest rates and a double-hit scenario, based on the assumption of a 
low yield environment and a sudden increase in the risk premium. Three companies 
based in Romania participated in the stress test exercise, reporting favourable results 
(for details, see Section 3.3).

Following this exercise, EIOPA issued a set of recommendations for the national 
competent authorities with a view to addressing the main issues identified. 
Specifically, the supervisory authorities are required to check whether the insurance 
undertakings align their internal risk management process to the external risks faced 
by these undertakings and to ensure a balance among the objectives regarding 
solvency, financial stability and the policyholder protection, other recommendations 
referring to enhanced reporting requirements. In the current year, EIOPA will also 
conduct a stress test exercise for the occupational pensions sector.

1.2. Domestic macroeconomic developments

Since the previous Report, economic activity has risen at a sustained pace, driven 
mainly by policies aimed at stimulating consumption. This trend is projected to 
continue in 2017 as well, given that new fiscal easing measures and public sector pay 
rises have been announced. This is likely to put pressure on public sector financing 
and to compress the room for fiscal adjustment in the event of lower-than-expected 
economic growth, entailing negative effects, especially on public investment.

In 2016, Romania’s economy posted one of the fastest paces of increase in the EU 
(4.8 percent as compared with an average of 1.9 percent across the EU Member 
States). GDP growth in 2017 is projected to stand at 4.3 percent (the European 
Commission’s Spring 2017 Economic Forecast, May 2017). Domestic consumption 
consolidated its role as the key driver of economic advance, to the detriment of 
investment and the contribution of the external balance. Specifically, consumption 
contributed 5.2 percentage points of GDP to economic growth, up from 4 percentage 
points in 2015, whereas gross fixed capital formation made a negative contribution 
of 0.8 percentage points, compared with the positive contribution of 2.1 percentage 

6 European Central Bank, Financial Stability Review, November 2016.
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points in the previous year (Chart 1.8). Further consumption-boosting policies will 
most likely lead to a wider trade deficit, given that domestic production cannot 
ensure a similar increase to cover domestic needs.

Romania currently fulfils all the nominal criteria laid down in the Treaty on the 
Functioning of the European Union (Chart 1.9). The fiscal measures and wage hikes 
announced for this year raise concerns about the preservation of internal and external 
balances. The current account deficit rose to 2.3 percent of GDP in 2016 and the 
outlook for 2017 points to the fiscal deficit possibly exceeding the 3-percent-of-GDP 
reference value. There is a risk that the hard-won macroeconomic equilibria reached 
after the crisis which have been consolidated over the past years may be severely 
affected, calling for a revision of the policy mix. 

In addition, with a view to ensuring sustainable 
convergence, there is a need for further 
structural reforms, particularly in areas such as 
education, the improvement in the business and 
institutional environment, investment, as well as 
the improvement in the quality and efficiency of 
the public administration and the judicial system 
(according to the ECB’s Convergence Report 2016). 
Under the circumstances, a better calibration of 
the economic policy mix is needed to allow for 
the fulfilment of medium- to long-term objectives 
as well, such as the convergence of Romania’s 
economy to that of the euro area. In the opposite 
case, alongside the aforementioned risks, there is 
also the risk of the middle income trap, which some 
EU countries have already faced7.

7 Eichengreen, B., Park, D. and Shin, K., “Growth slowdowns redux”, Japan and the World Economy, vol. 32, 2014, pp. 65-84.
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Moreover, the analysis of households’ and non-financial corporations’ credit-to-GDP 
gap indicates that there is room for increasing financial intermediation. This may be 
accomplished especially via granting new loans that can contribute to sustaining the 
pace of economic growth (Chart 1.10).

Investment and innovation

In 2016, net investment fell 3.3 percent in annual terms because of the declines 
in industry, while sectors such as trade and services kept on reporting substantial 
rises. Specifically, investment in the latter sectors accounted for 31 percent of total 
investment, up from 26 percent in the previous year, whereas investment in industry 
shrank from 38 percent to 33 percent in 2016.

A boost to investment, particularly in medium- and 
high-tech industries, also by facilitating recourse to 
EU funding programmes (Box 1), could contribute 
to economic growth moving towards a sustainable 
pattern. The analysis of the destination of EU funds 
in the Multiannual Financial Framework 2007-2013 
shows that only a small share of these funds was used 
to improve competitiveness and scientific research. 
Therefore, a revision in the destination of EU funds is 
required, with a view to ensuring that a larger share 
of these amounts is allocated for developing and 
modernising the real economy (Georgescu, 20158). 

In Romania, the degree of innovation in the economy 
is still very low in both public and private sectors. 
In 2015, research and development expenditure as 
a share of GDP remained at the same level as in the 

past years, i.e. 0.5 percent. This value stands well below the EU average and is the 
lowest among the countries in the region. In addition, academic research innovation 
is far lower than that in other sectors (Chart 1.11).

Box 1. EU funding programmes for Romania

This box provides a brief description of (i) European structural and investment 
funds and of (ii) the investment plan for Europe, as well as of Romania’s degree of 
access to these funding sources.

(i) European structural and investment funds

Pursuant to the Treaty of Maastricht on European Union, among the objectives 
of the European Union rank the promotion of economic and social progress, the 
preservation of a high level of employment and the strengthening of economic 

8 Georgescu, F., “Capitalul în România anului 2015”, lecture on the occasion of being awarded the “Virgil Madgearu” Diploma 
with a gold medal, Bucharest, 24 November 2015.
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and social cohesion. To this end, as early as 1957, the European Commission has 
managed structural funds, whose objective is to grant financial assistance at 
structural level to EU Member States and less developed regions therein, with a 
view to strengthening economic and social cohesion in the European Union.

For the 2007-2013 period, the EC allocated Romania, under the National Strategic 
Reference Framework, non-repayable funds amounting to EUR 18.78 billion 
through three structural funds, namely the European Regional Development Fund 
(ERDF), the European Social Fund (ESF), and the Cohesion Fund (CF). In 2016, the 
rate of absorption of these funds was 90.44 percent (Chart B). The aforementioned 
rate started to accelerate in 2013, after a very long learning curve in the 2007-2012 
period. The explanation for the said development lies in the setting-up, in the 
autumn of 2012, of a fund with the Ministry of Public Finance that could be used 
by the beneficiaries of European funds for project financing, which contributed to 
a higher absorption rate. This fund was built on the successful EU fund accessing 
model of Poland, which was based, among others, on an effective mechanism of 
national co-financing, whereby the state provided support to beneficiaries and 
therefore facilitated the running of projects financed by European funds. The 
learning curve in the new programming period may be shorter than in the previous 
period, given that a substantial share of the projects has already been approved.

For the 2014-2020 period, the EC decided to allocate EUR 30.84 billion to Romania, 
the national contribution amounting to EUR 5.63 billion. The funds will be granted 
based on the Partnership Agreement, aiming to ensure the achievement of Europe 
2020 targets (sustainable economic growth based on knowledge, innovation and a 
high level of employment). 

The access to structural funds is made through programmes that focus on the 
main economic development areas. The programmes for the 2014-2020 period are: 
Large Infrastructure Operational Programme, Regional Operational Programme, 
Administrative Capacity Operational Programme, Human Capital Operational 
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Programme, Competitiveness Operational Programme, Technical Assistance 
Operational Programme, National Rural Development Programme, European 
Maritime and Fisheries Fund Operational Programme, Cross-border, transnational 
and interregional cooperation programmes (Chart A). The rate of absorption of 
these funds is currently low, standing below the EU level (around 1 percent in 
August 2016 versus 1.5 percent in the EU).

In addition to the aforementioned funds, Romania also benefits from 
EUR 0.1 billion funding targeted at improving the labour market provided by  
the YEI – Youth Employment Initiative (Chart A).

(ii) The investment plan for Europe

The investment plan for Europe is a recent European initiative9 needed in the 
context of weak economic growth and a low EU investment level. The plan has 
three major goals: (i) to boost investment; (ii) to increase competitiveness; and  
(iii) to support long-term economic growth.

With a view to achieving the above-mentioned objectives, the plan involves three 
pillars10: (a) the European Fund for Strategic Investments (EFSI), managed by the 
European Investment Bank (EIB); (b) the creation of an assistance framework 
ensuring that investment finance reaches the real economy; and (c) easing access 
to finance and improving the investment environment in Europe, particularly for 
small and medium-sized businesses.

The EFSI offers guarantees for high risk investment projects in strategic areas.  
The guarantees amount to EUR 33.5 billion (of which EUR 26 billion from the 
EU budget and EUR 7.5 billion from the EIB) and cover the period up to end-2020, 
with an investment target at the EU level of EUR 500 billion.

So far, Romania has made limited recourse to the resources available under the 
investment plan for Europe, with only seven approved projects. Among these 
projects, four are infrastructure and innovation projects whose financing totals 
EUR 133 million and which are expected to generate EUR 367 million in investment. 
The other three projects are agreements with financial intermediaries providing 
financing for approximately 2,200 SMEs worth EUR 32 million and expected to 
trigger around EUR 319 million in investment.

The main challenges to Romania in reaping the benefits of these European 
programmes are: (i) the insufficient prioritisation of projects based on strategic 
areas with a view to achieving sustainable economic development; (ii) the 
low efficiency of projects financed by EU structural funds; and (iii) the lack of a 
regulatory framework designed to facilitate public-private partnerships in order to 
access financing under the investment plan for Europe.

9 The project was first proposed during the meeting of the European Council in June 2014 by the then president of the 
European Commission, Jean-Claude Juncker (the plan is also referred to as the “Juncker Plan”). The European Commission 
officially committed to launch this project following the adoption of its work plan for 2015.

10 For further details, see also http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/policies/investment-plan/.

http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/policies/investment-plan/
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Labour market

Labour market developments were further conducive to a downtrend in 
unemployment rate in 2016 as well. At aggregate level, the employment rate fell 
marginally after a robust rise over the past years, standing at 65.6 percent at  
end-2016, while the ILO unemployment rate dropped to 5.9 percent from 6.8 percent 
in 2015 (Chart 1.12). The number of employees expanded by 3.4 percent, concurrently 
with an increase in the minimum wage economy-wide (Chart 1.13).

Nevertheless, labour market adjustments were uneven at both the regional  
and the sectoral levels. Specifically, the unemployment rate ranges from 4.2 percent 
in the Bucharest-Ilfov region to 11 percent in the South-West region, the differential 
having widened significantly in the last two years. In addition, many economic  
sectors face an increasingly acute labour shortage, bringing again attention to  
the need for further measures to reduce structural rigidities in the labour market. 
Non-financial corporations in Romania cited labour shortage as a markedly pressing 
problem in conducting their business (about 35 percent of the aforementioned  
firms in April-September 201611), with a significant share reporting a rise in wage costs 
(31 percent). The said shortage translated into a notable advance in wage costs per 
employee (11 percent June 2015 through June 2016), knowledge-intensive services 
experiencing the largest growth, i.e. 15 percent.

An important vulnerability of the labour market in Romania continues to be the  
low-skilled workforce. Romania has a relatively low share of high school graduates 
in the total population aged over 25 (63 percent versus 83 percent in Poland or 
74 percent in Bulgaria in 2014), as well as the lowest level of youth employment  
in the case of tertiary education graduates among the countries in the region 
(18 percent of total employees had a higher education degree in 2014, as compared 

11 Survey on the access to finance of the non-financial corporations in Romania, December 2016.
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with 31 percent in Poland or 30 percent in Bulgaria). 
The difficulty of finding suitably-skilled labour may 
exert wage cost pressures.

Technological progress involves changes in the  
types of skills required by employers and highlights 
the need for the educational systems to adapt to 
the new trends (Bowles, 201412). In this context, an 
important global concern refers to the effects of 
technological changes, growing innovation and 
digitalisation on employment. Evidence shows that, 
as far as the US is concerned, in the medium term, 
almost half of the existing professions may be partly 
if not entirely computerised or automated. Similar 
estimates seem plausible in the European case 
(European Commission, 201613). The most affected 
professions are predicted to include those in  

administration, manufacturing and agriculture. Romania has the largest share of  
jobs at risk of automatisation among EU Member States, i.e. over 60 percent 
(Chart 1.14).

Public sector

Romania’s fiscal position deteriorated in 2016, the general government deficit 
standing at 3 percent of GDP, according to Eurostat14 (ESA 2010 methodology),  
from 0.8 percent of GDP in 2015. Moreover, the structural deficit widened to 
2.6 percent of GDP, from 0.6 percent in the previous year, exceeding the  
1 percent-of-GDP limit that Romania committed to observe by signing the European 
fiscal compact. For 2017, there are fears with regard to the fiscal deficit and the 
structural deficit not complying with the ceilings (3 percent of GDP and 1 percent 
of GDP respectively), the European Commission forecasting levels above the 
reference values (Table 1.1). The fiscal deficit limit of 3 percent of GDP laid down 
in the excessive deficit procedure at the EU level is a ceiling that is accepted under 
adverse cyclical conditions but not during economic upturns. Furthermore, the 
European Commission’s forecast sees the general government deficit exceeding the 
aforementioned value in 2017, causing the EC also to issue a warning to Romania in 
this respect.

A trend reversal of the fiscal consolidation that occurred over the past years has 
become apparent. This will put pressure on public sector financing and will compress 
the room for fiscal adjustment in the event of lower-than-expected economic growth, 
entailing negative effects, especially on public investment.

12 Bowles, J., “The Computerisation of European Jobs”, Bruegel.org., 2014.
13 European Commission, “Key economic, employment and social trends behind a European Pillar of Social Rights”, Commission 

Staff Working Document 51, 2016.
14 Eurostat, Provision of deficit and debt data for 2016 – first notification, 24 April 2017.
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Table 1.1. General government budget deficit

percent of GDP

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

General government budget balance, cash*
(national methodology) -2.5 -2.5 -1.8 -1.4 -2.4 -2.96 -2.96

General government budget balance 
(ESA 2010) -3.7 -2.1 -1.4 -0.8 -3.0 -3.5 -3.7

Primary general government budget  
balance** -1.9 -0.3 0.3 0.9 -1.5 -2.0 -2.0

Structural general government budget 
balance*** -2.5 -1.0 -0.6 -0.6 -2.6 -3.9 -4.0

*) according to the data included in the Fiscal Strategy for 2017-2019

**) the primary deficit is the general government deficit (ESA 2010) excluding interest payable

***) the structural deficit is the general government deficit adjusted for the cyclical component (estimated 
based on potential output)

Source: MPF, Eurostat, European Commission

In February 2017, government debt-to-GDP ratio stood at 37.5 percent, being 
marginally lower than at end-2015 (Chart 1.15). The composition of public debt 
remained favourable in terms of the risks it may pose to financial stability and 
developments were broadly positive. Specifically, (i) the external debt declined to 
17.9 percent of GDP in February 2017 from 18.9 percent of GDP in December 2015; 
(ii) leu-denominated debt increased from 45.8 percent of total public debt to 
48.2 percent over the same reference period; and (iii) the general government has 

further raised mostly medium- and long-term funds, 
accounting for over 90 percent of total public debt. 
Banks hold a notable share of government securities 
in their portfolios, i.e. around 20 percent of total  
bank assets in November 2016. The important link 
between banks and the government through this 
channel may generate vulnerabilities to credit 
institutions (for further details, see Section 3.2).  
The foreign currency buffer at the disposal of the 
Ministry of Public Finance, set up to improve  
public debt management and to avoid seasonal 
pressures, amounted to approximately EUR 6 billion 
(at end-2016, up from EUR 5.9 billion), accounting 
for about 3.5 percent of GDP. Thus, net public debt 
(calculated as a difference between public debt and 
the foreign currency buffer of the MPF) held around 
34 percent of GDP.

Low financial intermediation currently coexists with excess liquidity amid a low 
interest rate and a small number of assets considered safe. From 2009 to 2016,  
narrow money (M1) doubled, standing at lei 180 billion, whereas the interbank  
market rate fell almost ten times (Chart 1.17). Money velocity (GDP/M3) dropped from 
3 before the crisis to 2.7 in 2012 and 2.4 in 2016 (Chart 1.16). Preference for liquidity 
affects investment and not only does it reduce potential GDP and actual GDP by 
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lowering the rate of return on investment, but it particularly impacts the composition 
of economic growth: preference for liquidity is correlated with an enhanced 
propensity to consume rather than invest.

1.3. Non-financial private sector indebtedness

Private sector debt has continued to decline marginally since the previous Report. 
At sectoral level, developments in the household sector point to a rapid build-up of 
vulnerabilities in the banking sector, calling for a recalibration of macroprudential 
tools, in particular those aimed at credit demand.

Developments in total indebtedness15

Total corporate and household debt dropped by 
3.6 percent16 to EUR 71.6 billion December 2015 
through December 2016 (Chart 1.18). This 
adjustment was driven by the fall in loans taken 
from non-resident financial institutions (by roughly 
17 percent in the period under review). Thus, the 
share of non-financial private sector external 
debt narrowed from 20.7 percent at end-2015 to 
17.9 percent in December 2016. 

The decrease in external debt, together with a 
contraction in foreign currency denominated loans 
from local sources, led to lower risks associated with 
foreign financing (specifically, the risk of withdrawal 

15 Total debt covers loans taken from resident or non-resident banks and NBFIs, including loans written-off and sold by banks.
16 In this section, the dynamics of lending are calculated taking into account the exchange rate effect by adjusting the nominal 

stock of foreign currency-denominated loans for exchange rate changes, unless otherwise specified.
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of funds and the currency risk). However, the decline 
in external financial debt cannot be ascribed to 
companies’ deleveraging efforts, but rather to a 
substitution effect, with foreign debt being replaced 
with loans taken either from the non-financial 
sector (i.e. parent companies or trade partners) or 
from local banks. Behind the further downtrend in 
total debt-to-GDP ratio stood the modest dynamics 
of non-financial private sector debt, along with 
the significant economic growth recorded in 2016 
(Chart 1.19). Specifically, bank lending to non-financial 
corporations as a share of GDP decreased by 
1.4 percentage points in 2015-2016, while in the case 
of households the adjustment was less pronounced 
(-0.3 percentage points). Increased lending, in 
particular from local banks, channelled mainly 
towards companies for investment purposes, could 

create higher value added and is a prerequisite for sustainable economic growth. 
Currently, firms make modest recourse to local banks for financing their activity, 
preferring to take loans from non-resident financial institutions or from parent 
undertakings abroad (Table 1.2 and details in Section 2.1).

Table 1.2. Household and corporate debt

December 2016 (lei bn.) Share of GDP (%)

Household debt, of which: 125.9 16.5

Local banks 113.0 14.8

NBFIs 6.0 0.8

Write-offs 4.7 0.6

Sold loans 2.2 0.3

Non-financial corporations' debt, of which: 199.4 26.2

Local banks 101.6 13.3

Non-resident financial institutions 58.3 7.7

NBFIs 18.4 2.4

Write-offs 12.4 1.6

Sold loans 8.8 1.2

Source: NBR, NIS, NBR calculations

The challenges stemming from the low level of financial intermediation in Romania 
would ease to the extent that part of non-financial corporations’ external debt, 
generated as mentioned above, were converted to domestic debt in the form of 
loans granted by local banks. The stock of external loans taken by non-financial 
corporations accounted for around 60 percent of corporate loans extended by local 
credit institutions (in September 2016). Two major segments that would make an 
extremely valuable premium customer base for local banks are large and medium-
sized companies. External financial debt of large companies amounts to EUR 4 billion, 
while that of medium-sized enterprises runs at EUR 1.1 billion, their overall external 
debt accounting for roughly 22 percent of total corporate loans granted by resident 
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banks. The rest of external debt is contracted mostly by micro-enterprises and atypical 
SMEs (35.5 percent of the bank loan stock), of which a significant share is taken by 
companies in the real estate sector (approximately 70 percent).

At sectoral level, indebtedness further reported mixed developments, as indicated 
also in the previous Report. Specifically, total debt of non-financial corporations fell by 
6.9 percent in 2016, while total household debt posted positive dynamics (+2.3 percent). 
However, lending saw much broader developments, the loan stock being also impacted 
by banks’ measures to reduce non-performing exposures. Thus, the growth rate of bank 
loans, adjusted for measures to clean up bank balance sheets, stood at 1.8 percent in 
the case of non-financial corporations and at 8.2 percent for households. The further 
strong upward trend in household loans, along with the rise in individuals’ level of 
indebtedness (details in Section 2.2), amid historically low interest rates, may lead to 
heightening vulnerabilities across the banking sector, with significant negative effects 
on financial stability and economic growth over the medium term. 

Credit demand and supply

The entry into force of the Law on debt discharge (No. 77/2016) in May 2016, followed 
by the Constitutional Court declaring unconstitutional some of the provisions  
of this law in October 2016, led banks to temporarily tighten their credit standards  

for housing loans to households. This had a  
short-term impact on lending, with household 
demand shifting towards loans granted under the 
“First Home” programme (which are exempted from 
the provisions of Law No. 77/2016). By contrast, 
bank credit standards for loans to non-financial 
corporations did not witness any significant changes, 
remaining at a relatively constant level ever since 
2015 Q2 (Chart 1.20). This trend is expected to 
continue also in the period ahead.

Corporate demand for bank loans is further subdued. 
In fact, bank lending is among least used financing 
sources of non-financial corporations. According to 
the Survey on the access to finance of non-financial 
corporations in Romania and their capacity to withstand 
adverse financial conditions17 (December 2016), most 
companies intend to lower their indebtedness in the 

period ahead (59 percent of companies would not take a loan in lei and 65 percent 
would not borrow in euro, irrespective of the level of interest rates). 

In addition, access to finance is seen as a pressing issue by a relatively low share of 
companies (16 percent). The overly high level of interest rates and commissions, the 
requirements regarding the value or type of collateral, and bureaucracy rank, in this 

17 The survey is sent twice a year by the NBR to approximately 10,000  companies in Romania (representative sample at 
national level), and details are available at: http://www.bnro.ro/PublicationDocuments.aspx?icid=16645.
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order, among the main difficulties faced by companies in accessing financing  
from banks and/or NBFIs. These issues have a stronger impact on SMEs, which also  
reported higher difficulty in receiving the full amounts requested from banks (only 
14 percent of SMEs applied for loans and received the requested amounts in full 
in April-September 2016, compared to 41 percent of large companies). The share 
of SMEs with an outstanding loan from a local financial institution is further low 
(15.4 percent of SMEs active as at December 2016).

Corporate and household loans granted by local banks

Local banks are further inclined to channel loans mainly to households, despite  
non-financial corporations’ sustainable borrowing potential. In 2016, new loans granted 
by local banks amounted to approximately lei 38 billion, accounting for 17.6 percent 
of the total loan stock at end-2016. The majority of these loans were directed to 
households (Chart 1.21). Specifically, in the course of 2016, roughly 55 percent of new 
loans extended to the non-financial private sector went to households (around a third 
under the “First Home” programme), their value rising by 20 percent compared to the 
previous year (details in Section 2.2), while loans to non-financial corporations remained 
on a downward trend (-5 percent versus 2015). Moreover, new corporate loans account 
for less than half of the new loans granted in the peak period of the previous credit 
cycle, while new household loans make up roughly 60 percent of the corresponding 
maximum value. In particular, new real estate loans exceeded the volume of new loans 
granted in the peak period of the previous credit cycle. 

Unlike the household sector, the developments in lending to non-financial 
corporations post certain features that make the flow of new loans granted to this 
segment have a lower contribution to the sector’s growth. First, corporate loans have 
a high replacement rate. Approximately 30 percent of total new loans have a maturity 
of up to one year, cash loans being excluded from this calculation. Moreover, the 
volume of maturing loans was significant in 2016, totalling lei 8.4 billion, which 
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accounted for 52 percent of the flow of new loans granted that same year. Second,  
the percentage of debtors returning to the loan market is very high. Specifically, only 
a third of the companies that took a new loan in 2016 were granted a loan for the  
first time.

Looking at non-financial corporations, developments in new loans were offset  
to a larger extent by adjustments in the loan stock as a result of banks’ measures to 
resolve non-performing exposures. In particular, the volume of net loan sales stood  
at lei 6.5 billion in 2016, while write-offs amounted to lei 0.6 billion (Chart 1.22).  
For comparison reasons, this type of adjustments to household loans amounted to 
merely lei 3.3 billion, of which lei 1.95 billion covered net loan sales.

The breakdown of new loans to non-financial corporations points to a stronger focus 
on large companies. 2016 saw a 10.4 percent rise in the flows of new loans taken by 
large companies and a 12.8 percent decrease in the case of those extended to SMEs. 
However, SMEs continue to attract a significant share of new loans (64 percent of total 
new loans). 

An explanation for the lower preference of banks towards SMEs lies in the latter’s 
looser payment discipline, mirrored also by their higher leverage ratio and lower 
capitalisation. Microeconomic analysis shows a strong asymmetry in terms of  
leverage ratio that allows for a classification of SMEs into two distinct categories: 
(i) companies that do not resort to loans (i.e. with a debt-to-equity ratio below 
one), including here a third of SMEs (181,000 SMEs in 2015 and 56,000 out of total 
174,000 SMEs which submitted their financial statements to the Ministry of Public 
Finance by mid-201618) and (ii) companies with a debt-to-equity ratio way above  
the 2 alert threshold, mostly micro-enterprises (Chart 1.23). 

18 Pursuant to the regulations in force, solely companies reporting a turnover higher than lei 220,000 at the end of the previous 
year are required to submit semi-annual financial statements.
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This evolution of the leverage ratio stems from SMEs resorting to liabilities to third 
parties as a source of financing their activity. The situation is all the more pressing 
as over 44 percent of SMEs reported negative equity at end-2015, which requires 
immediate action according to applicable regulations. An increase in shareholders’ 
contribution by recapitalising significantly indebted companies would help these 
companies to achieve a more balanced composition of financing sources, with a 
positive impact on payment discipline across the economy (details in Section 2.1).

Borrowing potential of non-financial corporations19

SMEs have a significant borrowing potential. An assessment of financial results recorded 
over the latest business cycle points to 12,200 small and medium-sized enterprises that 
can be deemed economically viable, namely they ranked among the best-performing 
companies economy-wide in at least seven of the last nine years. Among these 
companies, more than 6,600 SMEs report a debt-to-equity ratio below one and can 
service a significant loan volume20 (lei 36.3 billion in December 2015). By economic 

sector, this borrowing potential comes from sectors 
such as industry (27.8 percent), trade (25.5 percent) 
and services and utilities (20.4 percent). Companies in 
the construction, agriculture and real estate sectors 
have a lower capacity to take new loans (Chart 1.24).

However, a significant share of the flows of new  
loans extended by banks to small and medium-sized 
enterprises were channelled towards the construction 
and real estate sectors (36 percent of the volume 
of new loans granted to SMEs, which amounted to 
lei 11.2 billion in 2016). Moreover, in 2016, loans 
granted by banks to SMEs in the real estate sector 
exceeded the latter’s borrowing potential. Other 
sectors that benefited from significant credit flows 
were services and utilities (22.2 percent) and industry 
(15.7 percent).

The relationship between firms and creditors (from the banking sector or the 
capital market) must be improved, the low dynamics of corporate lending owing 
to both supply- and demand-side factors. On the supply side, it is necessary to 
take action at banking sector level, inter alia by improving training of employees 
involved in granting loans and managing risks, as well as by reviewing the terms and 
conditions for lending. At the same time, companies must focus more on improving 
their financial management, especially by avoiding over-indebtedness, by making 
appropriate use of working capital (and therefore involving other financing sources 
in carrying out investments), and by appropriately selecting and sizing investment 
projects, as well as by effectively managing firm’s liquidities. 

19 For more details on well-performing enterprises and how they can be defined, see Neagu, F., Dragu, F., Costeiu, A., “Pregătiți 
pentru viitor? O nouă perspectivă asupra economiei României”, NBR, Caiete de studii, No. 46/2017.

20 The borrowing potential was determined by summing the room for debt growth for each company so that the leverage 
ratio be equal to 1.
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Corporate and household loans granted by local NBFIs

Loans granted by NBFIs further stand at relatively low levels, however having a 
significant growth potential (details in Section 3.3). Specifically, corporate and 
household loans granted by NBFIs amounted to lei 24.4 billion in 2016, posting a 
significant increase (13 percent) versus the previous year. Corporate loans extended by 
NBFIs rose at a faster pace compared to household loans (14 percent against 11 percent 
from December 2015 to December 2016). In fact, loans taken by non-financial 
corporations hold the largest share in the portfolio of NBFIs (approximately 75 percent). 

EUR-denominated loans account for 85 percent of the corporate loan portfolio21, 
a situation which calls for close monitoring especially in a context where most 
loans go to unhedged borrowers. Corporate loans granted by NBFIs are channelled 
chiefly to micro-enterprises (32 percent of corporate loans) and to small enterprises 
(29 percent). By sector, the majority of loans are extended to service and trade 
enterprises (37 percent and 20 percent respectively). Financial leases are the main 
type of corporate loans granted by NBFIs (71 percent in December 2016). 

The quality of non-bank financial institutions’ portfolio improved 2015 through 2016, 
the non-performing loan ratio dropping from 14.1 percent to 10 percent in the case of 
companies and from 7 percent to 5.6 percent for households. The sectoral breakdown 
points to the trade sector as reporting a higher NPL ratio among the sectors to 
which local NBFIs have significant exposures (13.5 percent in December 2016 against 
5.9 percent in services and 5.4 percent in agriculture). Micro-enterprises play an 
important part in determining the quality of non-bank financial institutions’ portfolio, 
their non-performing loans amounting to lei 1.1 billion (i.e. 67 percent of total  
non-performing loans) and the corresponding NPL ratio standing at 20.9 percent.

1.4. External balance

In 2016, the current account deficit expanded to 
-2.3 percent of GDP. In fact, the regular assessments 
carried out by the European Systemic Risk Board, as 
part of the Risk Dashboard, point to unfavourable 
developments in both the level and dynamics of 
Romania’s current account deficit in the European 
context (Chart 1.25). These developments owed 
mainly to wider deficits on trade in goods and primary 
income. Moreover, since the previous Report, certain 
unfavourable trends in the competitiveness of local 
firms have been manifest, calling for closer monitoring 
in the period ahead. By contrast, the dynamics and 
nature of capital flows were not a source of significant 
vulnerabilities to financial stability. The positive trend 
in foreign direct investment strengthened, while their 
composition improved.

21 Covers the firms included in the Central Credit Register database. The sample of these firms is not comprehensive, this 
report including companies with an exposure higher than lei 20,000 to a single credit institution.
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1.4.1. Current account

Developments in the main components of the current account

In 2016, the current account deficit widened by EUR 2 billion to reach roughly 
EUR 4 billion (Chart 1.26). Relative to GDP, the current account deficit expanded by 
over one percentage point compared to the previous year (to 2.3 percent). Economic 
growth, in particular the step-up in consumption, reflected also in the balance on 
trade in goods and services. Specifically, behind the worsening of the current account 
deficit stood mainly the deficit on trade in goods, which increased by EUR 1.5 billion in  
2015-2016 (to EUR 9.3 billion). In 2016, the deficit on trade in goods deepened against 
a background of robust growth in imports, driven by domestic consumer demand.22

Imports of goods rose at an annual rate of 8 percent, exceeding that of exports by 
1.7 percentage points. Consumer goods made the largest contribution to import 
dynamics, their fast growth pace leading to a widening of the deficit on trade in 
goods to a level similar to that recorded in 2008 (i.e. EUR 2.3 billion January through 
November 2016, Chart 1.27). 

In the period ahead, developments in domestic consumption are likely to further 
exert pressures on the external balance. The European Commission anticipates the 
current account deficit to reach 2.8 percent of GDP in 2017 (according to the Spring 
Economic Forecast), the projection for 2018 standing at 2.9 percent of GDP. These 
forecasts are driven primarily by the expected growth in domestic consumption, with 
a role in stimulating imports. However, the estimated levels remain below the alert 
threshold of 4 percent of GDP23, set in the Macroeconomic Imbalance Procedure, 
but the evolution continues to raise concerns, as most EU countries record current 
account surpluses. 

22 The breakdown of goods by end-use is in line with the Classification by Broad Economic Categories (BEC Rev. 4).
23 The alert threshold refers to the three-year average of the indicator.
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On the other hand, services generated the largest 
trade surplus (EUR 7.7 billion), their contribution 
to the current account rebalancing heightening in 
recent years. Telecommunications, computer, and 
information services strengthened their contribution 
significantly, posting one of the highest surpluses 
(EUR 1.9 billion24), after road freight transport 
services (EUR 3.6 billion) and manufacturing services 
on physical inputs owned by others (EUR 2.4 billion). 
In fact, Romania distinguishes itself across the 
region through the largest surplus generated by the 
telecommunications, computer, and information 
services, according to 2015 data (Chart 1.28).

Looking at the income balance, secondary income 
saw its surplus narrow slightly (by EUR 0.3 billion 
to EUR 2.5 billion), while primary income deficit 

widened by EUR 1.1 billion over the same period (to EUR 4.8 billion).

Competitiveness of local exporters

Although the external balance remains within sustainable and manageable limits, 
recent trends in local producers’ competitiveness, as well as certain structural 
characteristics of exports call for close monitoring.

First, there are signals indicating possible competitiveness losses in local firms, with 
an impact on their capacity to maintain a fast growth rate of exports in the period 
ahead. The modest dynamics of labour productivity in industry reported in 2016, 
along with a significant rise in wage costs in this sector (Chart 1.29), inter alia against 

24 Computer and information services account for EUR 1.4 billion of this surplus.
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the background of recent wage measures (for details, see Section 1.2), may contribute 
to the erosion of local producers’ share on international markets. According to the 
NBR’s Survey on the access to finance of non-financial corporations in Romania and 
their capacity to withstand adverse financial conditions (December 2016), major net 
exporters reported a significantly larger increase in labour costs over the previous six 
months compared to the corporate sector as a whole (51 percent versus 31 percent).

Hourly labour costs in domestic industry are further low (EUR 5 per hour, compared 
to an EU average of EUR 26, respectively an EU-10 average of EUR 8 in 2015). In this 
context, Romania recorded one of the highest annual growth rates of unit labour 
costs across the region in 2016 Q3 (Chart 1.30). This trend is likely to persist in the 
period ahead as well, indicating a necessity to shift from competitive advantages 
stemming from low labour costs to a competitive economy based on capital and 
technology.

On the other hand, challenges to competitiveness may arise also from difficulties 
faced by enterprises in identifying and attracting suitably skilled workforce, in 
particular by exporters, which are more strongly affected than the rest of the 
companies. In April-September 2016, net exporters identified the availability of skilled 
staff as their most pressing problem25. By comparison, the most pressing problems 
for the non-financial corporations sector were the high level of taxation, fiscal 
unpredictability, competition and lack of demand.

Second, the composition of exports shows that export performance depends  
on a low number of firms, as regards exports of goods, as well as of services.  
Thus, in 2016, the top 100 companies accounted for almost half of Romania’s total 
exports of goods26, whereas in the case of services, the top 100 firms generated 
29 percent of corresponding exports at aggregate level. The polarisation of export 
competitiveness is more visible in exports of computer and information services 
(where top-100 companies make up for 70 percent of exports). An increase in the 
number of companies performing well on external markets could help improve 
Romania’s capacity to support medium- and long-term exports. 

Economic performance of foreign trade companies

Yet, several favourable developments in external flows and in foreign trade 
companies’ activity continued also throughout 2016. Medium high-tech goods 
strengthened their share in total exports of local enterprises, reaching 47 percent  
of the trade flows recorded in the first nine months of 2016 (versus 44 percent  in 
2015). Moreover, net exporters and net importers27 further posted above-average 
financial performances: in 2016 H1, these firms’ return on assets stood at 6.9 percent 
and 7.9 percent respectively, compared to an economy-wide average of 6.2 percent. 

25 According to the Survey on the access to finance of non-financial corporations in Romania and their capacity to withstand 
adverse financial conditions (December 2016). 

26 January through September 2016.
27 These were grouped into net exporters (generating trade surplus) and net importers (generating trade deficit). Only the 

companies that are engaged in exports or imports worth more than EUR 100,000 in each quarter over a year were taken  
into consideration. The selected businesses accounted for 97 percent of the exports and 92 percent of the imports of  
non-financial corporations, respectively, October 2015 through June 2016.
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Foreign trade companies also report comfortable solvency levels, the debt-to-equity 
ratio for net exporters and net importers running at 1 and 1.2 respectively, versus 1.6 
for non-financial corporations as a whole. 

Foreign trade companies saw their role in the economy increase slightly June 2015 
through June 2016, generating 43.2 percent of local companies’ value added, 54.8 percent 
of their turnover and 30.9 percent of their headcount. Foreign trade companies  
account for a lower share of local bank’s balance sheets, compared to their contribution 
to the economy. The share of loans to net exporters and importers in total loans to  
non-financial corporations stood at 14 percent and 23.4 percent respectively, at  
end-2016. The capacity of these companies to service their debt to local credit institutions 
remains very high and endorses Romanian banks to focus more on this type of clients. 
NPL ratios for net exporters and net importers ran at 9.6 percent and 6.8 percent 
respectively, as compared to a 19.3 percent economy-wide average in December 2016. 

1.4.2. Capital flows

In 2016, the dynamics and nature of capital flows were not a source of significant 
vulnerabilities to financial stability. The positive trend in foreign direct investment 
strengthened, and their composition improved. 

Dynamics of capital flows

The positive balance of the capital account increased in 2016 (to EUR 4.2 billion from 
EUR 3.9 billion in 2015). Romania’s net international investment position adjusted to 
-49.6 percent of GDP in 2016 (a significant improvement compared to -57.3 percent 
in 2014 and, respectively, to the historical low of 67.4 percent in 2012). However, 
the indicator remains above the alert threshold of -35 percent of GDP, set in the 
Macroeconomic Imbalance Procedure, pointing to Romania’s still high vulnerability to 
withdrawals of foreign capital flows.
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1. International and domestic economic and financial environment

Net inflows of direct investment strengthened in the course of 2016, rising by  
more than 30 percent in annual terms (to EUR 3.9 billion, Chart 1.31). Moreover,  
the quality of these capital flows improved, due to the significant advance in equity, 
including reinvestment of earnings, which rose by EUR 1.2 billion to EUR 1.9 billion 
in 2016, Chart 1.33). The above-mentioned development signals the strengthening 
of investor sentiment towards Romania’s economy. Portfolio investment witnessed a 
recovery, totalling EUR 1.2 billion in 2016 (compared to an almost zero contribution 
to the financial account in 2015) and being accounted for mainly by long-term debt 
securities. A possible step-up in portfolio investment may render Romanian economy 
more vulnerable to potential sudden changes in the risk appetite of investors for 
emerging countries’ assets. The main potential catalysts of this risk in the period  
ahead include rising political uncertainties worldwide and shocks stemming from  
the financial sector in some euro area countries (details in Section 1.1). Other 
investment recorded net outflows, but these dropped by 25 percent versus the 
previous year. 

Romania’s external debt increased in 2016, amounting to EUR 92.4 billion (up by 
2.1 percent versus end-2015, Chart 1.32). The breakdown shows that short-term 
external debt expanded by EUR 3.5 billion (to EUR 23.4 billion in December 2016). 
The ratio of short-term external debt to foreign currency reserves picked up slightly 
to 68.3 percent in 2016 from 61.7 percent at end-2015, but international liquidity 
remained at an adequate level (Chart 1.34). These developments notwithstanding, 
there are no vulnerabilities stemming from short-term debt, its share in total external 
debt coming in at a comfortable level of 25.3 percent in 2016. Moreover, the ratio of 
the foreign exchange reserves held at the NBR to short-term external debt, calculated 
at residual maturity, points to a good macroeconomic capacity to withstand potential 
severe adverse developments coming from the external sector (the value of the 
indicator was 90.1 percent in 2016). Long-term debt decreased by EUR 1.6 billion  
in 2016 (to EUR 69 billion), mainly on account of the lower non-publicly guaranteed 
debt, including non-residents’ long-term deposits. Goods and services import 
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cover28 stabilised at 6.3 months in December 2016 (a level similar to that  
recorded in 2015). Moreover, the gold stock held by the National Bank of Romania 
remained unchanged at 103.7 tonnes, ranking highest in the region, while  
Romania’s international reserves (gold and foreign currency) stood comfortably at 
EUR 37.9 billion (December 2016, Chart 1.34).

Destination of foreign funds 

The first nine months of 2016 witnessed favourable developments as regards the 
more substantial foreign financing of tradable sectors. The external debt stock of 
these sectors amounted to EUR 16.1 billion in September 2016, up by 5 percent 
compared to the same year-ago period. By comparison, the financing of companies 
in the non-tradable sector remained unchanged at EUR 19.9 billion over the same 
interval, further accounting for the prevailing share in external debt (55 percent). 
Specifically, companies in the real estate sector hold 28 percent of total external 
debt of non-financial corporations (September 2016). The real estate sector is highly 
dependent on foreign financing sources, which make up for three quarters of the 
overall corporate debt in this sector. Manufacturing industry and services also hold 
significant and rising shares of external debt.

Economic performance of and lending to foreign-funded companies 

Direct investment enterprises29 have a good capacity to withstand possible adverse 
developments, reporting favourable financial results in 2016 H1. Profitability 
indicators increased in June 2015 – June 2016, in the context of an asset turnover 
ratio above the economy-wide average, as well as of a slightly higher leverage ratio 
(1.7 versus 1.6). Direct investment companies, although low in number, make a 
significant contribution to the economy, accounting for half of the gross value added 
and turnover of non-financial corporations, and, respectively, for almost one third of 
total corporate headcount. Moreover, these companies are well-represented in local 
banks’ portfolio, with outstanding loans amounting to lei 36.8 billion, i.e. 36 percent of 
banks’ corporate portfolio. 

By contrast, companies incurring debt from external financial institutions (September 
2016) and, in particular, short-term external debt, have an overall performance below 
the economy-wide average, posting a relatively high indebtedness (the leverage ratio 
for companies incurring short-term external financial debt is 4.4, compared to 2.4 for 
companies with medium- and long-term external debt, and to an economy-wide 
average of 1.6). Companies incurring external financial debt hold a significant share in 
the portfolios of local credit institutions (lei 20.1 billion at end-2016). Payment behaviour 
mirrors the less favourable situation of companies incurring short-term external debt, 
their non-performing loan ratio standing at 21.9 percent, against 11.2 percent for 
companies with medium- and long-term external debt and, respectively, 19.3 percent 
for non-financial corporations as a whole (December 2016).

28 Import cover is calculated as a ratio of Romania’s international reserves (foreign currency + gold) at the end of period to 
average monthly imports of goods and services in the period under review.

29 Companies with foreign ownership higher than or equal to 10 percent of capital in 2015 (according to data from the 
National Trade Register Office) were taken into account.
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In 2016 H1, non-financial corporations witnessed an improvement in their  
financial standing, mirroring the positive economic developments at aggregate  
level, but they continue to face a series of structural vulnerabilities that call for  
close monitoring of risks to the local financial system. These vulnerabilities are:  
the large number of firms with a net worth below the minimum required level,  
the high degree of concentration and the heterogeneous results recorded at 
individual level. It is necessary to improve the financial soundness of companies,  
not only for ensuring better economic performance and payment discipline,  
but also for strengthening the local financial system. The non-performing loan  
ratio remained on a downtrend in the course of 2016, the dynamics reflecting  
both firms’ positive financial results and the adjustments to the loan stock  
following the measures taken by credit institutions to resolve their non-performing  
exposures. However, the forecasted developments in the macroeconomic 
environment and in the financial conditions can cause the NPL ratio to deteriorate  
in the coming period in the absence of credit institutions’ further efforts to clean  
up their balance sheets.

The household sector saw, on the one hand, a rise in net wealth and a  
strengthening of the balance sheet position amid favourable developments  
in the macroeconomic environment, and, on the other hand, higher indebtedness, 
hence following the trend witnessed in recent years. The present macroeconomic 
context, which features low interest rates and notable income rises for certain 
categories of employees, is likely to boost credit demand, while on the supply side, 
banks’ further preference for lending to this sector increases their exposures to 
households. The rise in interest rates and/or a lower-than-expected advance  
in economic activity may put pressure on households’ debt servicing capacity,  
with sizeable negative effects on the banking sector and, implicitly, on economic 
growth. In order to achieve the macroprudential policy objective of reducing  
and preventing over-indebtedness, the risks to the financial system stability arising 
from lending to the real sector are regularly monitored, including for the activation 
and/or recalibration of the necessary macroprudential tools.

The risk stemming from the pick-up in residential property prices is rising, with  
the latest developments pointing to the indicative threshold being exceeded,  
against the background of a higher exposure of the banking sector to the  
residential real estate market. Moreover, the risks posed by credit institutions’ 
exposures to assets correlated with developments in the commercial property  
sector remain important. In this context, a close monitoring of developments  
in the real estate market is required, both on the residential and commercial 
segments.
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2.1. Non-financial corporations

2.1.1. Non-financial corporations’ economic and financial performance

Non-financial corporations30 further recorded positive developments in 2016 H1, 
reflecting the favourable economic conditions. A series of structural vulnerabilities 
persist at microeconomic level, such as the high degree of concentration of 
performance, while companies’ involvement in high-tech and knowledge-intensive 
activities can be enhanced. Other challenges facing the corporate sector stem from 
pressures on wage costs and from the availability of labour force. 

Economic and financial performance 

Firms’ financial standing improved in 2016 H1, in line with the significant economic 
expansion seen in that period. Companies’ key economic indicators witnessed 
favourable developments: (i) the largest increase in value added recorded in recent 
years (+10 percent in June 2016 versus the same year-ago period), amid the further 
higher turnover growth rate compared to that of operating expenses; and (ii) the 

notable rises in the number of employees and in 
total assets. However, stronger pressures on staff 
costs are manifest, the said expenses posting a 
15 percent hike in 2016 H1 (for details on labour 
market developments, see Section 1.2). 

The capacity of companies to generate profits 
witnessed positive dynamics. Return on equity (ROE) 
reached 16 percent in June 2016 (from 15.1 percent 
in the same period of the previous financial year), 
while return on assets (ROA) rose to 6.2 percent (from 
5.8 percent), Chart 2.1. In 2016 H1, the aggregate 
net result of non-financial corporations increased 
by lei 3.6 billion to lei 26.4 billion, owing inter 
alia to the lower number of companies reporting 
net losses as at mid-2016 (their share in total 
number of companies dropped to 31.7 percent 
versus 34.5 percent in June 2015). SMEs was the 

more dynamic segment in terms of profitability indicators, as well as of increases 
in sales, gross value added and number of employees. Despite these favourable 
developments, domestic economy is further dominated by a handful of companies, 
the aggregate result being accounted for to a large extent by a few firms with 
outstanding performance (the top 100 companies by net profit taking 42 percent of 
the aggregate net result, i.e. lei 11.2 billion in June 2016).

30 The non-financial corporations sector includes all companies whose core business is to produce goods and non-financial 
services. This analysis covers the firms which submitted their financial statements to the Ministry of Public Finance in 
June 2016, namely 175.7 thousand companies. Pursuant to the regulations in force, solely companies reporting a turnover 
higher than lei  220,000 at the end of the previous year are required to submit semi-annual financial statements. 
The indicators calculated in this chapter differ from those reported in the Financial Accounts (according to ESA 2010) due to: 
(i) the differences in the classification of firms, ESA 2010 taking into account the level of state control over the relevant entity 
and (ii) the differences in assessing certain debt instruments (at market value or at book value).
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Similarly to the trends seen in the past two years31, in 2016 H1 the number of 
companies which recorded a profit exceeded significantly that of loss-making 
companies. However, the gap between the financial results of these two categories of 
companies remains wide. Loss-making companies show persistent profitability issues, 
with a quarter of them recording net negative results in the past three years in a row 
(according to the semi-annual financial statements). The overwhelming majority of 
losses incurred economy-wide, in terms of number and volume, stem from companies 
with private capital (99 percent and 91 percent respectively in June 2016). A small 
number of firms (mostly private) further post a high concentration of losses, the first 
100 companies with negative results accounting for over 30 percent of non-financial 
corporations’ overall losses in 2016 H1.

By economic sector, the most promising developments were seen in trade and 
agriculture, given the higher domestic consumption and good crops. Conversely, 
mining industry recorded the steepest fall in net profit (over 30 percent), ahead of 
utilities sector and manufacturing industry. Developments in mining and utilities 
can be accounted for by the lower commodity and energy prices in the first months 
of 2016, whereas in the manufacturing sector, the rising wage costs were the main 
driver, stepping up by 11.6 percent June 2015 through June 2016 compared to the 
4.1 percent increase seen by the other types of expenses.

Firms’ indebtedness and capital quality

Firms’ solvency remained fairly unchanged. The leverage ratio (calculated as a ratio of 
debt to equity) stood at 1.6 (Chart 2.1). Specifically, the liabilities structure was further 
similar to that reported in the previous financial years, companies financing their 

operations mainly by incurring debt. The share of 
total equity, as well as that of subscribed and paid-up 
share capital, remained relatively at the same level 
at end-2016 H1, compared to the same year-ago 
period (at 38 percent and 16 percent respectively). 
Looking at non-financial corporations’ balance sheet, 
the liabilities structure shows that firms resort to a 
low extent to loans from local financial institutions 
(banks and NBFIs, Chart 2.2), these financing sources 
accounting for 9 percent of companies’ total liabilities 
and owners’ equity. At end-2016, 68.1 thousand 
firms of the total 608.2 thousand active non-financial 
corporations (which submitted their annual financial 
statements to the MPF in 2015) had an outstanding 
loan, i.e. 11.2 percent, with 8 percent having loans 
only from banks and 3.2 percent from both banks 
and NBFIs.

31 Half-year data are not comparable with annual data, as the latter refer solely to companies reporting a turnover higher than 
lei 220,000 at the end of the previous year. For instance, the analysis based on accounts submitted at end-2015 covered 
608.2 thousand companies versus 175.7 thousand companies analysed according to the semi-annual financial statements 
submitted in June 2016.
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Table 2.1. Number of companies with outstanding loans from banks and NBFIs (December 2016)

Total
Share in the number 

of companies*  
(percent)

Individual companies with loans  
(banks and NBFIs)

94,502 15.5

Companies with bank loans 68,088 11.2

Companies with loans from NBFIs 45,787 7.5

Companies with loans from both banks 
and NBFIs

19,373 3.2

Companies with loans only from banks 48,715 8.0

Companies with loans only from NBFIs 26,414 4.3

*) a number of 608.2 thousand companies which submitted their annual financial statements to the MPF  
    in 2015 were taken into account

Source: MPF, NBR, NBR calculations

On the other hand, loans taken from non-resident financial institutions account for 
11 percent of total liabilities and owners’ equity, companies relying mainly on trade 
debt as financing source (19 percent in total liabilities and owners’ equity), as well as 
on debt to affiliated entities and shareholders (9 percent). 

Aggregate data mask a significant heterogeneity  
at microeconomic level, many SMEs being  
over-indebted (details in Section 1.3).

Unlike firms in the private sector, state-owned 
companies post higher capitalisation ratios (with a 
debt-to-equity ratio below 1 versus 1.8 for private 
firms, Charts 2.2 and 2.3). However, state-owned 
enterprises record lower levels of liquidity and 
profitability compared to private companies.

Across the economy, a significant number of 
companies report poor solvency: (i) roughly 
42 thousand firms, i.e. 24 percent of total companies, 
recorded negative equity in June 2016, whereas 
(ii) 44 thousand firms were in breach of the legal 
provisions concerning the minimum capitalisation 

level32. Moreover, in 2016 H1 loans from shareholders remained on the upward  
trend seen in recent years (stepping up by 8.5 percent in June 2015 – June 2016).  
The significant number of companies with equity below the required threshold, 
together with the large amount of outstanding loans granted by shareholders to their 
own firms, points to a possible excessive bias of firms towards tax optimisation. 

Companies with a net worth below the required threshold or with negative equity 
represent a vulnerability as, on the one hand, companies that are not economically 
viable are still in business, which implies the allocation of resources to such entities to 

32 Pursuant to Law No. 31/1990, firms’ net worth shall not fall below half of the share capital. 
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the detriment of other potentially more efficient companies, and on the other  
hand, these firms distort payment discipline across the economy and generate a 
higher risk that they would pass through their financial difficulties to their partners. 
Based on the financial statements submitted in December 2015, a number of 
268.7 thousand firms had negative equity, while 155.9 thousand companies  
reported zero turnover and 251.9 thousand enterprises had zero employees.  
About 93.5 thousand entities cumulated all three categories of atypical features.

It is necessary to improve the financial soundness of companies, not only for  
ensuring better economic performance and payment discipline, but also for 
increasing the number of companies eligible for financing from banks and NBFIs. 
Empirical evidence shows that companies benefiting from additional monitoring  
by a professional creditor report stronger economic and financial performance. 

The above-mentioned circumstances call for measures aimed at these companies, 
with several options to be considered: (i) converting debt to shareholders into equity 
and/or (ii) explicitly stipulating in the legislative framework the public institution(s) 
that should act as “stakeholder” in order to impose the minimum capitalisation 
requirement for companies. It is necessary to consistently abide by the provisions  
of Law No. 31/1990 on commercial companies as regards the steps to be taken when 
the net assets of a company fall below the required threshold.

The notable number of firms operating with zero employees as at mid-2016 
(15.5 thousand firms) or reporting zero sales (4.4 thousand companies) also deserves 
increased attention. Specifically, these features advocate the implementation of swift, 
flexible criteria for the market exit of unviable firms.

Companies improved their interest coverage capacity at aggregate level, with  
the EBIT/interest expenses ratio rising from 5.4 to 5.9 in the period June 2015  
through June 2016 (Chart 2.1). For large companies, the said indicator stands at  
much more comfortable levels than for SMEs. State-owned companies also show  
a similar picture. By business sector, the lowest EBIT/interest expenses ratio is 
recorded in the real estate sector (2.5 in June 2016, details in Section 2.3 Real estate 
sector).

Technological intensity and contribution to innovation across the domestic 
economy

Companies operating in high-tech and medium high-tech industries and firms 
providing knowledge-intensive services (KIS) continued to have a stronger financial 
standing than the other companies. Fostering the engagement of firms in high-tech 
and knowledge-intensive activities should be one of the priority policies as such 
measures can contribute to the sustainable growth of Romania’s economy.

Companies in high-tech and medium high-tech industries reported a 1.4 percentage 
point higher return on equity than firms in lower-tech industries, whereas the ROE 
posted by firms providing knowledge-intensive services stood almost 2 percentage 
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points higher than that recorded by the other companies. This occurred amid lower 
indebtedness of high-tech firms. The debt-to-equity ratio for high-tech firms came  
in at 1.3 against a 1.6 ratio for low-tech and medium low-tech firms. 

The number of companies in technology- and knowledge-intensive sectors remains 
low: firms operating in high-tech (HT) and medium high-tech (MHT) industries 
account for about 1.5 percent of the total number of companies according to the 
June 2016 data, while firms providing knowledge-intensive services take less than 
15 percent of total. 

The part played by firms operating in high-tech  
and medium high-tech industries decreased 
marginally in 2016 H1 compared to the same 
year-earlier period. These firms generate below 
10 percent of the value added and 11.3 percent of 
firms’ total sales, hiring 9 percent of the number 
of employees. On the other hand, companies in 
knowledge-intensive services made an increasing 
contribution to economic activity in June 2015 – 
June 2016: their share in GVA went up to 18.5 percent 
(+1.4 percentage points), while their share in total 
turnover rose to 8.7 percent (+0.7 percentage 
points), against the backdrop of a 0.5 percentage 
point change in the number of employees (to reach 
15.5 percent of total). 

Companies in high-tech and medium high-tech 
industries feature a concentration in activity. Thus, despite their relatively low  
number (high-tech and medium high-tech firms account for 12 percent of total  
firms across industry) they generated about 40 percent of the turnover, 36 percent  
of value added and 30 percent of the number of employees in June 2016.

In the region, Romania stands in the top half of the ranking in terms of both  
the number of high-tech and medium high-tech companies relative to the total 
number of firms in industry and the contribution made by these firms to GVA  
(Chart 2.4).

2.1.2. Financial discipline of non-financial corporations

Non-performing loans in relation to banks

Non-financial corporations’ debt servicing capacity to local banks continued to 
improve in 2016, the dynamics reflecting both the sector’s positive financial results  
and the adjustments to the loan stock following the measures taken by credit 
institutions to resolve their non-performing exposures (for further details, see 
Section 1.3).
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The non-performing loan ratio33 stood at 19.3 percent in December 2016, down 
from 26.2 percent at end-2015 (Chart 2.5). Moreover, the number of newly-defaulted 
companies over a 12-month period remained on the downtrend seen in the past 
years. Non-financial corporations’ average default rate34 came in at 3.6 percent  
in December 2016, down from 4.3 percent a year before. The persistence of  
non-performing exposures recorded during the lending boom continues to make 
a considerable contribution to the worsening of the quality of corporate loan 
portfolios in banks’ balance sheets. Loans granted prior to 2009 accounted for the 
largest share of defaulted loans in December 2016 (17.7 percent), with most of them 
being past due by more than 90 days. Loans more recently given were classified as 
non-performing by credit institutions especially amid indications of unlikeliness  
to be paid (Chart 2.6). For approximately 48 percent of the non-performing loans  
as at December 2016 that had been granted in 2016, banks took restructuring  
or refinancing measures consisting of changes in the terms and conditions on  
loans to debtors failing or likely to fail to meet their financial obligations.  
These loans are actually, to a great extent, older loans that banks have continued  
to restructure. Nevertheless, most of these exposures perform well in terms of 
payment behaviour (about 93 percent of the mentioned loans are overdue less 
than 15 days). Furthermore, only 8 percent of these exposures were undergoing 
bankruptcy, insolvency or reorganisation proceedings (December 2016).

The existence of structural vulnerabilities such as the large number of firms with 
a net worth below the minimum required level, high indebtedness of certain 
segments and heterogeneous results of companies calls for a close monitoring 
of the risks posed by firms to the local banking sector. Alongside the forecasted 
developments in the macroeconomic environment and the financial conditions, 

33 The non-performing loan ratio is defined in line with the European Banking Authority methodology. According to this 
methodology, a debtor shall be considered in default when either or both of the following have taken place: (i) the debtor is 
past due more than 90 days on any material credit obligation to the bank; (ii) the credit institution considers that the debtor 
is unlikely to pay its credit obligations in full in the absence of measures such as realisation of collateral.  

34 Calculated as the share of newly-defaulted companies over a 12-month period.
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these features can cause the NPL ratio to deteriorate in the coming period  
in the absence of credit institutions’ further efforts to clean up their balance  
sheets. 

The estimated probability of default of non-financial corporations35 indicates an 
increase to 4.9 percent (in December 2016, Chart 2.7). The share of companies  
that move to a higher risk bucket exceeds that of firms improving their risk profile.  
Thus, for approximately 35 percent of the assessed companies36, the assigned ratings 
went down by at least one notch, whereas for 30 percent of firms ratings saw an 
improvement (Chart 2.8).

The risk profile of foreign currency loans continues to be higher than that of loans 
in lei, which advocates the maintenance of prudent lending policies, especially for 
unhedged borrowers. In December 2016, the NPL ratio for exposures in lei stood at 
15.6 percent (versus 21.9 percent a year earlier), whereas that for loans in foreign 
currency came in at 23.4 percent (down from 30.3 percent in December 2015).  
Loans in euro accounted for the largest share of exposures in foreign currency 
(93 percent), while loans in US dollars took 6 percent thereof (in December 2016). 

The NPL ratio saw positive developments following banks’ measures to reduce the 
volume of non-performing loans and as a result of the improvement in firms’ economic 
performance. This picture is broad-based by both sector and company size. Thus, by 
economic activity, the credit risk improved in all business sectors, with services and 
utilities posting the lowest NPL ratio (14.9 percent in December 2016, down from 
19.5 percent in the same year-earlier period). At the opposite pole were construction 
and real estate, with a 30 percent NPL ratio (down from 39 percent, in the same period), 

35 The probability of default was calculated on a 12-month horizon for companies with outstanding bank loans reporting no 
payments overdue for more than 90 days over the last 12 months. The individual probability of default (PD) is calibrated by 
using the annual default rate (the percentage of newly-defaulted companies in the last 12 months).

36 The ratings assigned to non-financial corporations were determined on a one-year horizon based on pooling individual 
probabilities of default in risk categories comparable to those employed by Standard & Poor’s.
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Chart 2.9. By company size, micro-enterprises recorded the largest decline in  
the NPL ratio (-12 percentage points to 35.4 percent in December 2016), followed by 
small-sized enterprises (-8 percentage points to 18.8 percent at end-2016).

With non-financial corporations reporting further a relatively high NPL ratio, credit 
institutions are expected to continue the balance sheet clean-up in the coming 
period. This evolution is also supported by: (i) the significant share of exposures 
overdue more than one year (80 percent of total exposures that are more than 90 days 
past due, in December 2016), and (ii) the low migration rate to lower risk buckets of 
companies with exposures past due by more than 90 days (approximately 94 percent 
of firms remain in this risk bucket), Table 2.2.

Payment discipline in relation to trading partners 

Non-financial corporations’ payment discipline saw mixed developments in the first 
half of 2016, becoming marginally looser in relation to suppliers and other non-bank 
creditors, while posting an improvement in relation to the state. In this context, 
total overdue payments of firms having submitted their semi-annual financial 
statements went up by 0.3 percent from the same year-earlier period to lei 64.2 billion 
in June 2016 (Chart 2.10). This evolution occurred amid the 0.5 percent advance 
in overdue payments to suppliers and the 1.9 percent rise in overdue payments to 
other creditors. On the other hand, the value of arrears to the general government 
budget contracted by 1.4 percent in 2015 H1 – 2016 H1 to lei 12 billion. Loss-making 
companies accounted for a significant share of this amount, taking 77 percent 
thereof in June 2016. Thus, it is necessary that private firms should also be imposed 
hard budget constraints. In fact, these firms play a significant part in distorting trade 
relationships across the economy, carrying 59 percent of total overdue payments.

By ownership, state-owned enterprises improved their financial discipline,  
whereas private firms witnessed unfavourable developments. Thus, total arrears 
generated by state-owned companies dropped by 9.1 percent in 2015 H1 – 2016 H1 
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percent

% A B C D E

A 94.5 1.2 1.2 0.8 2.2

B 43.1 19.7 12.4 7.0 17.8

C 30.8 6.8 17.2 13.9 31.3

D 20.6 3.5 11.8 19.5 44.6

E 3.2 0.3 0.8 1.4 94.3

 A – delay of maximum 15 days

 B – delay from 16 days to 30 days

 C – delay from 31 days to 60 days

 D – delay from 61 days to 90 days

 E – delay of more than 90 days

Source: MPF, NBR

Table 2.2. Credit migration matrix by days past due
(December 2015 – December 2016) 
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(from lei 13 billion to lei 11.8 billion), the dynamics being ascribable to lower overdue 
payments to both suppliers and the government budget. On the other hand,  
the payment discipline of companies with majority private capital deteriorated 
in terms of overdue payments to suppliers as well as to the government budget, 
which caused their total arrears to pick up by 2.7 percent (from lei 50.9 billion to 
lei 52.3 billion).

By company size and by sector, payment discipline also saw heterogeneous 
developments. Overdue payments of small- and medium-sized enterprises 
diminished at aggregate level by 0.6 percent amid the fall in arrears to suppliers 
and other trade creditors, while their overdue payments to the government budget 
climbed. On the other hand, aggregate overdue payments of large companies went 
up (1.9 percent). By sector, industry was the only economic sector where payment 
discipline improved (-2.6 percent). At the opposite pole, the highest dynamics  
of arrears were posted by the construction and real estate37 (+5 percent) and 
agriculture (+3.1 percent). 

The frequency of major payment incidents involving payment instruments in the 
economy continued to diminish. The number of firms generating major payment 
incidents shrank by 24 percent in 2016 from the previous year to approximately 
6,900 companies (Chart 2.11). Moreover, the value of major payment incidents 
involving payment instruments almost halved in the year under review, amounting 
to lei 2.1 billion. The sectors making the largest contribution to generating payment 
incidents in 2016 were agriculture (22 percent), trade (19 percent) and industry 
(17 percent). Although firms causing major payment incidents have a limited 
contribution across the economy (accounting for about 1.5 percent of GVA and of the 
turnover of the corporate sector respectively, in June 2016), their share in the volume 
of non-performing loans across the banking sector is relatively high (11 percent, in 
December 2016).

37 For details on the construction and real estate sectors, see Section 2.3.2.  
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Insolvency developments

Insolvency continued to abate in 2016, playing, however, a significant part in both 
the deterioration of payment discipline in relation to trading partners and the losses 
incurred by the banking sector. The number of firms entering insolvency proceedings 
in 2016 came in at 7.8 thousand, down by 25 percent from the previous year. Sizeable 
drops in the number of newly-insolvent enterprises were recorded irrespective of 
the breakdown of the non-financial corporations sector, with notable developments 
being reported for micro-enterprises (-30 percent, in annual terms) and, by sector, for 
utilities (-46 percent) and trade (-30 percent). However, a significant share of insolvent 
companies in 2016 came from trade and services (54 percent). 

Following the enforcement of the new insolvency code in June 2014, the efficiency 
of insolvency proceedings improved. Thus, the average duration of insolvency 
proceedings for companies declared insolvent as of July 2014 halved to about one 

year (across enterprises to which the previous law 
applies, the duration of insolvency proceedings was 
of circa two years). Positive developments were also 
recorded by the average duration of reorganisation 
(down from 23 months previously to 12 months) and 
the average duration for a company’s winding-up 
(down from 5 years to approximately 26 months).  

The drop in the number of newly-insolvent firms, 
alongside the structural improvements brought 
about by the new insolvency law caused a marked 
contraction in the stock of insolvent companies 
at end-2016. The total number of companies 
undergoing insolvency proceedings amounted to 
39.1 thousand in December 2016, 10 percent lower 
than in the same year-earlier period (Chart 2.12).  
In the first three months of 2017, insolvency entered 
again an upward trend in terms of both the number 

of newly-insolvent firms, and the volume of ensuing non-performing loans. Thus, the 
number of companies entering insolvency proceedings during this period stood 
12 percent higher year on year to reach 2.7 thousand, while the volume of ensuing 
non-performing loans climbed by 20 percent to lei 0.6 billion. These firms hold 
0.5 percent of the non-financial corporations’ total debt. 

Even though insolvent firms make a low contribution to economic activity 
(generating roughly 2 percent of the gross value added and of the turnover posted 
by non-financial corporations overall, while hiring about 4 percent of the number of 
employees in the corporate sector), these enterprises play a notable part in distorting 
financial discipline. Insolvent companies account for a significant share of overdue 
payments to suppliers and other non-bank creditors (33 percent, in June 2016), as well 
as of overdue payments to the general government budget (51 percent). Moreover, 
total overdue payments (other than those to the banking sector) generated by these 
companies rose by approximately 20 percent in June 2015 – June 2016. 
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As for overdue payments to the general government budget, while declining in  
terms of value for insolvent firms overall (down 2.6 percent, in 2015 H1 – 2016 H1), 
they increased in the case of companies having entered insolvency proceedings 
based on the new law (up 27 percent, in the same period), Chart 2.13. This occurred as 
the new insolvency code had brought the priority of budget claims to a similar level 
to that of the other creditors. In this respect, the representatives of public institutions 
should get actively involved in insolvency proceedings in order to ensure collection 
to the largest extent possible, where borrowers come to undergo winding-up 
proceedings.

Apart from the overdue payments to trade creditors and general government, 
insolvent firms also account for a notable share in the volume of non-performing loans 
across the banking sector (Chart 2.14). These companies generated approximately 
44 percent of non-performing loans in local banks’ portfolios in December 2016 and 
72 percent of total loans past due for more than 90 days. Insolvent companies subject 
to the new legislative framework account for a considerable share of exposures 
overdue for more than 90 days (28 percent), Chart 2.14.

2.2. Households

2.2.1. Households’ balance sheet and saving behaviour

Developments in households’ balance sheets point to a strengthening of their 
favourable position since the previous Report, amid the positive dynamics of the 
disposable income. Saving with banks carried on its upward trend concurrently with 
a slight improvement in the degree of diversification of financial assets. Nevertheless, 
the present context marked by low interest rates and sustained increase in new loans 
favours the build-up of possible vulnerabilities concerning the sustainability of the 
indebtedness level, especially for low-income debtors.
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Households’ net wealth

Households’ net wealth rose at a sustained pace (9 percent in September 2015 – 
September 2016), against the backdrop of a marked pick-up in assets, faster than that 
in the debt volume (4 percent). Non-financial assets made a notable contribution 
to the positive dynamics of net wealth, their value going up by 11.3 percent in the 
period under review (Chart 2.15). 

Financial assets followed an upward trend (6.6 percent in the reference period), 
posting a marginal diversification. Thus, households continued to make bank deposits 
(up by 9.1 percent in September 2015 – September 2016) and to invest in assets 
such as pensions and listed shares, which rose by 29.3 percent and 20.1 percent 
respectively. Unlike these, debt securities and unlisted shares saw a decline in their 
share in households’ financial assets by approximately 10 percent each (Chart 2.16). 
The authorities can contribute to enhancing the diversification of households’ financial 
asset portfolio by increasing the issuance of government securities for this sector.

Net creditor position and saving behaviour

In 2016, households’ net creditor position vis-à-vis the banking sector improved, 
reaching lei 42.9 billion. Structural analysis shows that the net foreign currency 
position had a notable evolution amid the contraction of loans in foreign currency, 
with the household sector becoming in 2016 a net creditor of the banking sector  
for foreign currency resources for the first time in the last ten years (Chart 2.17).  
Thus, during December 2015 – December 2016, households’ net creditor position in 
foreign currency rose from lei -5.2 billion to lei 10.5 billion, whereas their position in lei 
saw a marginal decline (by 2.7 percent in the period under review).

Bank savings were further on an upward trend in the period under analysis, with  
the absence of alternative instruments and the poor financial education causing 
this type of assets to be the main financial investment assets (29 percent in total 
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financial assets held by households) in the context 
of increasing incomes. The pick-up in consumption 
in the period ahead and/or renewed indebtedness 
pressures amid a change in monetary policy 
stance could lead to more stable dynamics of bank 
deposits.

Household debt38

Total household debt amounted to lei 125.9 billion 
at end-2016, 2.5 percent above the previous year’s 
level (Chart 2.18), consisting mainly of loans from the 
local banking sector (the share of households’ total 
debt in GDP shrank from 17.3 percent to 16.5 percent 
in December 2015 – December 2016). Structural 
analysis shows loans granted by NBFIs remaining 
further low (4.8 percent in total indebtedness),  

the sustained 10.9 percent dynamics in 2016 notwithstanding.

The seemingly modest developments in banks’ loan stock (the stock change came 
in at 4.7 percent only in 2016) owe, on the one hand, to banks’ measures to reduce 
non-performing loans and, on the other hand, to some borrowers’ decision to repay 
previously-incurred debt. Thus, an analysis of credit flows in 2016 shows the volume 
of new loans39 reaching roughly lei 21 billion (up by almost 20 percent), while loan 
repayments (scheduled and early repayments and those following debt refinancing) 
amounted to about lei 12 billion (Chart 2.19).  

38 Defined as banks’ on-balance sheet and off-balance sheet exposures, loans sold by banks and exposures of local NBFIs. 
Unlike on-balance sheet exposures, which consist solely of the amount of the outstanding principal, off-balance sheet 
exposures also comprise the related claims, in line with the FINREP framework at solo level. 

39 The volume of new loans was calculated as the sum of loans granted during the period under review, net of the loans 
undergoing restructuring, refinancing and conversions from other currencies. Data may cover the loans transferred among 
banks.
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By destination, housing loans rose at a faster pace than consumer loans (27 percent, 
versus 13 percent, with the growth rate being calculated as the ratio of new loans to 
the stock of previously taken loans), with the other actions exerting a similar influence 
on the loan stock for both types of loans (loan repayments, loan restructuring and 
sales or write-offs).

The number of new loans reveals similar evolution. Thus, in 2016, the number of new 
housing loans rose by 8 percent, while that of new consumer loans added 5 percent 
versus the previous year. By currency, new loans were almost entirely granted in lei 
(circa 99 percent of total flows), with this evolution being supported by the low cost of 
leu-denominated loans and the prudential requirements that resulted in a dampening 
of lending in foreign currency. 

Housing loans, which account for a large share of new loans in terms of volume,  
have recorded a good historical performance in terms of credit risk (for details, 
see Section 2.2.2). More specifically, the analysis of the non-performing loan ratios 
shows a much better performance for housing loans taken through the “First Home” 
programme than for other housing loans, thanks to the programme which: (i) allows 
for a stricter selection of households eligible for such a loan (the credit file is checked 
by both the bank and the National Credit Guarantee Fund for SMEs); and (ii) limits 
the possibility of using this financing instrument for investment purposes. For the 
coming period, it is difficult to assess the probability of default for the portfolio of 
loans granted through the “First Home” programme, considering that such loans 
have not seen a full business cycle yet (they have not experienced any economic 
recession). For instance, the housing loans granted prior to 2009 reported a notable 
increase in the volume of non-performing loans in the period after the outbreak 

of the economic crisis, the NPL ratio amounting 
to 14 percent in December 2016. The present 
macroeconomic context, which features low interest 
rates and notable income rises for certain categories 
of employees, is likely to boost credit demand, while 
on the supply side, banks’ further preference for 
lending to this sector increases their exposures to 
households. A reversal in the interest rate downtrend 
and/or a lower-than-expected advance in economic 
activity may put pressure on households’ debt 
servicing capacity, with sizeable negative effects 
on the banking sector and, implicitly, on economic 
growth. 

For a better risk assessment, the indebtedness 
dynamics should be analysed alongside the level of 
indebtedness. On the one hand, overall, Romania 
posts indebtedness levels comparable to those 

reported by euro area countries when measured against households’ net wealth 
or assets, but significantly lower values relative to the gross domestic product or 
the gross disposable income (Chart 2.20). The explanation lies with households’ net 
wealth and assets being around 4 times lower in Romania than in the euro area. 
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Under the circumstances, an economy-wide assessment shows that, in Romania, 
households’ capacity to incur debt is considerably lower than that of households in 
the euro area. 

On the other hand, developments at micro level show that debtors having taken  
new loans posted a rising indebtedness level over the last years. Thus, the debt 
service-to-income ratio (DSTI ratio) posted by debtors that took new loans rose to 
33 percent in 2016 (compared to 30 percent, median value, in 201440). Furthermore, 
the DSTI ratio for housing loans is further high and on the rise (46 percent versus the 
44 percent average DSTI ratio in 2016-2014), with the DSTI for consumer loans also 
advancing notably (from 29 percent in 2014 to 33 percent in 2016, Chart 2.21). 

Looking at housing loans, it can be noted that, in the context of the median maturity 
remaining high (circa 30 years), in 2016, debtors took housing loans worth, on 
average, more than the loans in stock (the median value of the amounts borrowed 
was 3.2 percent higher than that of outstanding housing loans at the end of the year 
under review), while also exceeding the median value of housing loans taken in 2015 
or 2014. This contributes to an increase in sensitivity of indebtedness level to interest 
rate changes, which enhances these borrowers’ vulnerability with regard to their debt 
repayment capacity. Thus, in spite of the drop in the average interest rate on housing 
loans in lei granted in 2016, the average monthly instalment on a new benchmark 
loan picked up by around 12 percent from 2015 amid taking larger loans.

At microeconomic level, additional vulnerabilities persist relative to the asymmetry 
of indebtedness level. Specifically, by income, the level of indebtedness of individuals 
earning below-average net wages remains higher than the DSTI median value for 
the household sector, and the asymmetry is stronger for housing loan borrowers 
(53 percent versus 37 percent). The values reported for debtors that took new loans 

40 The DSTI ratio for 2016 was calculated based on the wage earnings for 2015, given that the data for 2016 are not available.  
At the same time, the DSTI ratios for individuals that had earned annual wages lower than 12 minimum wages economy-wide 
were left out of calculation. 
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in 2016 show a further increase in this asymmetry, especially in the case of housing 
loans (the DSTI ratio for debtors that took new housing loans and earn net monthly 
wages below the economy-wide average came in at 55 percent, versus the 43 percent 
average DSTI ratio for all debtors with new housing loans), Chart 2.21.

The NBR regularly monitors the risks to the financial system stability arising from 
lending to the real sector and, where needed, it proposes the activation and/or 
recalibration of the necessary macroprudential tools. The analysis of the prudential 
indicators related to the banking sector shows an adequate level of available 
resources across the banking sector for covering losses from lending to the household 
sector. Thus, at end-2016, the NPL coverage by IFRS provisions for loans to household 
sector was adequate (55.5 percent), while the banking system boasted a high 
solvency ratio (18.3 percent).

2.2.2. Households’ capacity to service debt

The non-performing loan ratio41 for household loans followed its downward trend 
in June-December 2016 as well, gathering, however, some speed versus 2016 H1. 
Specifically, it came in at 7.1 percent in December 2016, from 8.8 percent in June 
2016 and 9.1 percent in December 2015 (Chart 2.22). This owed, on the one hand, 
to developments in the structure of non-performing loans in the context of the 
entry into force of Law No. 77/2016 on the discharge of debt obligations assumed 
through credit agreements (for details, see Section 2.3) and, on the other hand, to 
banks taking further measures to clean up their balance sheets, as well as to the 
notable improvement in households’ capacity to service their debt. Thus, the volume 
of non-performing loans dropped by 17.6 percent in December 2016 from June 
2016, compared to a mere 1.5 percent decline in the first part of the year (Chart 2.23), 
whereas the number of debtors with loans past due by more than 90 days fell by 
16 percent in 2016 versus 2015 and the number of individuals that had their loans 
restructured or refinanced went up by 37 percent in the same reference period 
(Chart 2.24).

By destination, the non-performing loan ratio declined in June-December 2016 for 
both housing loans (by 1.4 percentage points) and consumer loans (by 2 percentage 
points), with the adjustment being more pronounced in the latter case where the 
base effect is stronger and the non-performance level remains higher (a 9.9 percent 
NPL ratio versus 4.5 percent NPL ratio for housing loans in December 2016). 

The foreign exchange risk is further associated with the loan stock. The NPL ratio for 
loans in foreign currency remains way above that posted by loans in lei, irrespective of 
the destination of loans (Chart 2.25), which draws attention to potential vulnerabilities 
associated with well-performing borrowers that took loans in foreign currency in 
the event of shocks on the exchange rate becoming manifest. Moreover, the debtors 

41 Starting April  2015, the definition used for the non-performing loan ratio is that produced by the European Banking 
Authority. According to this definition, a loan is considered a non-performing exposure if it is more than 90 days past due 
and/or the debtor is assessed as unlikely to pay its credit obligations in full without the realisation of the collateral, 
regardless of the existence of any past due amount or of the number of days past due.
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with loans in foreign currency can be more vulnerable considering also their higher 
indebtedness level compared to that of debtors with loans in lei (45 percent versus 
32 percent in December 2016). In terms of composition, an improvement can be 
noticed, as new loans were granted, to an overwhelming extent, in domestic currency 
and banks made a significant number of foreign currency conversions over the last 
years. Thus, the stock of non-performing loans in foreign currency contracted from 
77 percent (at end-2015) to 73 percent in December 2016.

The analysis of the characteristics shown by borrowers facing bank loan repayment 
difficulties (with outstanding non-performing loans) reveals an important connection 
between individual indebtedness level and the quality of loans. Thus, the debtors 
that currently have non-performing loans: (i) report a very high level of indebtedness 
(47 percent compared to 33 percent recorded by individuals with performing 
exposures); (ii) a large share of them are below-average wage earners (circa 80 percent 
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of them); and (iii) in terms of value, their loans exceed, on average, the loans of 
solvent debtors (by about 20 percent for housing loans and by roughly 8 percent for 
consumer loans). 

Banks stepped up their efforts to reduce non-performing exposures in 2016 by 
carrying out either write-offs or significant loan portfolio sales. Thus, in the reference 
period, loans worth about lei 0.8 billion were written off, of which approximately 
40 percent were non-mortgage backed consumer loans, and a quarter were housing 
loans. The volume of net loan sales rose significantly in 2016, with banks selling 
exposures in amount of around lei 2 billion (versus approximately lei 0.7 billion 
in 2015) of which 60 percent were housing loans.

Credit institutions also continued to support debtors in distress by various 
restructuring or refinancing operations. The volume of loans that underwent 
restructuring or refinancing operations in 2016 advanced to about lei 7 billion  
(from roughly lei 6 billion in 2015), with consumer loans carrying more than 
85 percent thereof. Loans continued to be converted from foreign currency into lei 
in 2016, albeit at a much slower pace. About 10,000 loan conversions from various 
foreign currencies into lei were carried out (the equivalent of circa lei 1.3 billion), 
down from almost 18,000 conversions concluded in 2015 (worth about lei 2.2 billion). 
The largest part of conversions were made for loans in Swiss francs (approximately 
70 percent of the number of loans and of their value, respectively), similarly to the 
previous year.

Swiss franc exposures dropped markedly in 2016 amid banks further meeting 
customers’ requests concerning CHF-denominated loans (for details, see Box 2). 

2.3. Real estate sector

At the EU level, a rise in residential property prices42 can be observed both in the 
countries that did not face any difficulties during the financial crisis and in the states 
whose real estate markets experienced major corrections. In Romania, residential 
property prices have remained on the uptrend seen previously, their increase 
currently standing at the average across the region and above the threshold indicative 
of risks to financial stability stemming from this sector. 

2.3.1. Risks generated by the residential real estate sector  
and real estate lending to households

In the first nine months of 2016, residential property prices in Romania followed 
an uptrend, their annual growth rate standing at 7.1 percent (in nominal terms, 
September 2016), in line with the averages at the European level (7.5 percent,  
the EU average, Chart 2.26) and above the indicative threshold in the European 
Commission’s Macroeconomic Imbalance Procedure. In addition, according to the 

42 European Central Bank, Financial Stability Review, November 2016.
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opinions of credit institutions, residential property prices further reported  
positive dynamics in 2016 Q4 as well, the trend being expected to persist into 
2017 Q143.

More detailed analyses44 conducted to assess the 
sustainability of property price rises suggest the start 
of a new expansion stage in the real estate market 
and, hence, the need for closely monitoring the risks 
this market poses to the financial sector.

Housing prices have gone up mostly on the back 
of demand-side factors amid improved economic 
conditions, higher household income, and 
further record-low borrowing costs. The supply of 
property follows closely the evolution of demand, 
seeing positive developments during most of 
2016 as compared with 2015: (i) the number of 
residential building permits went up by 13 percent; 
(ii) the production index for building construction 
rose by 5 percent and (iii) total GVA in the 
construction sector added 3 percent. Nonetheless, 

concerns have emerged regarding a potentially slower increase in the supply of 
property, given that: (i) the 8 percent advance in labour costs in construction in  
the period from September 2015 to September 2016 may exert pressure on the  
said sector, also via the pass-through of these additional costs to prices; and  
(ii) net investment in new construction fell slightly in 2016 (down 1.2 percent), after  
a 6.6 percent rise in the previous year. However, on the other hand, raw materials  
costs declined by 5 percent over the same reference period.

Exposure of the banking sector

The exposure of the banking sector to the residential real estate market45  
accounts for 67.7 percent of the stock of loans to households (i.e. lei 76.5 billion, 
December 2016), increasing marginally from end-2015 (67.4 percent). A look at the 
breakdown shows that housing loans hold 76.5 percent of mortgage-backed loans, 
around 57 percent of which are loans under the “First Home” programme. In fact,  
the volume of the latter loans currently stands at lei 34 billion, with the state 
guarantees amounting to lei 17 billion. In January 2017, the government decided  
to continue the aforementioned programme, the guarantee ceiling for the current 
year being set at lei 2.5 billion.

43 NBR, Bank Lending Survey, February 2017.
44 Several methodologies were employed to identify the real estate cycle, namely: (1) an approach based on standard cycle 

dating methods (HP  filter, turning point analysis), (2) an approach based on estimating a multivariate unobserved 
components model. Use was made of both information on residential property prices and additional indicators capturing 
the developments in this market (demand-side indicators and indicators reflecting the activity in the construction and real 
estate sectors). For further details, see Banu, Mihai and Tatarici, “Real Estate Market Cycle – Building a New Tool for Evaluating 
the Financial Cycle”, National Bank of Romania, 2017, mimeo.

45 This category consists of housing loans (sold housing loans included) and mortgage-backed consumer loans to households.
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In the period under review, developments by type of loan were mixed: (i) housing 
lending further increased (up 12.5 percent), albeit at a slightly slower pace in the latter 
part of the year; whereas (ii) the stock of mortgage-backed consumer loans decreased 
by 13.4 percent.

Throughout 2016, credit institutions exhibited a mixed behaviour amid the adoption 
of Law No. 77/2016: the tightening of credit standards in the first part of 2016 was 
followed by their easing. Thus, these measures led to: (i) a temporary rise in interest 
rates and (ii) a decline in the loan-to-value (LTV) ratio in the latter half of 2016, to 
74.7 percent (Chart 2.29). In 2016, the down-payment on new housing loans other 
than those granted under the “First Home” programme went up to 25 percent  
(from 20 percent for new business in 2015, Chart 2.27). The number of years 
necessary to save the down-payment on a standard housing loan grew to 5.6 years  
in 2016 from 4.5 years in 2015 (Chart 2.28). Nevertheless, the indebtedness  
level (DSTI ratio46) for debtors who took real estate loans in 2016 was on the rise  
(for details, see Section 2.2).

The persistence of favourable borrowing conditions prompted more households  
to take out new housing loans in 2016 as well. In 2016, the flow of new housing  
loans was 12 percent higher year on year, as the average reference rate (calculated  
as an average of the interest rates on loans for house purchase denominated in lei  
and euro, with an original maturity of over 10 years weighted by the volume of new 
loans) on a housing loan was 3.5 percent (in December 2016), dropping slightly  
from 3.8 percent at end-2015. “First Home” loans accounted for a significant share  
of new housing loans (around 65 percent of the volume of new loans), amid the  
short-lived tightening of credit standards by banks for the other housing loans and 
the successive increases in the ceiling set by the government for this programme  
for 2016.

46 The figures were calculated using the wage income data available as at December 2015.
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The developments in the demand for housing loans recorded in 2016 were also 
supported by housing affordability remaining broadly unchanged. Nevertheless, 
the pick-up in the upward dynamics of housing prices may result in a trend reversal. 
In 2016, the average period needed to purchase a standard flat in Bucharest was 
7.3 years, according to the house price-to-income ratio. The credit access index for  
real estate loans fell slightly throughout 2016, as the rise in housing prices was offset 
by the decrease in interest rates on real estate loans (Chart 2.30). Thus, the credit 
access index stood at around 1.6 for a standard housing loan and at 1.4 for a “First 
Home” loan respectively.

Credit risk

The credit risk related to the banking sector’s mortgage-backed loan portfolio 
diminished in the latter part of 2016, the NPL ratio49 dropping to 7.8 percent in 
December 2016 from 9.1 percent at the date of the previous Report and 9.4 percent 
in December 2015 respectively. In addition, the number of borrowers who defaulted 
for the first time in 2016 declined at aggregate level, but the breakdown shows 
mixed developments. Specifically, (i) in the case of borrowers with real estate loans, 
the said number added 9.9 percent from 2015, whereas (ii) in that of borrowers with 
mortgage-backed consumer loans it fell substantially (down 24.8 percent over the 
same period). 

The breakdown of the non-performing loan portfolio evinces similar developments 
to those at aggregate level: the decrease in loans more than 90 days past due is 
accompanied by a mixed performance of loans unlikely to be paid. The risk stemming 

47 The credit access index for housing loans is calculated as a ratio of the disposable income to the optimal household income 
required to take out a real estate loan under prudential conditions (observing the prudential caps of macroprudential 
indicators: 75 percent for the LTV and 45 percent for the DSTI respectively). 

48 Both the house price-to-income ratio and the credit access indices were calculated for a flat with an average price of 
EUR  56,000 in 2016 purchased by an individual with an average disposable income equal to the average net wage in 
Bucharest.

49 According to the EBA definition.
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from a change in borrowers’ payment behaviour amid Law No. 77/2016, which was 
identified in the previous Report, diminished, given that the share of borrowers less 
than 90 days past due who resorted to debt discharge shrank to 34 percent of the 
total number of debt discharge notifications (according to the data available as at 
27 February 2017).

A risk that is further closely monitored refers to the higher DSTI ratios (debt service 
to monthly wage income) of borrowers with housing loans, along with their greater 
sensitivity to interest rate rises, given the considerably large amounts borrowed 
(which increased in 2016 versus 2015) and the long maturity (30 years on average)  
of such loans. 

2.3.2. Risks generated by the commercial real estate sector  
and mortgage-backed lending to non-financial corporations

The risks posed by credit institutions’ exposures to assets correlated with 
developments in the real estate market remain important. First, the share of such 
exposures in banks’ total corporate loan portfolio was 69.7 percent in December 2016. 
Nevertheless, the concentration level of local banks’ exposures correlated with the 
commercial real estate market is further below the alert threshold (the Herfindahl-
Hirschman index stood at 781 in December 2016, below the 1,800 threshold). Second, 
the NPL ratio for such loans remains significantly above that for the loans not backed  
by such collateral (24.4 percent in December 2016), even amid banks’ step-up in  
non-performing exposure resolution measures (the NPL ratio fell by 8 percentage 
points in 2016).

At sectoral level, the construction sector witnessed the largest decline in the  
NPL ratio. In fact, the aforementioned sector posts the lowest loan quality, with an 
NPL ratio of 37.7 percent in December 2016 as compared with 26.9 percent in the  
real estate sector and 21.9 percent for loans secured by real estate respectively.  
At the opposite end are loans not backed by real estate, with an NPL ratio of  
8 percent (in December 2016).

The developments in these exposures call for close monitoring, given that the  
credit standards for loans secured by mortgages on commercial real estate were 
eased in 2016 Q4, returning to the pre-crisis levels, and the indebtedness level of  
the companies taking such loans was higher than that of non-financial corporations 
as a whole over the 2007-2015 period. The analysis of lending conditions shows  
an increase in risks, as about half of the exposures are loans with an above-one  
LTV, these being further the riskiest category (the NPL ratio stood at 40.9 percent  
in 2016).

The prospects for the period ahead are mixed. On the one hand, non-residential 
building permits remained on a downtrend over the past years and the construction 
confidence indicator continues to be negative, despite a recent improvement.  
The decrease in building permits did not translate into a lower number of commercial 
real estate transactions, which remained broadly unchanged in the first nine months 
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of 2016 as compared with the same year-ago period (Chart 2.31). From a regional 
perspective, most transactions were concentrated in the North-East and  
Bucharest-Ilfov regions, i.e. 21 percent and 20 percent respectively.

On the other hand, the financial performance of companies in the construction 
and real estate sectors improved in 2016 H1, but their liquidity level and payment 
discipline deteriorated. Specifically, the return on equity (ROE) rose to 8.9 percent 
for construction companies, with real estate companies also posting similar 
ROE dynamics, i.e. up to 16.2 percent (June 2016). A contribution to these results 
comes from increases in the margins applied – in June 2016, the EBIT margin50 was 
4.4 percent in the case of the construction sector and 32.5 percent in that of the real 
estate sector, which reported the highest operating margin in the economy. The two 
sectors show divergent developments with respect to companies’ indebtedness level, 
which increased for real estate companies but dropped for construction companies. 
Liquidity indicators point to firms’ lower capacity to cover short-term liabilities, the 
current ratio being below 1 and on the decrease for the real estate sector and falling 
to 119.3 percent for the construction sector in June 2016 (Chart 2.32). Moreover, the 
payment discipline of the companies in the two sectors in relation to trading partners 
deteriorated, given that the said firms posted a 5 percent rise in total overdue 
payments other than to banks in 2016 H1 as compared with the same period of the 
previous financial year. This development was driven by both an increase in overdue 
payments to suppliers (10.6 percent) and a rise in arrears to the general government 
budget (9.3 percent).

50 The EBIT margin was calculated as the ratio of the operating result to turnover.
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Financial intermediation remained on a downward trend in 2016 as well, on account 
of the slower dynamics of financial system assets compared with economic activity. 
Romania still shows one of the lowest levels of financial intermediation in the EU. 
Specifically, in December 2016, the value of financial system assets relative to 2016 
GDP dropped to 75.2 percent from 75.5 percent of GDP in December 2015. 

Lending to the real economy remains modest and is chiefly targeted to current 
needs, not to investment. Funding from parent banks gradually adjusted throughout 
2016, amid the increase in the share of deposits from the domestic market, 
especially from households. The loan-to-deposit ratio further narrowed, and if these 
dynamics continue, macroprudential risks may occur (generated by the marked 
underutilisation of funds raised by banks from the economy). Liquidity is at a 
comfortable level and can sustain higher lending to the real economy.

The quality of bank assets improved marginally. NPL coverage by provisions stays 
adequate. It is important to continue the resolution of non-performing loans in order 
to preserve banks’ lending capacity. In the absence of banks’ efforts to clean up their 
balance sheets, the NPL ratio might re-embark on an upward trend, which could also 
be a result of the lengthy judicial proceedings for loan recovery. 

Bank solvency indicators post adequate levels, similar to the EU average. Moreover, 
the Romanian banking system received no financial assistance from the government 
budget in 2007-2015. Capital in excess of prudential requirements provides a buffer 
for absorbing unexpected losses and resources for lending to the real sector. 

Lending to companies is limited by a series of aspects related to the banking sector: 
high interest margins, cumbersome internal procedures and regulations, strong 
dependency on parent banks regarding the power to approve large loans, the 
low diversification of the board with individuals who understand the specifics of 
Romanian economy, the insufficient training and motivation of bank employees who 
interact directly with clients, the lack of a medium-term perspective on the evolution 
of a market which will continue to contract if corporate lending is not given a new 
boost. The purpose of banking is lending, and the profit must come from loans, 
given that on a competitive market, profit is obtained mainly from volume rather 
than margins. A too high solvency ratio is not only a positive evolution, but also an 
indicator that money does exist, yet it is not used for lending.

Banking sector profitability improved, amid lower impairment charges and low 
funding costs which mirrored in the higher operating profit. However, profitability 
is heterogeneous on an individual basis and operating efficiency, although above 
the EU average, still has room for improvement. Amid a low level of intermediation, 
the banking sector relies on the price effect (the charge of high margins), and 
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the net interest income is the main source for the operating profit. Improving 
the efficiency of the staff involved in lending depends, first and foremost, on the 
ongoing training of employees. In fact, this factor might contribute to an increase in 
bank performance and a decline in costs. Profitability prospects are uncertain and 
heterogeneous on an individual basis.

The potential effect exerted on the banking sector by the laws on debt discharge 
and conversion of CHF-denominated loans subsided following the decisions of the 
Constitutional Court. However, the implementation of a new accounting standard 
(IFRS 9), as well as the envisaged reforms of the regulatory framework on capital 
requirements might influence banks’ business model, profitability and prudential 
indicators. 

Similarly to EU-wide concerns, in Romania there is further interest in monitoring the 
shadow banking system, due to its rising importance. The NBFIs sector was marked 
by a considerable rise in lending in 2016 (13.2 percent), with the corporate sector 
continuing to be the main recipient of funds from these institutions (75 percent of 
loans granted being channelled towards non-financial corporations). By contrast, 
in 2016, investment funds saw their assets increase marginally, due to mixed 
developments by component: open-end investment fund assets rose by 5.9 percent, 
while closed-end investment fund assets fell by 3.9 percent. Since the previous 
Report, the financial leverage and the degree of interconnectedness decreased, while 
the interest rate risk continues to be notable. The risks for the financial system that 
might be generated by insurance companies and pension funds remain manageable. 

Financial market tensions in Romania were short-lived in the period under review, 
while getting stronger in early 2017. Local markets calmed down after the vote on 
the exit of the United Kingdom from the European Union, recent developments 
being mainly influenced by the relatively high-tension domestic environment. 
Market volatility is at a low, manageable level, yet the domestic framework calls for 
a prudent approach to coordinating the economic policy mix, notably with a view 
to maintaining positive prospects on the evolution of the government bond and 
sovereign debt markets. 

3.1. Structure of the financial system

Financial intermediation51 remained on a downward trend in 2016 as well, on account 
of the slower dynamics of financial system assets compared with economic activity. 

The share of bank credit in GDP went down amid the increase in nominal terms in 
loans granted by banks, which was, however, exceeded by the substantial rise in 
economic activity. Banking sector activity has seen positive structural developments, 
mainly in relation to the step-up in domestic currency loans to the detriment 
of foreign currency loans. In addition, in the case of households, the prevailing 

51 The level of financial intermediation is calculated as the value of financial system assets as a percentage of gross domestic 
product.
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contribution to higher lending was ascribable to housing loans, the “First Home” 
programme holding a key role in this evolution. In terms of credit risk, housing loans, 
particularly those granted under the “First Home” programme, have performed well 
in the past. Nevertheless, borrowers’ payment behaviour is difficult to predict for the 
following period, especially in the event of unfavourable developments, given that 
loans such as those under the “First Home” programme have yet to go through a full 
business cycle (for further details, see Section 2.2). Increasing the level of financial 
intermediation by identifying the categories of debtors with a sustainable potential 
for borrowing is a prerequisite for stimulating economic development and growth.

Romania still shows one of the lowest levels of 
financial intermediation in the EU. Specifically,  
in December 2016, the value of financial system 
assets relative to 2016 GDP dropped to 75.2 percent 
from 75.5 percent of GDP in December 2015.  
By institutional sector, the decrease in the level 
of financial intermediation was generated by the 
banking sector (the intermediation ratio posting 
a downward adjustment by 1.24 percentage points 
in December 2016 from December 2015) and by 
the investment funds sector (down 0.22 percentage 
points, in the same reference period). 

Compared with the other EU Member States, 
Romania has the lowest share of bank assets relative 
to GDP (52 percent of GDP), while the euro area 
average stands at 301 percent of GDP, and the  

EU-28 average is 267 percent of GDP (2016 Q3 data, Chart 3.1).

The analysis of total financial system assets shows an increase by 4.3 percent in 
December 2016 versus the same year-ago period. In 2016, all sectoral components’ 
assets witnessed positive developments compared to the previous year. Pension 
funds reported the fastest dynamics, their total assets going up by 27.2 percent in 
December 2016 from December 2015. In the same reference period, the assets of  
non-bank financial institutions and insurance companies expanded by 6.7 percent 
and 17 percent respectively, while the assets of the banking sector rose by 
2.5 percent. 

Credit institutions continue to dominate the local financial system. The share of bank 
assets in the total financial system assets was 76.3 percent in December 2016, while 
investment fund assets held a 7.7 percent share, and assets of pension funds and  
non-bank financial institutions accounted for 6 percent each (Chart 3.2). 

The very modest role of the banking sector in the economy (compared with the EU 
average), along with its continued decline, further fuels the central bank’s concern 
with monitoring the extent to which credit institutions fulfil their part in the economy. 
On the one hand, the uncertainties stemming from the legislative initiatives in 2016, 
as well as the ample balance sheet clean-up measures, led to the modest dynamics 
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of bank loans. On the other hand, the persistence of the strong propensity to finance 
the households and the government sectors, while lending to the real economy 
remains weak, may suggest that a certain development ceiling was reached and 
that exceeding it requires structural changes in both the banking sector and the 
financial soundness of real sector entities. The funding structure of the main financial 
institutional sectors in Romania is varied (Chart 3.3).

While in the case of credit institutions, investment funds and pension funds, the main 
sources of funding are depositors, respectively investment fund and pension fund 
participants, in the case of non-bank financial institutions (included in the “Other 
financial intermediaries” category), loans and debt securities make up 56 percent 
of sources (for further details see Section 3.3). Where insurance companies are 
concerned, life insurance and annuity entitlements, together with non-life insurance 
technical reserves, account for 69 percent of the major funding sources.

3.2. Banking sector

3.2.1. Banks’ balance sheets

The consolidation of the Romanian banking sector continued in 2016, albeit at 
a slower pace. This is expected to step up, due to the strategic decisions of some 
banking groups operating in Romania to limit their exposure to certain markets and 
to take needed action for improving operational efficiency. Financial intermediation, 
following a downward path, places the local banking sector last among EU countries 
(bank assets’ share in GDP fell from 66 percent in December 2008 to 56.3 percent in 
December 2016, amid faster GDP dynamics). The structural vulnerabilities of banks’ 
balance sheets signalled in previous Reports, such as: (i) the maturity mismatch 
between funds raised and financial assets or (ii) the currency imbalances between 
bank assets and liabilities, continued to be remedied. 
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Balance sheet developments 

Balance sheet assets total lei 421.7 billion52 (January 2017), witnessing a relatively 
modest increase of 1.5 percent from a year earlier, amid the ongoing financial 

deleveraging promoted by parent banks and the 
non-performing loan resolution. In the banking 
sector as a whole, balance sheet structure raises 
no concerns regarding the debt-to-equity ratio, 
which is in a prudent range, according to the criteria 
established by the European Banking Authority. 
However, loan-to-deposit ratio further narrowed 
(Chart 3.4), and if these dynamics continue, 
macroprudential risks may occur (generated by the 
marked underutilisation of funds raised by banks 
from the economy). 

The trends in main balance sheet items identified 
in the previous Report persisted: (i) loans to the 
real economy continued to hold the largest part 
of bank assets (51.7 percent in January 2017) and 
were primarily denominated in lei and chiefly 
aimed at households; (ii) sovereign debt exposure 

strengthened its share and may fuel the crowding-out of the real sector (22.4 percent 
in the same period, over four times higher than in December 2008); (iii) claims on  
the central bank remained significant (9.0 percent); (iv) the share of cross-border 
assets is small (6.0 percent), albeit on an uptrend for the past three years (among 
these assets, the volume of securities issued by euro area governments is immaterial); 
(v) bank savings remained robust; (vi) foreign funding declined in an orderly manner 
and remains in line with the developments seen in the countries across the region.

52 Data used in this section were taken from the monetary balance sheet of credit institutions.
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The distribution of the share of main balance sheet items shows high heterogeneity 
among banks (Chart 3.5). Small-sized banks53 witness greater asymmetry. Large banks 
generally have a diversified portfolio by institutional sector, funding usually being 
ensured to a high extent by retail deposits. 

January 2016 through January 2017, lending to the private sector remained weak  
(up by 0.9 percent), despite substantial liquidity, significant capital reserves, as well 
as a stronger macroeconomic environment. The lei component further posted high 
annual growth rates (13.8 percent over the same period), albeit lower than those 
witnessed in the months before the implementation of Law No. 77/2016 (the average 
annual growth rate was 20 percent January through May 2016). The evolution  
was mostly ascribable to the considerable deceleration in the rate of increase of  
leu-denominated housing loans. Domestic currency lending posted positive 
dynamics for both households and companies. The foreign currency component  
saw its downward trend persist (by 12.5 percent in January 2017 versus January 
2016), the stock dropping to an almost 9-year low. Against this background, the 
prevailing share of leu-denominated loans in total credit to the private sector reached 
a new historical high of 57.4 percent in January 2017. From the perspective of main 
institutional sectors, only households experienced positive growth (4.6 percent), 
being mostly supported by housing loans, yet at a more moderate annual rate. 
Lending to non-financial corporations remained modest, declining in annual terms 
by 3.5 percent. This context is associated with a moderate advance in corporate 
demand and unchanged credit standards, also amid a still high, albeit decreasing, 
volume of non-performing loans. Banks financed companies mainly for current needs, 
and investment loans continue to hold a small share in the flow of new business. 
Specifically, equipment loans accounted for 19.6 percent of total loans to non-financial 
corporations in 2016 (as opposed to 18.5 percent in 2015), while cash loans held 
a 58.4 percent share (from 61.3 percent).

53 Large banks have a market share in terms of assets of over 5 percent, medium-sized banks have a market share between 
1 and 5 percent, and small banks have a market share below 1 percent.
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In terms of the financial cycle, total indebtedness (corporations and households) 
does not indicate pressures generated by excessive growth. By contrast, sectoral 
developments show lending to households beginning to rise above the alert 
threshold, while the deviation from the trend in the case of non-financial corporations 
illustrates additional borrowing potential of this segment, without generating 
excessive lending pressures in the system (Chart 3.6). The deviation of credit-to-GDP 
ratio from its long-term trend is starting to close in on the indicative threshold, and the 
households’ credit-to-GDP gap (assuming a short credit cycle) stands at 0.8 percentage 
points at end-2016, which is the highest reading since September 2008.

The funding structure shows that domestic deposits are further the main resource, 
despite that deposit rates are at historical lows. The share of local deposits increased 
significantly over the past eight years, covering almost two thirds of the funding 
requirements for bank assets (64.2 percent in January 2017 versus 44.6 percent in 
December 2008). To this contributed both household and corporate deposits, with 
an annual growth rate of 9.8 percent and 5.7 percent respectively in January 2017. 
Banks holding a share of retail deposits in their funding structure above the median 
value (32 percent, January 2017) take approximately three quarters of aggregate 
bank assets. The lower volatility of household deposits poses a lower funding risk for 
these banks. Leu-denominated deposits saw their share in total residents’ deposits 
consolidate (68 percent, January 2017). 

Foreign liabilities kept declining gradually (down to 11.4 percent of total bank 
liabilities), without creating significant pressures on the liquidity of the banking 
sector. The risks associated with the process of reducing foreign funding from parent 
banks mitigated, yet remain an important concern, also in view of the need to balance 
the currency composition of the balance sheet. 

Local banks’ exposure to the public sector

Credit institutions further have a substantial 
exposure to the general government. Firstly, local 
banks’ government security holdings and their loans 
to the government sector as a share in total assets 
place Romania among the top EU Member States, 
with 22.6 percent in December 2016, whereas the 
EU average was 9.2 percent (Chart 3.7). 

Compared with the pre-crisis period, the banking 
sector’s exposure to the government sector 
continued to increase in step with the rise in public 
debt (up 18 percentage points from December 2007). 
The breakdown shows that the banking sector holds 
47 percent54 of domestically-issued government 
securities, while households’ participation in 
government funding is approximately 1 percent. 

54 Ministry of Public Finance – Public Debt Bulletin – December 2016
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There is significant room for improvement in this composition, with a positive  
impact on the government sector, as well as on the banking and household sectors. 
Secondly, over the past years the banking sector exposure to local governments  
has increased to lei 10.1 billion (December 2016). This exposure to local government 
consists overwhelmingly of bank loans (93 percent), while government securities  
are the main debt instrument (99 percent) in the case of central government.  
Thirdly, government programmes intended to support lending contributed to the 
banking sector cumulating indirect exposures to the general government, with the 
“First Home” programme being the most notable. Further consolidation of direct 
exposures (government securities holdings) and build-up of indirect exposures 
(government-backed loans) by the banking sector contribute to a stronger connection 
between the public sector and credit institutions and, implicitly, to higher related 
risks. Specifically, on the one hand, the sovereign concentration risk for this type of 
investors increases, and on the other hand, the real sector may be crowded out from 
borrowing. Moreover, public sector financing is concentrated in the banking sector, 
the top five credit institutions accounting for about 70 percent of the government’s 
debt instruments. At the same time, banks face higher interest rate risk, which is 
all the more significant in the current economic environment characterised by 
historically low interest rates. The regulatory programmes at EU level stipulating the 
increase in capital requirements for certain sovereign debt exposures are another 
aspect to be considered.

Local banks’ holdings of government securities may also have a stabilizing role, 
especially during periods of financial stress. First, they significantly contribute to  
credit institutions’ liquidity position, government securities being eligible collateral 
when the NBR acts as a lender of last resort. Another positive effect of these holdings 
by resident investors is the diminished global contagion risk.

3.2.2. Liquidity

The liquidity of the banking sector stays, on average, above the minimum 
requirement. The aggregate liquidity ratio on all maturity buckets shows an average 
level above the minimum prudential threshold, comparable to that recorded in 2015. 
The immediate liquidity55 has remained relatively unchanged over the past four years, 
around 40 percent (Chart 3.8). However, at individual level, there is a considerable 
asymmetry between liquidity ratios depending on bank size. 

The average liquidity coverage ratio (LCR)56 for the banking sector stood at around 
230 percent57 (December 2016), exceeding the binding minimum standard  
(starting with 2017, the minimum requirement was raised to 80 percent). All banks 
have reached this level and only three credit institutions (cumulatively holding 
a lower-than-3-percent market share) were below 100 percent. By bank size, the 

55 Calculated as the ratio of (cash and bank deposits at net value and unpledged government securities) to total liabilities.
56 According to the Basel Committee, the objective of the LCR is to promote improvement of the short-term liquidity risk 

profile of credit institutions by ensuring they have an adequate stock of high-quality liquid assets to meet their liquidity 
needs under a 30-day stress scenario.

57 Calculated as a ratio of the liquidity buffer to banks’ net cash outflows at aggregate level.
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average LCR for large and medium-sized banks stands 
at around the average value in the banking sector, 
while small-sized banks have much higher liquidity 
(Chart 3.9). At EU level58, the weighted average of the 
LCR was at 134 percent (December 2015).

The liquidity buffer is largely made up of Level 1 assets  
(99.7 percent), being highly liquid assets with a very  
low credit risk. Among these, central government  
assets hold the largest share, followed by 
withdrawable central bank reserves59, and cash 
respectively (Chart 3.10). The cash outflows taken into 
consideration when calculating the LCR mainly refer 
to retail deposits and non-operational deposits60 
(60 percent, from financial customers and other 
customers not covered by a deposit guarantee scheme).

3.2.3. Credit risk and asset quality

Bank asset quality has improved marginally since the previous Report. Relevant 
indicators such as the NPL ratio and the restructured loans ratio are the only ones that 
still place the Romanian banking sector, alongside many other EU Member States, in 
the red bucket of the Risk Dashboard developed by the EBA. By contrast, the coverage 
of non-performing loans by provisions is at an adequate level and rising, while the 
Texas ratio61 witnessed an improvement (Chart 3.11). Over the recent years, Romania 

58 According to the EBA report on liquidity measures (EBA/Op/2016/22). The analysis was conducted on a sample of 171 European 
credit institutions (Romania was not included in this sample). 

59 This category includes only excess reserves.
60 Non-operational deposits are a component of total cash outflows as per LCR-specific reporting.
61 Calculated as a ratio of non-performing loans to the sum of Tier 1 capital and loan loss provisions.
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has experienced one of the most buoyant markets of non-performing loan sales  
in Central and Eastern Europe. The need to reduce the NPL ratio is supportive of  
taking further action in this direction, also with a view to preserving banks’ lending 

capacity and turning to good account their financial 
and human resources.

At international level, the past years’ intense 
activity focused on selling non-performing 
exposure portfolios for the purpose of cleaning up 
bank balance sheets has led some authorities to 
engage in: (i) regulating the activity of transferring 
these exposures, also via introducing a number 
of requirements for potential buyers; (ii) ensuring 
that selling prices of non-performing exposures 
are at adequate levels, inter alia to avoid fiscal 
optimisation; (iii) improving the insolvency process 
for non-financial corporations so that it becomes a 
viable solution complementary to non-performing 
loan sales; and (iv) implementing uniform guides on 
the resolution of non-performing exposures (such 
as the ECB’s guidance62, which contains a series of 

recommendations to banks and a set of good practices at European level with respect to 
the resolution of those exposures), etc.

Romania saw an intense activity of non-performing loan sales, which led a 
considerable number and volume of exposures being transferred from banks’  
balance sheets to those of debt collection agencies. In view of the need to better 
calibrate economic and macroprudential policies, it is worth investigating the 
opportuneness for debt collection agencies to be subject to improved regulation, 
at least in terms of additional reporting on the manner in which household and 
corporate debts managed by these firms are resolved.

The non-performing loan ratio fell to 9.8 percent in January 2017, which is still 
above the EBA’s red threshold (8 percent) and the EU-wide average (5.4 percent, 
September 2016, Chart 3.12). The differentiated efforts that EU supervisory authorities 
undertook for NPL resolution brought about a slow-paced reduction in the NPL 
ratio across Member States. Romania stands out through the fast adjustment in this 
indicator over the past three years and the effective measures taken to compress the 
impaired loan stock. 

The balance sheet clean-up process has lost momentum since 2016 Q4, with  
the stock of non-performing loans decreasing by 3 percent to lei 25.1 billion 
(January 2017). The write-offs stayed virtually flat at lei 17 billion (January 2017), of 
which loans to non-financial corporations made up 73 percent. Four banks covering 
about 50 percent of the market accounted for 65 percent of the loans written off. 

62 ECB, Draft guidance to banks on non-performing loans, September 2016.
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Sales of non-performing exposures in Romania63 posted a large volume particularly  
in 2015, when they reached about EUR 2.5 billion, but were sizeable, at roughly 
EUR 1.4 billion, in 2016 as well.

The high volume of non-performing loans poses problems via the intensive 
use of capital to cover losses. Thus, actual losses derived from non-performing 
exposures are sometimes larger than the amounts recognised as provisions 
due to: (i) overestimating the degree of recovery from collateral and cash flows; 
(ii) underestimating the legal expenses or the time needed to recover claims,  
and/or (iii) possible adjustments in the market value of collateral during the  
recovery proceedings.

63 Deloitte, Deleveraging Europe 2016-2017.
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The developments in the volume and ratio of non-performing loans at European 
level are, above all, a consequence of the dynamics of default rates64 (and, hence, of 
the economic framework), as well as of the pace of the resolution process (via either 
debt recovery actions taken in court or non-performing loan sales). The efficiency 
of the insolvency process is, in the case of exposures to non-financial corporations, 
relevant in determining the dynamics of the non-performing loan ratio. At European 
level, insolvency proceedings may last from several months to more than four years. 
The shorter this process, the higher the degree of recovery (correlation coefficient of 
-0.83 in EU Member States, Chart 3.13). In Romania, the lengthy insolvency process – 
3.3 years according to the World Bank (2016) – entails a recovery rate well below the 
European one (34.4 percent in Romania versus 65 percent, on average, in the EU, 2016).

At individual level, the non-performing loan ratio exceeds the red threshold, 
according to the EBA, for more than half of the banks in Romania. By loan destination, 
high NPL ratios recorded the loans of financial corporations and of the categories 
of loans granted to them (Chart 3.14). The portfolio carrying the highest risk is 
that backed by commercial property: (i) the corresponding NPL ratio is on the rise 
(21.4 percent in January 2017 against 20.4 percent in September 2016) and (ii) its share 
in total non-performing loans stands at 38 percent. Households reported a significantly 
lower NPL ratio (7.4 percent). However, the lending practices that banks pursued in the 
past in respect of households showed that: (i) adopting aggressive lending policies, 
in disregard of medium-term risks, may give rise to social issues, often dealt with via 
legislative amendments that may instil high uncertainty about the banking system’s 
financial standing and (ii) implementing measures to ensure sound lending and 
steadily improving bank staff training (see Box 3) play a major role in mitigating risks 
to the banking sector. A notable conclusion of the NBR’s analysis on this topic is that 
credit institutions in Romania that spent more on staff training (as a percentage of total 
staff costs) prior to the crisis recorded lower increases in NPL ratios during the crisis.

64 The default rate is the share of loans that defaulted within one year in the stock of loans that were not in default at the 
beginning of the period.
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Over the past few years, an increasing portion of the non-performing credit portfolio 
has included loans up to 90 days past due, but with a low likelihood to be repaid, 
reflecting a proactive recognition of non-performance among banks (45 percent in 
December 2016 compared with 39 percent in December 2014), also in the context of 
requirements associated with the enactment of Law No. 77/2016 on debt discharge. 
The breakdown by sector is indicative of SMEs being accountable for the most 
sizeable non-performing exposures and Romania is no exception from the situation 
seen in Europe (Chart 3.15; for details, see Section 2.1).

At aggregate level, the coverage of non-performing loans by provisions for the local 
banking sector improved to 56.8 percent (January 2017). This level mitigates the risks 
associated with the still high non-performing loan ratio. The indicator is in the low-risk 
bucket of the EBA, standing above the EU average (44.6 percent, December 2016, 
Chart 3.18). Nevertheless, the loans backed by commercial property and residential 
property respectively are least covered by provisions and increase risks in the context 
of the concentration of such loans in banks’ balance sheets (Chart 3.14). Texas ratio,  
assessing the adequacy of NPL coverage by provisions and Tier 1 capital, has improved 
(Chart 3.11), but places Romania in a less favourable position relative to the EU 
average (Chart 3.16).

The restructured loans ratio (calculated as a ratio of restructured loans to total  
loans65) is another indicator running in the EBA-defined red bucket (4 percent), 
reaching 6.5 percent in January 2017, up slightly since the previous Report (Chart 3.11). 
All types of portfolios feature restructured loans ratios above the 4 percent threshold 
(12.2 percent for non-financial corporations and 4.4 percent for households, 
January 2017). However, the large volume of restructured loans is chiefly the result 
of banks taking steps to support customers in distress, rather than window-dressing 
their prudential indicators (75 percent of the restructured loans are already  
non-performing exposures, for which provisions were set up).

65 Based on individual accounting reports of credit institutions, Romanian legal entities.
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Restructured loans continue to display significant levels (lei 16.6 billion, January 2017), 
albeit on the wane from the previous years, given the removal of non-performing 
loans, restructured loans included, from the balance sheets (Chart 3.17). Half  
of the non-performing exposures are restructured loans. Banks undertook efforts  
to support the debtors, but such steps did not always prove efficient, considering  
that: (i) most of the restructured loans are non-performing exposures (75 percent, 
January 2017) and (ii) the number and volume of loans that were restructured at least 
twice are considerable (63 percent and 58 percent respectively, January 2017). 

In the past year, the breakdown of restructured loans 
by performance, institutional sector and currency 
shows declines in: (i) the share of non-performing 
loans; (ii) the share of loans to non-financial 
corporations (66 percent, January 2017, Chart 3.19); 
and (iii) the share of foreign currency-denominated 
loans (56 percent). Loans are usually restructured 
by having their terms and conditions changed 
(86 percent). Non-performing restructured loans 
are adequately covered by provisions (54.4 percent, 
January 2017).

Restructured corporate loans are oriented towards 
SMEs (66 percent) and loans backed by commercial 
property respectively (57 percent in January 2017). 
One-fourth of the companies with restructured  
loans undergo specific judicial proceedings 

(winding-up, court-approved reorganisation plan, other, Chart 3.20). On the other 
hand, households’ restructured loans comprise mainly consumer credit (56 percent), 
loans backed by residential property (76 percent), and foreign currency-denominated 
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loans (74 percent) respectively. Out of the approximately 83,000 restructured 
debtors, individuals make up 90 percent. Against part of these borrowers foreclosure 
proceedings were opened (4,205 in December 2016, Chart 3.20).

Box 2. Developments in CHF-denominated lending

The stock of CHF-denominated loans to households and non-financial corporations 
continued to contract, reaching lei 5.4 billion in March 2017 against lei 10 billion 
in December 2014 (Chart A). CHF-denominated loans were extended mostly to 
households (98 percent, or lei 5.3 billion). The number of borrowers (individuals) 
who took CHF-denominated loans shrank to 37,907 in March 2017 from 38,519 in 
December 2016 and 74,849 at the end of 2014. Furthermore, at end-March 2017, 
credit institutions recorded on their balance sheets 12,252 housing loans and 
12,458 mortgage-backed consumer loans denominated in Swiss francs.

The debtors who took CHF-denominated loans were purposefully targeted by the 
Law on converting CHF-denominated loans into leu-denominated loans at the 
historical exchange rate. This law supplements Government Emergency Ordinance 
No. 50/2010 on consumer credit agreements and was passed by Parliament in 
October 2016. The Government challenged the law in the Constitutional Court, 
which declared it unconstitutional in February 2017 on grounds of infringement of 
bicameralism. Against this background, bilateral talks are essential for resolving the 
situation of CHF borrowers in distress, this issue being steadily promoted by the 
central bank.

Bilateral negotiation efforts between CHF borrowers and their creditors 
materialised in accepting 37,586 applications for changing contractual terms 
submitted from January 2015 to April 2017 (ending in the conversion of 
24,894 loans and restructuring of other 12,692 loans), i.e. 62.4 percent of all 
applications were resolved. A larger percentage of applications were resolved in 
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the case of debtors who sought to convert their loans (78.6 percent), pinpointing 
banks’ strides to hold individual talks with customers. For the period ahead, the 
efficiency of conversion-based solutions is expected to rise in the context of the 
Constitutional Court ruling, which might lead to an increase in the share of cases 
where both parties act pragmatically towards identifying viable options.

After the Constitutional Court declared unconstitutional (i) some provisions of the law 
on debt discharge (26 October 2016) and (ii) the law on converting CHF-denominated 
loans into leu-denominated loans (7 February 2017), their scope and effects on the 
banking sector declined sizeably and the associated systemic risks abated. Hence, the 
restructuring of loans of debtors in distress becomes a preferable and faster solution 
for them, thus stimulating the bilateral negotiation between banks and borrowers.

In 2016 Q4 and the first two months of 2017, recourse to debt discharge continued, 
albeit at a slower pace, with 1,600 applications of a total of 6,966 submitted since the 
law has come into force (May 2016 – 27 February 2017). Pursuant to the Constitutional 
Court decision, every application must conform to the specific conditions of the 
hardship clause. A significant number of applications for debt discharge are  
currently being challenged in court (68 percent of total as at 27 February 2017).  
CHF-denominated loans account for 41 percent of total applications for debt discharge.

Box 3. Bank staff efficiency and the features of staff training policy

Bank staff efficiency in Romania and the international environment

The improvement of bank staff efficiency to achieve banking sector profitability 
targets implies, above all, increasing financial intermediation on a sustainable  
basis, reaping the benefits of technology and carrying out ongoing training.  
An overly-fast expansion in lending, not backed by sound macroprudential 
conditions, or inadequately trained employees may translate into problems  
relative to lending sustainability. Adequate staff training may help reduce the  
non-performing loan ratio, curb the need to resort to loan restructuring and 
supports banks’ medium- and long-term profitability. Furthermore, it may help 
mitigate the potentially negative effects of certain laws which are intended to 
resolve the situation of bank customers that made borrowings during a credit boom.

Bank staff efficiency in Romania is still weak against the background of low 
financial intermediation: one bank employee is in charge of the management of, 
on average, EUR 1.7 million (December 2016) against EUR 15.1 million EU-wide. 
The ratio of assets to bank employees went up gradually over the past nine years 
(from EUR 1.2 million/employee in December 2008) amid both an increase in 
asset value and staff cuts, thereby boosting efficiency. Given the deleveraging 
that became manifest in the aftermath of the crisis, banks scaled back their units, 
with redundancies being less pronounced in head offices (Chart A). A bank unit in 
Romania attends, on average, 3,600 inhabitants, compared with 2,700 in the EU 
(Chart B). Density of bank branches in Romania is medium, focused on low-value 
assets and polarised usually in the country’s major towns.
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In the EU, density of bank branches per 1,000,000 inhabitants ranges from a 
low of 81 in Estonia to a high of 670 in Spain, averaging out at 307 EU-wide. 
Heterogeneity of bank efficiency and of branch density across Europe is influenced 
by multiple structural factors, but a particular evolution is associated with the 
digitisation of financial services. At European level, Romania included, Internet 
access has improved noticeably over the past years. The number of Internet users 
per 100 inhabitants rose from 64 in 2008 to 79 in 201566 in the EU, and Romania 
posted one of the fastest growth rates among EU countries (from 32 users per 
100 inhabitants in 2008 to 56 in 2015). The Nordic countries and the Baltic states 
are the frontrunners in terms of Internet access (more than 90 percent of total 
inhabitants), while density of bank branches is low in those countries which report 
the largest number of inhabitants being attended by one bank unit (Chart B). 
The negative correlation between the density of branches and Internet access 
could support the fact that promoting digitisation is important for banks in 
their cost-cutting efforts. Making the most of the broadly-based Internet access 
prompts banks to step up virtual banking, close down physical offices and reduce 
headcounts. Against this backdrop, staff efficiency in managing bank assets could 
increase.

Across the banking sector in Romania, the ratio of staff costs to total expenses 
remained below the European median over the past three years (47 percent 
versus 52 percent in the EU, June 2016), a factor favouring local banks’ profitability 
(Chart C).

Structural and qualitative features of bank staff training policies

The NBR sent banks a questionnaire whereby it required information on the level  
of bank staff training. The questionnaire was filled in by 32 banks (accounting  
for 98.6 percent of total bank assets), having June 2016 as the reference period.  

66 According to World Bank statistics.
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The envisaged qualitative issues were as follows: (i) employees’ structure by line 
of business; (ii) whether they had an economic background or any international 
certification; (iii) their work experience, and (iv) the bank’s wage and training policy. 
Analysis of these features is useful in assessing the manner in which bank staff 
training policy contributed or not to the bank intermediation quality. Moreover, the 
NBR looks at the level of bank staff training in terms of ensuring the achievement 
of the macroprudential policy intermediate objective of sustainable increase in 
financial intermediation.

In Romania, bank employees involved in lending67 account for approximately 
37 percent of total staff (Chart D). They work mostly in the field of lending to 
households and SMEs (57 percent and 34 percent respectively of the employees 
involved in lending), reflecting the lending focus of banks. According to credit 
institutions’ feedback, employees are involved in granting loans to several 
categories of customers. Financial analysis or risk management is carried out  
by a small number of employees, whose training is critical to the lending quality.  
One employee involved in lending is in charge of managing loans worth 
lei 9.7 million on average (June 2016).

A large majority of bank staff members, and consequently of the employees 
involved in lending, have an economic background (73 percent and 93 percent 
respectively, median values). This does not appear to be a distinctive factor for the 
performance, efficiency or asset quality of credit institutions. In addition, very few 
employees produced international certifications (less than 1 percent of staff).

Banks have in place employee retention policies. On the whole, 54 percent of  
staff members have been working in that bank for more than seven years.  
The employees’ long-standing banking experience helps attain higher profitability 

67 For the purpose of this survey, the employees involved in lending are deemed those tasked with loan sales, financial analysis 
and risk management.
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levels (Chart E). However, profitability is additionally influenced by a series of 
structural factors specific to the bank’s activity or size. At the same time, according 
to the respondents, there seems to be a negative relationship between the 
institution’s profitability and the weight of employees with less than three years 
of service in that bank. Employees involved in lending are slightly more stable 
than the rest of staff members (56 percent have more than seven years’ span of 
service). The employees responsible for granting loans to large companies are the 
fewest, but have more experience (62 percent have been working in that bank 
for more than seven years). The banking segment of the labour market witnessed 
buoyant hiring of new staff in the pre-crisis years. Against the backdrop of strong 
lending and the expansion of bank units, credit institutions offered higher wages 
and benefits. The downturn in the credit cycle brought about a more pronounced 
stability of bank staff. 

At present, the human resources policy of banks in Romania stimulates employees 
especially via financial rewards and promotion, with training as another significant 
motivation tool, while a flexible work schedule is less resorted to. Most of the banks 
attach great importance to financial rewards and promotion (74 percent of the 
banks surveyed). Training is a major concern for 58 percent of the banks (making 
up 72 percent of bank assets).

Training of the employees involved in lending is performed particularly in the form 
of courses on the characteristics of financial products and on sales (Chart F).  
Over the past three years, there was an increasing participation of these employees 
in courses covering the entire range of topics. Compared to the pre-crisis years, 
credit institutions shifted their focus onto training the employees involved in 
lending with regard to: (i) being knowledgeable about legislation governing 
consumer protection and risks, and (ii) risk management and financial analysis. 
These practices show awareness of the need to improve bank staff quality relative 
to some deficiencies manifest during the credit boom.
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The manner in which training courses are offered to bank employees witnessed 
no substantial changes before or after the crisis. In-house training provided by 
qualified personnel of the bank is the preferable and currently favoured solution, 
being chosen for most employees participating in training programmes (more 
than 70 percent of the banks surveyed). For part of the employees participating 
in training programmes, in-house training provided by qualified personnel from 
outside the bank or external specialised courses are resorted to.

Ongoing training is a factor that could help enhance bank performance  
and curtail costs. The banks in Romania that had budgeted higher training 
expenses as a share of staff costs in the pre-crisis period (to be precise, in 2007) 
experienced lower increases in the non-performing loan ratio thereafter (Chart G). 
Average annual training expenses per employee of banks in Romania are  
relatively low, but they went up in the post-crisis period, from lei 490 in 2007 to 
about lei 900 in 2016. Employees involved in lending account for approximately 
31 percent of the training budget (June 2016) and this weight has been widening 
from the pre-crisis years, which is beneficial over the long term.

3.2.4. Market risk

Although market risk has a small contribution to capital requirements, due to  
the fact that most interest rate-sensitive items are not part of the trading book,  
the effect of persistent interest rate hikes on banks’ financial results is relevant in 
terms of their stability. The concentration of banks’ portfolios on sovereign exposures 
increases market value sensitivity to interest rate changes. The impact of interest rate 
risk on the banking sector is slightly higher as compared with the previous Report, 
while that of currency risk is further low.
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The analysis of interest rate-sensitive assets and 
liabilities shows a potential loss of 15.22 percent 
of own funds68, assuming a standardised interest 
rate shock, which would cause a parallel upward 
shift by 200 basis points in the yield curve. This 
impact would result in a potential decline in total 
capital ratio at system level, ceteris paribus, by up to 
2.8 percentage points. A shock of such magnitude 
could be plausible against the background of an 
increase in sovereign spreads, triggered by investors’ 
stronger risk aversion, even though the risk-free 
interest rates are not expected to see material 
changes in the short run. The potential impact is 
stronger than the estimate made in the previous 
Report, stemming from: (i) the duration mismatch of 
interest rate-sensitive assets and liabilities, due to the 
significant share of fixed interest-bearing assets in 

banks’ balance sheets (especially debt securities, Chart 3.21); (ii) the rise in the volume 
of interest rate-sensitive net assets; and (iii) the lower levels across the spectrum of 
forward rates used to determine the yield curve. The distribution of potential losses 
is heterogeneous across banks, ranging from -46 percent to +10 percent of their own 
funds (Chart 3.22)69, being determined by differences in balance sheet structure. Most 
credit institutions would incur losses in case of an unexpected increase in interest 
rates, amid the high share of funding sources the cost of which is determined by 
short-term developments (they have a short duration, Chart 3.21). 

68 The simulations took into account solely credit institutions, Romanian legal entities, the impact on the banking sector being 
assessed relative to the total own funds of these institutions.

69 Pursuant to Article 166(5) of Regulation No. 5/2013 on prudential requirements for credit institutions, the interest rate risk 
from non-trading activities requires the adoption of measures applicable to credit institutions whose economic value of 
equity declines by more than 20 percent of their own funds. At present, the measures adopted in Romania refer to applying 
additional capital requirements for the amounts above the required level, in the context of implementing microprudential 
supervision.
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The potential losses generated by the sensitivity of fixed-interest bearing assets, other 
than loans (expressed as a change in the market value of government securities70 
stemming from an unexpected and persistent interest rate rise by 200 basis points) 
could trigger, ceteris paribus, a decline in the total capital ratio system-wide by up 
to 1.22 percentage points. The distribution of potential losses is heterogeneous 
across banks, depending on the volume and characteristics of government securities 
portfolio held by each credit institution, as well as on the share of held-to-maturity 
securities (an increasing share of held-to-maturity securities in the balance sheets of 
credit institutions would mitigate the impact71, Chart 3.23). 

The impact of currency risk on the banking system, estimated based on the maximum 
potential loss generated by adverse exchange rate movements, was further low72. 
Thus, the average expected shortfall is of around 0.07 percent of own funds, close to 
the VaR of 0.06 percent of own funds at the 99th percentile. The result is determined 
by regulations in force, which impose costly capital requirements in the assumption 
that the net currency position of a credit institution exceeds 2 percent of own 
funds, as well as by the small share of trading book in the balance sheets of credit 
institutions. Due to the low volatility of the EUR/RON exchange rate in recent years, 
the national currency came to be considered closely correlated with the euro, which 
weighs favourably in case of having a foreign exchange position73.

3.2.5. Capital adequacy

Capital adequacy indicators remained at an appropriate level since the previous 
Report, their value providing a buffer for the absorption of unexpected losses and  
an increase in lending. The average solvency level (total capital ratio of 18.3 percent, 
Tier 1 capital ratio of 16.2 percent, December 2016) places the Romanian banking 
sector in the lowest risk bucket established by the European Banking Authority. 
Moreover, the total capital ratio stands at the EU average (18.3 percent, September 
2016, Chart 3.24). 

At aggregate level, the decline in total capital ratio in 2016 Q4 was due to the decrease 
in own funds, as well as to the rise in risk-weighted assets. A positive aspect of the loss 
absorption capacity of banks in Romania stems from the structure of own funds, which 
are primarily made up of Common Equity Tier 1 capital (82.9 percent). In addition,  
Tier 1 capital largely consists of subscribed and paid-up capital (approximately 
82.8 percent). The breakdown of risk-weighted assets by main risk highlights the 
banks’ traditional business model, focused on lending and deposit-taking. Credit risk 

70 Issued by Romania’s central government on the domestic market.
71 The change in the market value of held-to-maturity securities, unlike the securities classified in other accounting categories, 

produces no immediate effects on prudential indicators (as a result of affecting the profit and loss account via unrealised 
gains/losses), therefore this category is not considered in the simulation.

72 VaR (Value at risk) is determined at the 99th percentile, based on the daily changes in the exchange rate of the domestic 
currency for a 3-year period in relation to the currencies in the portfolios of credit institutions, assuming the position is 
closed out in a 10-working day period. A coherent risk measure is the average expected shortfall in case that scenarios with 
a below 1 percent likelihood materialise.

73 Following the EBA’s update of the list of closely correlated currencies, a potential breach of the foreign currency position 
limits is subject to less restrictive penalties, against the background of risks considered to be smaller in the case of long or 
short foreign currency positions. 
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contributes most to total capital requirements (81.3 percent), market risk  
generates moderate requirements (3.5 percent) and operational risk takes around 
15 percent.

At individual level, the asymmetry of the total capital ratio grew over the past years. 
There is still capital in excess of the overall capital requirement74 at most banks,  
and its median value was 5.6 percentage points in December 2016 (Chart 3.25).  
The component of microprudential requirements under Pillar II was substantial for  
the majority of credit institutions (median value of 4 percentage points). 

Excess capital decreased by implementing capital buffers in 2016 and will continue to 
diminish gradually (by increasing the capital conservation buffer by 0.625 percentage 
points yearly, until 2019), and the implementation of the new accounting standard 
IFRS 9 has the potential to reduce it further. 

In the past years, deductions generated by prudential filters75 declined as a share in 
own funds, accounting for approximately 3 percent in December 2016 (compared 
with 20.6 percent in September 2014). Hence, the positive impact of the gradual 
phasing-out of these prudential filters on the total capital ratio waned and will fade 
out from 2018 onward. 

Beginning with 2018, once the new accounting standard IFRS 9 is introduced, changes 
are expected to have an impact on the volume of adjustments for impairment, 
profitability, own funds and bank prudential indicators. Preliminary estimates at both 
European and Romanian level show a potential for a decline in bank solvency.

74 Excess capital at individual level was calculated as the difference between the actual total capital ratio of the credit 
institution and the sum of capital requirements provided by: (i) the minimum required level (8 percent); (ii) additional 
microprudential requirements under Pillar II; (iii) the combined buffer, in respect of which requirements for the capital 
conservation buffer and those specific to the buffer for systemically important institutions are currently imposed, subject to 
verifying the compliance with the minimum requirements for each component of own funds.

75 The filters introduced in 2012 following the implementation of the European accounting standards (IFRS) were meant to 
preserve a prudent solvency level, against the background of adjustments for impairment of financial assets determined 
based on national accounting standards significantly more prudent than the European ones.
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According to the IFRS 9 standard, the groundwork is laid for loan losses to be 
proactively recognised. The major difference regarding adjustments for impairment 
will be generated by unimpaired financial assets. In the case of loans considered 
not to have significant credit risk, provisions will be made on a 12-month horizon 
(calculated from the initial recognition of the financial instrument). For exposures 
where credit risk is perceived to have increased significantly since initial recognition 
(indicated by payments overdue for more than 30 days or by a probability of default 
higher than at initial recognition), provisions will be set for the loan’s entire life. 
Only the change in expected loss from initial recognition is measured for impaired 
loans. This approach will lead to faster loss recognition, by making adjustments for 
impairment for future expected losses as well. The impact of the implementation 
of IFRS 9 was assessed based on a survey conducted by the EBA at European level. 
This survey was also sent to 29 credit institutions in Romania, which provided 
preliminary estimates on the implementation of this new standard. In September 
2016, at European level, banks estimated: (i) adjustments for impairment to increase 
by approximately 18 percent on average; and (ii) CET1 capital ratio to decrease by 
approximately 0.6 percentage points. In Romania, 24 banks expect the total capital 
ratio, as well as the CET1 capital ratio to decline by up to 2 percentage points and only 
3 banks anticipate a rise by up to 2 percentage points76.

At present, banks in Romania focus on applying standardised methods for 
determining capital requirements, being less sophisticated in terms of risk 
management. At the same time, the costs necessary for developing and 
implementing advanced methods are significant. Internal models to determine 
capital requirements are used for only 11 percent of the banking sector’s exposures  

76 The survey results must be regarded with caution, in the context of the limitations of the banks’ assumptions when filling in 
the survey, which do not necessarily reflect the final IFRS 9 implementation methodology.

77 The on- and off-balance sheet exposure value used under the standardised approach represents the fully adjusted exposure 
value (after deducting the valuation adjustments and provisions, after applying credit risk mitigation techniques including 
those with substitution effects on the exposure). The exposure value used in the IRB approach represents the adjusted 
exposure value (after applying credit risk mitigation techniques including those with substitution effects on the exposure 
and after the application of conversion factors).
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to credit risk (Chart 3.26). Adopting internal ratings-based models for credit risk currently 
benefits the respective banks in the case of their portfolios of institutions, corporations 
and retail customers. These portfolios show average risk weights lower than the values 
regulated by the standardised approach, making capital allocation more efficient 
depending on the internally assessed risk for borrowers from individual categories.

The leverage ratio adds to the bank prudential indicators, limiting on- and off-balance 
sheet exposures relative to Tier 1 capital. At end-2016, the leverage ratio of the local 
banking sector was 8.3 percent, close to the previous year’s reading. At individual 
level, leverage ratios were above the 3 percent minimum requirement, therefore the 
indicator does not put strain on banks’ balance sheets (which is consistent with the 
idea of using a business model where high credit risk requirements lead to a high 
leverage ratio). Along with adequate solvency, this ratio confirms the large lending 
potential of most banks in Romania, amid a low level of intermediation.

3.2.6. Profitability

The profitability indicators of the Romanian banking sector are above EU averages, 
standing outside EBA’s high risk buckets, but there is room for improvement in the 
case of operating efficiency, despite the higher-than-EU-average level of this indicator. 
Amid low financial intermediation, the local banking sector relies on the price effect 
of high margins, while net interest income is the main source of operating profit.

Romanian banking sector profitability kept increasing78 in 2016, mainly on account 
of operating profit resuming growth, against the background of low funding costs, 
favourable domestic macroeconomic framework and the recovery of domestic 

78 The financial results of 2015 and 2016 were favourably influenced by one-off items of different sizes. Specifically, the 2015 
net profit of lei 4.5 billion includes changes in goodwill (lei 1.7 billion), as a result of mergers and acquisitions during the 
year, whereas the end-2016 net profit of lei 4.3 billion comprises a smaller one-off gain, recorded as operating income by 
banks that sold their stakes in Visa Europe. Data for end-December 2016 are unaudited.
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currency lending. Profitability benefited from a further low ratio of net expenses  
for IFRS provisions79 to assets, after the peak recorded in 2014 (as a result of the 
balance-sheet clean-up). However, the banking sector displays heterogeneity in terms 
of individual banks’ profit-making capacity, with seven banks making a contribution 
of about 98 percent to the lei 4.3 billion profit (December 2016). The market share 
of loss-making banks shrank to 5.8 percent in December 2016, with most credit 
institutions, Romanian legal entities, reporting positive financial results (Chart 3.27). 

The resumption of lending helped improve return on equity (ROE, Chart 3.28).  
The ROE values for the past two years exceed EBA’s green threshold (over 10 percent), 
standing higher than those recorded EU-wide.

Interest income continued to decline (Chart 3.29). Large banks account for over two 
thirds of interest income, posting a slight increase from a year ago. Developments 
across the group are heterogeneous, the negative dynamics of some banks’ income 
being offset by the favourable performance of other banks. At year-end, interest 
income from loans (83.7 percent of total interest income) strengthened their 
dominant position, their decline being smaller than those of other components 
(Chart 3.30). By institutional sector, interest income from household loans kept 
increasing, their share amounting to 56.5 percent. 

Interest expenses on deposits from households and non-financial corporations saw 
a further sharp decline. Large banks accounted for about 62 percent of these interest 
expenses, whose share in total narrowed slightly in 2016. 

Net interest income, the main component of operating income (56.3 percent), 
continued to grow in 2016, on the back of expenses falling at a faster pace than 
interest income.

79 Net expenses for IFRS provisions are expenses net of revenues from impairment on financial assets that are not measured at 
fair value through profit or loss.
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The drop in interest income is the result of the swifter decline in interest rates  
relative to the growth pace of loans. Demand for loans in domestic currency, 
particularly from households, responded favourably to the reduction in average 
interest rate. Financing cost declined in both (i) domestic currency, on the back of 
historically low interest rates, comfortable liquidity and competition in the sector,  
and (ii) euro, amid contained sovereign risk and the protracted period of very low  
or even negative interest rates in the European economic environment (Charts 3.31 
and 3.32).

The volume of cash and deposits taken by banks increased, despite the declining 
interest rates offered. Some banks reported a rise in balances on low interest rate 
products (current accounts of households and SMEs), on the back of factors such as 
(i) low elasticity of deposits to a decrease in interest rates, i.e. depositors’ stickiness; 
(ii) depositors’ risk aversion and (iii) the imperfection of alternative products as 
substitutes for deposits in terms of the liquidity, guarantee level and payment services 
that are embedded in a deposit. 

High interest rate spreads80, arising particularly from credit risk, remained a key 
characteristic of the business model of the Romanian banking sector, against the 
background of low financial intermediation. At end-2016, the spreads were of about 
4.9 percentage points for lei and 3.6 percentage points for euro across the banking 
sector as a whole, declining slightly from the same year-ago period. As regards  
leu-denominated portfolios, most large banks continued to grant loans and take 
deposits at interest rates above and below the system-wide averages respectively, 
with a favourable impact on net interest income. The margin on new loans and time 
deposits in domestic currency (about 4.3 percentage points) posted a behaviour 
similar to that of the spread on outstanding loans and deposits, i.e. a high level,  
yet on the wane.

80 The average interest rate spread was calculated as the difference between the weighted average interest rate on 
outstanding loans and deposits respectively of households and non-financial corporations.
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Developments in operating income generally follow the trend in net interest income, 
with other items having a positive influence as well (Chart 3.33). 

Net fee and commission income, which accounts for the second-largest share 
of operating income (19.8 percent), increased on the back of income from bank 
transactions (i.e. customers’ payment orders, cash transfers), but its annual dynamics 
slowed down. Large banks account for nearly 83 percent of net fee and commission 
income. 

The positive dynamics posted in recent months by gains from sales of fixed-rate 
securities from the portfolios of available-for-sale financial instruments have made 
this item the third-largest component of operating income (11.4 percent).

The dynamics of operating expenses have returned to negative territory as of 2016 
Q2, following a year of growth. This may be attributed to: (i) the increase in staff costs 
coming to a halt as a result of the ongoing cuts in the number of personnel and 
branches (see Box 3); (ii) the cut in other administrative expenses; and (iii) the drop  
in depreciation expenses. Over two thirds of operating expenses were reported  
by large banks.

The analysis of operational efficiency based on the cost-to-income ratio81 reveals 
that banks with operating losses are present in Romania. EBA has established a 
recommended minimum acceptable level of operational efficiency. The red threshold 
of the indicator (60 percent) is close to the median of the cost-to-income ratio of the 
EU banking sector and shows the far-reaching matter of banking efficiency across 
the EU (Chart 3.34). At aggregate level, the Romanian banking sector stands below 
this critical threshold. The indicator has improved strongly starting 2016 Q2 to reach 
53 percent in December 2016, amid the positive dynamics of operating income, 

81 The cost-to-income ratio is calculated as a ratio of operating expenses to operating revenues. It is volatile as its denominator 
depends on interest rate movements.
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correlated with the reduction in operating expenses, enhanced by one-off items and 
regulatory amendments82 (Chart 3.35). These developments come to supplement the 
conclusions of the NBR’s analysis, related to the need and appropriateness of further 
improving bank staff training, with the message that there would also be resources 
from the perspective of operational efficiency.

At individual level, small banks are facing a higher vulnerability, some of them 
reporting a cost-to-income ratio above one. Some of these banks expanded 
organically or were subject to mergers and acquisitions for the purpose of turning 
their operations profitable. At year-end, most medium- and small-sized banks 
exceeded the 60 percent threshold of the indicator (the equivalent of weak operating 
profitability), which may be another sign of ongoing banking sector consolidation.

A high level of operating profitability allows net impairment charges to be covered 
without eroding capital adequacy. Under the impact of a higher cost of risk reported 
by several large banks, the trend of reducing it at aggregate level was discontinued in 
2016. Over two thirds of net impairment charges, which are on a slight decline from 
a year ago, are concentrated at large banks. Net impairment charges as a share of 
assets83 remained unchanged at 1 percent, a level similar to that seen in the previous 
year, after the peak of 2.8 percent recorded in 2014.

Developments in the profitability of banks have an impact on their resilience to 
adverse shocks and their capacity to lend to the real sector. The main challenges 
identified in the previous Report, relating to banks’ capacity to generate sufficient 
operating profit (to record a cost-to-income ratio below 60 percent at all times)  
and strengthen profitability, are still in place. The prospects of narrowing interest  

82 In 2016, certain banks reported income including one-off gains associated with a stake sale in Visa Europe, as well as a lower 
annual contribution to the Bank Deposit Guarantee Fund and the Resolution Fund (as a result of the change in the 
calculation methodology).

83 The impact of net impairment charges on profitability is relevant. The ratio of net impairment charges to net assets 
exceeded 2 percent in years with negative net financial results (2010-2012), as well as in years with low levels of profitability 
(2009, 2013). 
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rate spreads and the low-yielding assets accounting for a sizeable share of banks’ 
balance sheets have a negative impact on operating income. The legacy of  
non-performing loans and the need to continue balance sheet clean-up, the 
inefficient loan restructuring and potential breaches in the quality of future lending 
may generate additional loan loss expenses. The new international financial reporting 
standards (IFRS 984), which are soon to become effective, will trigger both an increase 
in provisions and implementation costs. However, in the context of the Constitutional 
Court rulings, the effects on profitability exerted by the latest legislative initiatives in 
the banking and financial field (the law on debt discharge and the law on converting 
CHF-denominated loans into leu-denominated loans) abated.

The favourable developments in the Romanian banking sector profitability 
throughout 2017 may be supported by the projected continuation of economic 
growth (the main cyclical factor exogenous to banks), coupled with an improved 
operational efficiency.

3.3. Non-bank financial sector

At European level, there are still concerns for monitoring the shadow banking 
system85, due to this sector’s greater importance and a macroeconomic environment 
characterised by weak economic growth and low interest rates. 

In Romania, the share of non-bank financial assets in total assets of the financial sector 
remained relatively unchanged since the previous Report (23.5 percent in 2016 Q4 
versus 37 percent in the EU in 2016 Q3). The sectoral components reporting increases 
were mainly pension funds and insurance companies, up 27.2 percent and 14 percent 
respectively from 2015 (Chart 3.36).

Non-bank financial institutions 

Non-bank financial institutions (NBFIs) also displayed an upward trend, the stock 
of loans granted further rising since the previous Report by 4.5 percent, and by 
13.2 percent respectively since December 2015. The portfolio of loans to households 
and non-financial corporations thus reached lei 24.4 billion (December 2016), 
62 percent of which were foreign-currency denominated. Behind their increase in 
2016 stood higher lending to both households (up 11 percent) and non-financial 
corporations (up 14 percent). In 2016, the number of NBFI borrowers (individuals 
and legal entities) rose by 12.3 percent, coming in at around 1.94 million (95 percent 
of which are individuals). The composition of lending remained unchanged in 2016, 
loans to non-financial corporations holding a 75 percent share in total loans.

84 IFRS 9 has imposed setting provisions based on the expected loss instead of the incurred loss, as it is currently the case.
85 According to the Financial Stability Board, the shadow banking system can be broadly defined as credit intermediation 

activity performed outside the banking sector. In the narrow sense, analyses usually refer to institutions which: (i) can 
generate systemic risk via liquidity and maturity transformation, credit risk transfer or financial leverage; (ii) are within the 
scope of regulatory arbitrage. At EU level, shadow banking analysis is conducted by the ESRB in the EU Shadow Banking 
Monitor. The ECB published in the 2016 Financial Stability Review a special feature on operationalising a framework for 
calibrating macroprudential leverage limits for alternative investment funds. 
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The increase in lending to households in the second half of 2016 was driven by  
leu-denominated consumer loans, contributing to the share of leu-denominated 
loans to households rising to 88.7 percent (in December 2016, Chart 3.37), thus 
diminishing the vulnerability of this portfolio to possible adverse developments of 
the exchange rate. By contrast, NBFI loans to non-financial corporations are primarily 
foreign currency-denominated (78.4 percent of the total, in December 2016) and are 
mostly in the form of financial leasing (71 percent in December 2016). In 2016, as far 
as credit risk is concerned, the NBFIs’ non-performing loan ratio86 remained higher 
than that of the banking sector (8.6 percent versus 6.9 percent, December 2016), 
though it continues to follow a downward trend. 

Balance sheet analysis shows that the NBFI sector is largely funded by non-resident 
bank creditors, the top three being Austria, France and the Netherlands (holding 
over 45 percent of total loans to NBFIs, in December 2016). Domestic funding 
dropped slightly in 2016 (from 27.2 percent in December 2015 to 25.4 percent 
in December 2016) and is accompanied by a substantial rise in loans from Italian 
residents (from 0.75 percent to 8 percent in the same period). This funding structure 
leads to the risk of a withdrawal of funds amid an increase in risk aversion to Romania, 
yet there is an improvement in their composition, with long-term loans replacing a 
part of short-term foreign loans taken by NBFIs (long-term foreign loans amount to 
34 percent of loans received as at December 2016, on the rise from 26.9 percent as at 
December 2015).

Investment funds 

In 2016, investment funds witnessed a marginal rise in assets (around 1 percent), 
stemming from open-end investment funds (5.3 percent), while closed-end 
investment fund assets went down in the same period (3.9 percent). The breakdown 

86 The NPL ratio was calculated as the ratio of loans to non-financial corporations and households more than 90 days past due 
in the total loans granted to them by NBFIs and credit institutions respectively.
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of open-end investment funds shows that the assets of open-end equity funds 
increased by 11.8 percent in the period under review, followed by those of  
open-end bond funds, up 6.6 percent. The main categories are still closed-end 
equity funds (with a 44.4 percent share of total assets), and open-end bond funds 
(with a 43 percent share of total assets). The perception of the risks associated with 

investments made by funds most likely deteriorated 
during 2016, capital outflows being recorded for 
the first time by all fund categories, except for bond 
funds (Chart 3.38).

In 2016, the FSA conducted a stress test in order to 
assess investment funds’ ability to withstand adverse 
scenarios87.

The results show that the most relevant risk is 
the interest rate risk, due to the impact on bonds 
by marking to market (77 percent of exposures 
at the reference date, March 2016). Another 
vulnerability might arise from asset composition, 
as approximately 19 percent of placements are 
denominated in other currencies (on the reference 
date), yet the results show that the materialisation of 
the scenario regarding a 10-percent depreciation of 

the domestic currency might have moderate consequences given the use of financial 
derivatives by funds with high foreign-currency exposures. The risk of a worsening 
of the counterparty credit risk would not have significant effects either, given that 
83 percent of exposures are to government bodies, local authorities and credit 
institutions with a favourable credit rating.

The balance sheet analysis of investment funds reveals the following: (1) investment 
funds place their assets mostly on the domestic market (86 percent of total assets), 
investing primarily in shares and bonds (80.8 percent), while bank deposits account 
for around 15 percent of the total; furthermore, over 99 percent of total deposits 
with credit institutions are placed in local credit institutions; (2) investment funds 
are mainly funded via the issue of fund shares/units (95 percent), 77.8 percent of 
which are held by Romanian investors; domestically, approximately 70 percent of 
issued fund units were purchased by households and non-profit institutions serving 
households. The vulnerabilities emerging from the composition of investment funds’ 
assets and liabilities refer to: (1) the high concentration of investments in market 
risk-sensitive assets; (2) the lack of diversification of the funding structure, from the 
perspective of both instruments and type of investors (residents and non-residents). 

87 The reference date of the stress test was 31 March 2016, and the scenario was defined as follows: (1) a decrease by 35 percent 
in the BET-XT index and by 20 percent in the STOXX 600 index; (2) an increase in the interest rate on leu-denominated bonds 
by 2  percentage points and on EUR-denominated bonds by 1.5  percentage points, respectively; (3) a 10-percent 
depreciation in the exchange rate against the foreign currencies in which the financial instruments held by the fund are 
denominated; (4) simultaneous default of three counterparties and (5) simultaneous request to fully repurchase the two 
largest investors of UCIs (undertaking for collective investment), based on the value of holdings to date. For further details, 
see: http://asfromania.ro/en/press-releases/media-releases/5382-the-methodology-of-the-stress-test-for-closed-end-and-
open-end-investment-funds-was-finalized. 
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The monitoring indicators proposed by the ESRB in the report on assessing shadow 
banking are grouped by the nature of the sector’s inherent vulnerabilities: liquidity 
and maturity transformation, leverage, interconnectedness with the banking  
system and credit intermediation. Since the previous Report, financial leverage  
and interconnectedness have declined for all investment fund categories  
(Table 3.1).

Table 3.1. (ESRB88 – proposed) risk indicators of investment funds (December 2016)

percent

Total 
investment 

funds

Equity  
funds

Bond  
funds

Mixed  
funds

Other  
funds

Jun. 
2016

Dec. 
2016

Jun. 
2016

Dec. 
2016

Jun. 
2016

Dec. 
2016

Jun. 
2016

Dec. 
2016

Jun. 
2016

Dec. 
2016

Maturity transformation  38.7 40.4 1.5 3.0 71.7 74.0 13.5 13.2 67.7 66.7

Liquidity transformation  12.1 13.2 3.6 2.2 12.3 14.1 13.5 11.9 12.0 10.4

Financial leverage 6.9 5.5 3.3 2.4 11.6 9.7 1.6 1.3 4.1 2.3

Credit intermediation 39.9 43.2 1.9 7.1 74.1 76.1 14.7 14.0 67.7 66.7

Interconnectedness 21.7 20.7 17.9 17.8 25.7 23.6 17.4 16.3 21.9 21.6

Note: (i) Maturity transformation = long-term assets/total assets; (ii) Liquidity transformation =
           (total assets - liquid assets)/total assets; (iii) Financial leverage = loans received/total liabilities; 
           (iv) Credit intermediation = (loans + bonds)/total assets; and (v) Interconnectedness = exposure
           to local banks/total assets.

Source: NBR

Insurance sector 

The insurance sector is small as compared with the other sectors, the share of assets 
in total assets of the financial sector reaching 4.2 percent89 (December 2016), while 
the level of intermediation, calculated as the share of gross premiums written in GDP, 
stayed on an overall downward trend, falling to 0.9 percent in September 2016, from 
1.23 percent in 2015. Romania has the smallest share of insurance sector assets in 
GDP amongst EU countries, followed by Lithuania, Latvia and Bulgaria (2016 Q3 data, 
Chart 3.39). However, the insurance sector may generate risks to financial stability on 
account of: (i) the relatively high level of market concentration (the top ten insurance 
companies held 88 percent of total volume of gross premiums written, September 
2016) and (ii) the direct contagion channel via balance sheet exposures to other 
institutional sectors within the financial system.

According to the balance sheet analysis90, insurance companies in Romania have a 
relatively limited risk exposure to the international environment. The risk of contagion 
from the banking sector may be manifest through the bank deposits of insurance 
companies, yet the share of such exposures in total assets is small, i.e. 3.8 percent in 
December 2016. Insurance undertakings in Romania have deposits opened mostly 
with Romanian banks (93.7 percent, December 2016). In terms of funding sources, 

88 Assessing shadow banking – non-bank financial intermediation in Europe.
89 Total assets of insurance companies also comprise those of foreign branches in Romania.
90 Information on both insurance companies, Romanian legal entities, and on branches in Romania of third-country insurance 

companies.
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95 percent of loans were taken from four EU countries; 20.7 percent of these loans 
were taken from institutions in Romania and 48.4 percent from institutions in Austria 
(December 2016). 

In the first nine months of 2016, gross claims paid by insurers and gross premiums 
written in the insurance market in Romania totalled lei 2.5 billion and lei 6.4 billion 
respectively. Gross premiums written for non-life insurance went up 14 percent, while 
those for life insurance rose by 2 percent91. Unlike other European countries where the 
life insurance segment is prevalent, the market in Romania is dominated by non-life 

insurance, which accounted for 82 percent of total 
gross premiums written. The insurance sector further 
relied on motor insurance, which held 76 percent of 
total gross premiums for non-life insurance. In 2016, 
the compulsory motor insurance market stuck to 
the uptrend visible over the last years, the number 
of compulsory motor third-party liability insurance 
policies posting a 5 percent increase year on year92, 
whereas the volume of gross premiums written 
totalled lei 4 billion.

In prudential terms, 2016 brought about significant 
amendments to the legislative framework for  
the insurance sector due to the implementation of 
the new risk-based supervisory regime (Solvency II93). 
In 2016 Q3, two insurance companies were 
registered having negative eligible own funds, 
coverage of the Solvency Capital Requirement by  

eligible own funds (the SCR ratio) and Minimum Capital Requirement (MCR). In the 
period from January to September 2016, three insurance companies which failed to 
meet capital requirements, reporting a SCR ratio below 1, and two companies which 
failed to meet minimum capital requirements, having a MCR ratio below 1, were 
registered.

In 2016, the European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority conducted 
a stress test of EU insurance companies’ vulnerabilities and resilience. Romania 
participated in this exercise with 3 undertakings, i.e. a life insurance company and  
two composite companies – NN Asigurări de Viață, Grawe România Asigurare and 
Asirom VIG, with a cumulative market share of 77 percent. The stress test results 
obtained for the three Romanian companies were favourable after applying the risk 
factors for the two scenarios, the ratio of own funds to obligations exceeding further 
100 percent.

91 FSA Report, Evoluția pieței de asigurări în primele nouă luni ale anului 2016. Data refer solely to insurance companies, Romanian 
legal entities.

92 FSA Report, Evoluția pieței de asigurări în primele nouă luni ale anului 2016.
93 Under the Solvency II regime, prudential financial requirements are expressed based on the coverage of the Solvency 

Capital Requirement by eligible own funds (the SCR ratio) and the Minimum Capital Requirement (MCR). They are the ratio 
of own funds eligible to cover capital requirements to their actual value. The SCR ratio is equivalent to the higher amount 
between the safety fund and the minimum solvency margin that was calculated under Solvency I, while the MCR ratio 
replaces the safety fund. On 1 January 2016, 32 insurance companies became subject to the Solvency II Directive.
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Private pension funds 

Private pension funds94 continued to grow in 2016 H2, due to both Pillar II and Pillar III, 
amid (i) the higher number of participants (up 1.8 percent to 7.2 million persons) and 
(ii) the low monthly payments to recipients. Nevertheless, regional comparisons show 
a low level of intermediation (assets to GDP), the lowest level in the region (in 2015), 
the situation being similar for the number of pension funds (Chart 3.40).

The investment structure of private pension funds showed no significant changes in 
the latter part of 2016. As regards the high concentration in government securities 
(about 65 percent in December 2016, Chart 3.41), there has been a declining trend 
from the end-2012 peak of around 76 percent. Exposures to the banking sector (bank 
deposits, accounts and bonds issued by credit institutions) have been on a rise since 
the latest Report (from 6.6 percent to 7 percent in December 2016).

Yields were lower for all categories of investments made by pension funds, except 
for those made with investment funds. Thus, the low interest rate environment may 
generate additional risks associated with investments in higher-yield, higher-risk 
assets.

3.4. Financial markets

Financial market tensions in Romania were short-lived in the period under review, 
while getting stronger in early 2017. Local markets calmed down after the effects 
of the transitory shock from the Brexit vote had faded away, recent developments 
being mainly influenced by the domestic environment. The emergence of temporary 
episodes of high volatility on the markets in Romania calls for a prudent approach  

94 Based on Government Emergency Ordinance No. 99/2016, contributions to private pension funds were kept at 5.1 percent 
in the first two months of 2017.
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to coordinating the economic policy mix, notably with a view to maintaining  
positive prospects on the evolution of the government bond and sovereign debt 
markets.

Global economic conditions are envisaged to be favourable in 2017. Thus, the step-up 
in infrastructure and real-estate investment in China, together with the anticipated 
fiscal easing in the USA, boosted expectations for stronger global trade and greater 
investor confidence.

By contrast, the UK’s decision to exit the European Union, as well as the political 
uncertainty in a number of euro area countries may induce temporary distortions, 
affecting CEE economies as well. On the other hand, the diverging monetary policy 
stances of the Fed and the ECB, in view of further rate hikes expected in the USA, 
may reflect in the government bond market activity, as a result of investors shifting 
their focus to higher yielding assets, a trend strengthened by the low interest rate 
environment.

From July 2016 to March 2017, financial markets in Romania saw little changes, 
with developments in key indicators being influenced by both the international 
environment and the domestic economic conditions, the latter being marked by 
short-lived uncertainty, particularly in the first part of 2017 (Chart 3.42). The widest 
swings were visible in the sovereign debt market, where CDS quotes on Romania’s 
sovereign debt posted a maximum weekly drop of 8 percent in relative terms. 
However, the median value of changes in the period under review stood in negative 
territory, which is indicative of improved investor sentiment on the local macro-financial 
environment. The exchange rate and the 3M ROBOR rate recorded the lowest 
fluctuations. At the same time, the capital market witnessed monthly changes of 
around 4 percent (median value) over the same period, while yields on government 
bonds climbed marginally, hovering within a relatively symmetrical range of  
20-30 basis points.

The composite indicator of systemic stress (CISS), which reflects the aggregate 
picture of financial market tensions by quantifying dynamic correlations between 
market components, abated in the latter half of 2016, still going in tandem with 
the CISS calculated by the ECB for the euro area (Chart 3.43). Yet, the beginning of 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2
MM
FX
SDM
GBM
SM

low volatility moderate volatility high volatility

Source: Bloomberg, NBR calculations

Note: MM = money market (3M ROBOR), FX = forex market (EUR/RON), SDM = sovereign debt market
           (CDS quotes), GBM = government bond market (yields on 5Y government bonds), SM = stock market
           (BET Index); for each representative indicator, conditional (GARCH) volatility was estimated and thresholds
           based on empirical distribution of results were calculated. Series were rescaled in the [0,1] range using
           a logistic transformation.

Table 3.2. Dashboard of Romania's �nancial market volatility in the period January 2014 – February 2017

2014 2015 2016 2017
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2017 saw a divergence in the dynamics of these indices, due mainly to the domestic 
environment riddled with tensions over the short term. On the other hand, apart 
from some temporary episodes, systemic risk ranged between 10 and 20 points, i.e. 
below its long-term average. At the same time, it is important to maintain an optimal 
macroeconomic policy mix, since the unpredictability arising from policy decisions 
may alter investor sentiment over the medium and long term.

Among the factors that fuelled the risk and uncertainty on global financial markets 
was the possibility of faster-than-expected monetary policy tightening by the Fed, 
at odds with the ECB policy stance, which could, inter alia, lead to capital flight from 
emerging economies.

The dynamics of yields on 5Y government bonds 
issued by CEE countries continued to follow the 
trends in yields on government bonds launched 
by more developed Western European countries 
(Chart 3.44). The rise in bond yields gathered 
momentum starting November 2016, amid the US 
election result and the outlook for the Fed to tighten 
its monetary policy.

At the same time, the spread between yields on debt 
instruments issued by the Romanian government 
and those on German Bunds hovered around an 
average of 2.9 percentage points in the period 
under review, touching a low of approximately 
2.5 percentage points at the beginning of 2016 Q4.  
In contrast, the widening spread in the 2016 Q4 
– 2017 Q1 period points to divergent perceptions of 

investors, who view the worsening of some domestic imbalances or an alteration  
of monetary conditions as likely to have a bearing on the risk premium dynamics.  
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In this vein, there was a short-lived rise in yields at the end of January, amid tensions 
related to budget construction and fiscal easing measures. Hence, the dynamics 
analysis shows that the developments in sovereign debt yields for Romania, Poland 
and Hungary are affected by several common external factors, with small deviations 
induced by domestic factors.

The yield curve for government bonds shifted significantly. Yields stood higher 
starting September 2016 and in early March 2017 they neared the upper bound of 
the fluctuation range for the reviewed period. Longer-term bonds posted higher rises, 
September through December 2016 in particular. Therefore, the widening trend in the 
term spread may be ascribed both to global factors and the fiscal easing and pay rise 
measures under debate during that period.

The local factors that caused the short-lived upturn in yields seen at the beginning 
of 2017 did not have a similar impact on developments in CDS quotes (Chart 3.45). 
At the same time, the Brexit vote effects faded out towards the end of 2016 Q3. 
In absolute terms, CDS quotes posted the largest change in early November 2016 
(by about 6 basis points), when the US election results were announced. The first 
quarter of 2017 was characterised by low volatility of CDS quotes on sovereign debt 
instruments issued by the Romanian government, which returned in the vicinity of 
the 100 basis point benchmark towards the end of the reference period.

Interbank money market rates were relatively stable between June 2016 and 
February 2017. The 3M ROBOR rate inched up slightly from 0.75 percent at the 
beginning of June 2016 to about 0.82 percent at the end of February 2017. In the 
period under review, local money market rates saw two episodes when the recent 
years’ downward trend changed (Chart 3.46). The first occurred in July 2016, when 
interest rates followed a slightly downward path, largely as a result of abating  
financial market tensions arising from the potential negative effects on emerging 
economies in the wake of the Brexit vote. Thereafter, the lowering of the NBR’s 
medium-term inflation projection further underpinned the gradual declines in 
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interbank money market rates. In late October however, benchmark rates experienced 
a trend reversal following both a rise in global financial market volatility, associated 
with the US elections, and the action of local factors. ROBOR rates moved in tandem 
with the other interest rates across the region, except for the BUBOR rates that  
posted both larger falls and higher volatility. The ROBOR-EURIBOR rate spread 
witnessed a slight, albeit sustained, widening trend following short-term rate  
declines in the euro area.

In the reviewed period, the EUR/RON exchange rate posted a relatively steady 
evolution, yet two temporary volatility episodes can be discerned. Exchange rate 
developments were similar to those seen in other currencies across the region 
(Chart 3.47). Moreover, the EUR/RON exchange rate showed, through the reviewed 
period, a close connection to the movements in money market rates. In the course of 
October however, the leu decoupled itself not only from the money market trends, 
but also from developments in foreign exchange markets in the region, weakening 
sizeably versus the euro. This episode could be attributed to a number of domestic 
factors, such as the legislative initiatives targeting the banking sector in Romania or 
the fiscal initiatives promoted as policy options for 2017, i.e. pay rises and tax cuts.  
On the whole, the magnitude of EUR/RON exchange rate swings from June 2016  
to February 2017 was lower than that observed in the case of both EUR/HUF and  
EUR/PLN exchange rates.

The capital market in Romania moved in line with its peers in the Czech Republic and 
Poland (Chart 3.48), with some differences that can however be ascribed chiefly to 
investors’ appetite for risk and country-specific economic conditions.

The index of the top-ten most liquid shares listed on the Bucharest Stock Exchange, 
namely the BET, gained about 14 percent from January 2016 to March 2017, with 
returns on the Romanian stock market rising higher than those on the Prague and 
Warsaw bourses. The temporary volatility episodes, reflected in some short-lived, 
albeit sharp, drops in indices, emerged broadly as a result of escalating tensions  
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in the short run. Such tensions were also manifest  
on the region’s capital markets in June 2016  
(the Brexit vote) and November 2016 (when the 
US presidential election results were announced). 
The increase seen in the latter half of 2016 owed 
especially to investors’ search for yield, being also 
fuelled by the low interest rate environment and the 
improvement in listed companies’ fundamentals.

The local capital market is still dominated by  
financial and insurance activities, ahead of mining 
and quarrying, and manufacturing (Chart 3.49).  
The healthcare sector expanded mostly on account 
of the private medical operator MedLife being 
accepted to trading in December 2016, the  
highest-profile listing over the last years, with 
8.84 million shares worth nearly lei 228 million95. 

Issuance of quoted shares as an alternative to financing via fixed-income instruments 
or issuance of unquoted shares may further be viewed as a viable investment option, 
especially for small and medium-sized enterprises.

95 Source: BSE.
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INFRASTRUCTURE – STABILITY 
OF PAYMENT AND SECURITIES 
SETTLEMENT SYSTEMS

All payment and securities settlement systems in Romania have functioned smoothly, 
without notable incidents. SENT – the euro component saw a marked increase in the 
number and value of payment instructions settled in the second half of 2016.

4.1. Stability of payment systems

Functioning of ReGIS

In 2016 H2, the number of credit transfers processed in ReGIS96 fell marginally versus 
the previous six-month period to 1.8 million (from 1.9 million). The value of processed 
payments plunged in the second half of 2016, whereas for 2016 as a whole it advanced 
by 20 percent versus 2015 (to reach lei 9,168 billion). This rise was attributed to the 
operations carried out by credit institutions with the central bank, consisting mainly 
of overnight deposits. The largest number of transactions carried out in one day stood 
at roughly 29.5 thousand (in December 2016), thus nearing the system’s maximum 
processing capacity (approximately 30 thousand transactions per day).

In the period under review, the average settlement ratio97 remained steady at 
99.95 percent, reflecting a very good settlement discipline. The system was further 
fully reliable, recording a 100 percent average monthly availability ratio98 in 2016 H2. 
The probability for the liquidity risk to become manifest remains low, with no gridlock 
situations being reported in the waiting queues, while the number of intraday loans 
required by the participants declined by 73 percent.

At end-2016, 45 entities were participating in ReGIS, up from 44 entities in  
the first half of the year, following one more credit institution joining the system.  
The participants’ concentration ratio99 shrank considerably to 57 percent from 
74.2 percent in 2016 H1.

96 ReGIS is the most important payment system in Romania, ensuring the real-time gross final settlement of participants’ transfer 
orders and of net positions arising from ancillary systems.

97 Calculated as a ratio of transfer orders settled in the system to the accepted transfer orders.
98 The availability ratio is defined as a ratio of the actual operating time to the scheduled operating time, during the system’s normal 

operating hours. 
99 Calculated as the sum of the five largest individual market shares in terms of the value of settled transfer orders. The alert 

threshold stands at 80 percent, with higher values indicating a significant probability for the systemic risk to become manifest.
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Functioning of SENT

The monthly availability ratio of SENT, operated by TRANSFOND S.A., stood high at 
100 percent100 in 2016 H2. 

Compared to the first half of 2016, SENT saw a pick-up in the netting of  
leu-denominated transfer orders (by 13 percent), as well as of EUR-denominated 
transfer orders, either across the country or settled via Equens, the partner clearing 
house. The increase in the euro component was more pronounced. Thus, the value 
of netted orders in lei and euro amounted to lei 168 billion and EUR 488 million 
respectively. This evolution owed both to the base effect and the rise in the number  
of participants in SENT – the euro component (from 10 to 13), which leads to 
significant addressability country- and Europe-wide.

The good settlement discipline was also illustrated by the elevated settlement ratio101 
for leu-denominated payment instructions (99.38 percent in the second half of 2016). 
The netting ratio102 came in at 20.7 percent, which hints at a good efficiency of  
leu-denominated liquidity utilisation, without running notable risks103, with readings 
remaining relatively unchanged versus 2016 H1. However, the settlement ratio of 
EUR-denominated payment instructions remained at 100 percent, but their netting 
ratio further showed a poor 89.5 percent level. This indicates low efficiency in  
EUR-denominated liquidity utilisation.

At end-2016, the number of participants in SENT – lei component inched up to 
40 institutions, while their concentration ratio hovered around 59 percent, in terms 
of the value of netted leu-denominated transfer orders. Thus, the indicator shows a 
reduced likelihood for the contagion risk to become manifest within the system. 

4.2. Securities settlement systems

Functioning of RoClear and DSClear

The Central Depository, the administrator of RoClear, made a series of amendments  
to the system rules aimed at: (i) implementing the EU standards for processing 
corporate events (dividend payments, changes in capital, reorganisations, etc.), 
(ii) complying with the ECB requirements for TARGET2-Securities that the Central 
Depository had adhered to and (iii) setting the rules for correcting possible erroneous 
securities transfers. These changes are likely to secure a better legal certainty for the 
RoClear participants and were made pursuant to the provisions of FSA Regulation 
No. 11 of 2015 and to FSA and NBR Recommendations. 

100 The system rules set forth a minimum accepted limit of 99 percent.
101 Calculated as a ratio of the value of netted-settled transfer orders to the value of processed transfer orders. 
102 Calculated as a ratio of net debit positions to the value of netted transfer orders. The lower the netting ratio, the stronger the 

effect of netting.
103 The alert threshold is represented by a netting ratio below 10 percent, coupled with large-value net debit positions, which 

can pose systemic risks if a critical participant fails to participate in the settlement.
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Resorting to ReGIS for settling corporate event instructions (an NBR-recommended 
measure) reduces the risks faced by issuers and participants when they use a 
commercial bank’s services for this purpose.

The adjustments to the system rules implemented by the Sibex Depository  
(the administrator of DSClear) were designed to facilitate stock loans and to settle 
corporate events with a view to applying the provisions of FSA regulations and  
NBR recommendations, as well as to enhancing market liquidity and easing the 
settlement of stock transactions. 

Functioning of SaFIR

In the second half of 2016, SaFIR functioned optimally, the availability ratio standing 
at 100 percent, except for September, when it fell marginally to 99.98 percent, while 
remaining way above the minimum threshold in place104. The incidents that emerged 
had a minor impact.

The system’s processing capacity remains adequate, surpassing by far the volume  
of settled transactions. On aggregate, at end-2016, the value of securities recorded  
in SaFIR went slightly down (by 4 percent) to lei 117 billion from H1, while the  
volume of settled instructions increased by roughly 5 percent versus the same  
period. 

In terms of value, settled transactions saw a notable revival of about 31 percent  
on aggregate against 2016 H1, (Chart 4.1) but, for 2016 as a whole, they ran 
27 percent below the level seen in 2015, amid the persistent liquidity surplus in the 
banking system. The favourable evolution seen in 2016 H2 was ascribable to the 
38 percent pick-up in transactions in lei versus the previous six-month period, while 

104 For SaFIR, the NBR set out a minimum monthly average availability ratio of 99 percent.
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EUR-denominated transactions were further on a downward trend. Free-of-payment 
transfers shed 26 percent in 2016 H2 versus the previous period, standing, however, 
5 percent higher in 2016 overall than in 2015 (Chart 4.2). 

The settlement ratios continued to be high, coming in at 99.97 percent for 
transactions settled in lei and at 99.72 percent for transactions settled in euro,  
which is indicative of a good settlement discipline.

The number of institutions participating in SaFIR remained at 36, while in terms 
of value, the concentration of transactions settled by the participants was further 
moderate in 2016. By the denomination currency, the concentration ratio for  
leu-denominated transactions edged down (to 69 percent), whereas EUR-denominated 
transactions saw an increase to 79 percent, i.e. close to the 80 percent alert threshold 
(amid the drop in the number and value of EUR-denominated transactions).  
The NBR decided to connect SaFIR to TARGET2-România, with a view to performing 
EUR-denominated settlements of securities transactions in SaFIR in compliance with 
the delivery-versus-payment principle, according to the international standards in the 
field. The connection is expected to become functional in the forthcoming period, 
being designed to remove the credit risk for participants, which has already been 
increased by the relatively high concentration ratio.

4.3. Fintech and information security

Recent global developments in the financial technological innovation area are a 
significant challenge to the standard infrastructures of the financial market (payment 
and settlement systems), especially in the context of multiple public and private 
initiatives and projects developed over the last years. The digitalisation of financial 
services is an international concern, due to the complexity of this phenomenon,  
to the difficulties in adequately understanding and assessing the associated risks,  
as well as to the absence of harmonised regulations and/or standards in the field.  
On the one hand, the technological innovations in the payment systems area have  
the potential to provide a series of social benefits by improving access to financial 
services (financial inclusion). On the other hand, the integration of new technologies 
into the banking and financial field can pose additional information security risks, 
especially to payment and settlement systems.

Financial technological innovation projects have also been developed by central 
banks in Europe, America and Asia (for instance in the UK, the Netherlands, Sweden, 
Canada, China and India). These projects refer to digital coin concepts, the use within 
real-time gross settlement systems of concepts such as blockchain/distributed ledger 
technology, artificial intelligence105 and information security. Furthermore, as of 
April 2017, Bitcoin was accepted as a means of payment for public and private debt 
discharge in Japan. In addition, in April 2017, a proposal was launched for having 

105 The Bank of England developed an artificial intelligence system which audits the quality of transaction-related data  
(http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/publications/Documents/news/2017/029.pdf).

http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/publications/Documents/news/2017/029.pdf
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G20 involved in supporting the development of blockchain technologies in order 
to further the creation of a joint framework for regulating and harmonising central 
banks’ activities in the field throughout the world. 

At EU level, the European Commission, the European Banking Authority and 
the European Central Bank are involved, on the one hand, in fostering financial 
technological innovation and, on the other, in securing minimum prudential 
standards for protection against specific financial technological innovation risks 
(especially operational and security-related risks). Thus, the European Commission 
launched Fintech: A More Competitive and Innovative European Financial Sector, a 
document for public consultation which aims to assess, from the financial stability 
standpoint, the benefits and risks arising from these technologies. In December 
2016, for the application of the Payment Services Directive106, the European Banking 
Authority published, for public consultation, in cooperation with the European Central 
Bank, the draft guidelines on classifying and reporting major operational and security 
incidents by payment service providers. To the same end, in February 2017, after 
having consulted with the European Central Bank, the European Banking Authority 
submitted to the European Commission the draft regulatory technical standards 
on strong customer authentication and common and secure communication, 
with guidelines pending to be issued until 13 July 2017 relative to the setting-up, 
application and monitoring of security measures, including the authentication 
processes where necessary.

The National Bank of Romania started monitoring potential risks following the 
development of technologies and/or products in the financial field (Fintech), as well 
as potential cyber security risks (including those stemming from new technologies) 
in the payment and settlement services area, with a view to identifying potential 
threats to financial stability in Romania. However, credit institutions must have a good 
understanding of both the risks generated by Fintech products and services and 
the information security risks to their own activities. The National Bank of Romania 
supports the close cooperation with all the relevant authorities, both domestically 
and internationally, in the innovation and information security field. 

106 Directive (EU) 2015/2366 on payment services in the internal market, amending Directives 2002/65/EC, 2009/110/EC and 
2013/36/EU and Regulation (EU) No. 1093/2010 and repealing Directive 2007/64/EC.
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5.1. Capital buffers applicable to credit institutions, 
Romanian legal entities, in 2017

In December 2016, the National Committee for Financial Stability (NCFS)107 issued 
Recommendation No. 3/13.12.2016 on capital buffers applicable to credit institutions 
in Romania, which was addressed to the National Bank of Romania, in its capacity as 
competent authority for banking supervision. The NCFS was empowered108 to adopt 
recommendations for the implementation of capital buffers during the transition 
period until the inter institutional structure for coordinating the macroprudential 
oversight of the national financial system, i.e. the National Committee for 
Macroprudential Oversight (NCMO)109, becomes operational. 

The capital buffers that may be imposed on credit institutions, Romanian legal 
entities, according to national and EU legislation, are the capital conservation buffer, 
the countercyclical capital buffer, the buffer relating to global systemically important 
institutions and the systemic risk buffer. Credit institutions are required to hold capital 
buffers in the form of Common Equity Tier 1 capital. Capital buffer requirements add 
to the minimum own funds requirements provided for in the CRD IV/CRR regulatory 
framework110. 

5.1.1. The capital conservation buffer

In 2017, credit institutions, Romanian legal entities, are required to maintain a capital 
conservation buffer of 1.25 percent of total risk exposure amount of the institution. 
The capital conservation buffer has been implemented in the Romanian banking 
system pursuant to NCFS Recommendation No. 1/26.11.2015 on the implementation 
of capital buffers in Romania, whereby the NCFS recommended the National Bank of 

107 The NCFS was established on 31 July 2007 based on the Memorandum of Understanding for cooperation in the field of 
financial stability and financial crisis management signed by the Ministry of Public Finance (MPF), the National Bank of 
Romania (NBR), the Financial Supervisory Authority (FSA) and the Bank Deposit Guarantee Fund (BDGF). 

108 This task was set forth via Article X of Government Emergency Ordinance No. 113/2013 on some budget measures and 
amending and supplementing Government Emergency Ordinance No. 99/2006 on credit institutions and capital adequacy.

109 The National Committee for Macroprudential Oversight was established by Law No. 12/2017 on the macroprudential 
oversight of the national financial system, which became effective on 20 March 2017.

110 In line with Article 92 of Regulation (EU) No. 575/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 on 
prudential requirements for credit institutions and investment firms and amending Regulation (EU) No. 648/2012, credit 
institutions shall at all times meet the following own funds requirements: (a) a Common Equity Tier 1 capital ratio of 
4.5 percent of total risk exposure amount, (b) a Tier 1 capital ratio of 6 percent of total risk exposure amount, (c) a total 
capital ratio of 8 percent of total risk exposure amount. 
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Romania to require credit institutions to build up the capital conservation buffer in 
equal increments of 0.625 percent per annum of total risk exposure amount starting 
with 1 January 2016 up to 2.5 percent on 1 January 2019. The requirement applies to 
all credit institutions, Romanian legal entities. 

The capital conservation buffer is a capital reserve that institutions shall keep in order 
to improve their loss-absorption capacity. The buffer is permanent and applicable 
to all EU-wide credit institutions, irrespective of the asset size or the phase of the 
business and financial cycle. By way of implementing the capital conservation buffer, 
the NCFS Recommendation focused on: (i) maintaining predictable capital costs and 
(ii) mitigating the impact on the sustainable resumption of lending to the real sector. 

5.1.2. Countercyclical capital buffer

The countercyclical capital buffer currently applicable in Romania is 0 percent. 
In compliance with Recommendation ESRB/2014/1, the assessments of this 
macroprudential instrument, i.e. the countercyclical capital buffer, are made on a 
quarterly basis and rely on the EU harmonised methodology that was supplemented 
in order to reflect the specificities of the national banking sector111. Based on 
Recommendation No. 3/13.12.2016, the NCFS recommended that the NBR should 
keep the countercyclical capital buffer at 0 percent, in a context in which the 
assessment made on the basis of data available at 30 June 2016 did not highlight 
significant pressure from private sector indebtedness. The reassessment relying 
on data available at 30 September 2016 points to an additional increase in total 
indebtedness of the private sector (non-financial corporations and households)  
which remains, however, below the indicative threshold that signals an excessive  
rise in indebtedness. Nevertheless, at sectoral level, there were stronger signals 
indicating a build-up of vulnerabilities related to household lending. In this  
context, the NCFS recommended that the NBR should maintain the countercyclical 
capital buffer rate at 0 percent and closely monitor developments in household 
indebtedness (Recommendation No. 1/10.03.2017 on the countercyclical capital 
buffer in Romania).

The aim of the countercyclical capital buffer (CCB) is to increase the banking sector’s 
resilience to potential losses induced by excessive credit growth. CCB is built up 
in periods of excessive credit growth and may be released during credit crunches 
in order to absorb losses. The countercyclical capital buffer rate, expressed as a 
percentage of total risk exposure amount of credit institutions, can range between 
0 percent and 2.5 percent and is calibrated in steps of 0.25 percentage points 
or multiples of 0.25 percentage points. Where justified, a CCB rate higher than 
2.5 percent of total risk exposure amount may be set. 

111 Apart from the Basel indicator, the analysis also includes an alternative indicator, i.e. the credit-to-GDP gap, with both 
indicators being calculated based on the EU-recommended methodology. Moreover, additional indicators (private sector 
indebtedness, households’ total indebtedness, non-financial corporations’ total indebtedness) and structural indicators (real 
estate market, financial standing of the banking sector and lending standards, the macroeconomic framework), which 
reflect the characteristics of lending at national level, are used. Additional information on these indicators can be found at: 
http://www.bnr.ro/Macroprudential-Policy-15315.aspx. 

http://www.bnr.ro/Macroprudential-Policy-15315.aspx
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5.1.3. The buffer for systemically important institutions

Pursuant to NBR Regulation No. 5/2013 on prudential requirements for credit 
institutions112, the NBR periodically assesses the Romanian banking sector in terms 
of systemically important institutions. The methodology used is harmonised with 
the recommendations included in EBA Guidelines on the criteria to determine the 
conditions of application of Article 131(3) of Directive 2013/36/EU (CRD) in relation 
to the assessment of other systemically important institutions (O-SIIs)113. The latest 
assessment was made based on the data available at 30 June 2016 and identified 
11 systemically important credit institutions, Romanian legal entities114, namely  
BCR, BRD, Unicredit, Raiffeisen, Banca Transilvania, Alpha Bank, CEC Bank, Bancpost, 
Garanti Bank, OTP Bank and Piraeus Bank.

After the NCFS issued Recommendation No. 3/13.12.2016 on capital buffers 
applicable to credit institutions in Romania, the NBR required the aforementioned 
institutions to maintain, at the highest consolidation level, a capital buffer for other 
systemically important institutions (O-SII buffer) of 1 percent of the total risk exposure 
amount starting 1 March 2017. The O-SII buffer is applied: (i) on an individual basis,  
for credit institutions that are not part of a banking group; (ii) on a consolidated  
basis, for credit institutions that are ultimate parent undertakings and (iii) on a  
sub-consolidated basis, for credit institutions that are not ultimate parent 
undertakings.

The objective to impose additional capital requirements on systemically important 
institutions means to enhance their loss-absorption capacity, with positive effects 
on mitigating the systemic risk generated by the size of institutions, lowering the 
likelihood of financial difficulties to become manifest and reducing their severe 
potential impact. Using the capital buffer for other systemically important institutions 
(O-SII buffer) is effective in achieving the macroprudential objective of “limiting the 
systemic impact of misaligned incentives in order to lower moral hazard”, due to 
its contribution to enhancing institutional strength and ensuring the continuity of 
financial intermediation, which contributes directly to reinforcing the resilience of the 
financial system as a whole. The macroprudential instrument consisting in imposing 
the O-SII buffer aims the structural dimension of systemic risk, meaning that relative 
to risk distribution across the financial system115. 

112 Article 267 para. (1) of Regulation No. 5/2013 on prudential requirements for credit institutions stipulates the following:  
“At the recommendation of the coordination body, the National Bank of Romania shall identify, on an individual,  
sub-consolidated or consolidated basis, as applicable, other systemically important institutions, hereinafter referred to as 
O-SIIs that have been authorised at national level”. 

113 The methodology used by the NBR to identify systemic banks is published on its website at http://www.bnr.ro/
Methodology-for-identifying-systemic-credit-institutions-15316.aspx.

114 In compliance with the recommendations included in EBA Guidelines on the criteria to determine the conditions of 
application of Article 131(3) of Directive 2013/36/EU (CRD) in relation to the assessment of other systemically important 
institutions (O-SIIs), systemically important institutions include banks whose score calculated based on mandatory 
indicators is above the threshold set for automatically designed O-SIIs. In Romania, the threshold is set at 275 basis 
points. 

115 In the case of large institutions, the systemic risk is generated by asset size, varying marginally throughout the business 
cycle.
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5.1.4. The systemic risk buffer

The National Committee for Financial Stability (NCFS) re-assessed the conditions  
for applying the systemic risk buffer implemented for contagion risk. This risk  
is identified based on the rating on bonds issued by central governments, an 
instrument applicable to exposures of credit institutions with parent banks  
registered in a country where sovereign rating is lower than investment grade.  
The measure was applicable to credit institutions with Greek capital (Alpha Bank, 
Bancpost, Banca Românească – the National Bank of Greece Group, Piraeus Bank 
România), Cypriot capital (Marfin Bank, Libra Internet Bank) and Hungarian capital 
(OTP Bank România). The level of systemic risk buffer was set at 1 percent for all 
exposures on an individual, sub-consolidated or consolidated basis, as applicable, 
starting with 31 March 2016, being implemented pursuant to NBR Order No. 1/2016 
on the systemic risk buffer after the NCFS issued Recommendation No. 3/2015  
on the implementation of systemic risk buffer in Romania. In compliance with the 
provisions of the regulatory framework in force concerning the combined buffer, 
where the systemic risk buffer is implemented for all exposures, the higher buffer 
between the O-SII buffer and the systemic risk buffer is applied to the institutions 
included in the group of systemic banks (Alpha Bank, Bancpost). In May 2016, the 
uncertainty surrounding the national legislative developments (Law No. 77/2016  
on the discharge of mortgage-backed debts through transfer of title over immovable 
property and the draft law on supplementing Government Emergency Ordinance  
No. 50/2010 on credit agreements for consumers) triggered the implementation  
of the decision to cease applying the systemic risk buffer on credit institutions 
over the period necessary for conducting the impact assessment of current 
legislative developments on the financial and prudential standing of the banking 
sector, i.e. at least until 31 December 2016. The measure was decided by NCFS via 
Recommendation No. 1/2016 on ceasing the application of the systemic risk buffer  
on credit institutions in Romania and was implemented based on NBR Order 
No. 4/2016 on suspending the enforcement of Order No. 1/2016 on the systemic  
risk buffer.

Thus, it has been noted that the external contagion risk from Greece and Cyprus 
diminished in the short run, whereas Hungary migrated in 2016 to the category of 
countries with an investment grade rating. The assessment of external contagion 
risk for countries with further non-investment grade rating indicates that the crisis 
episodes witnessed by the banking sectors of Greece and Cyprus were partly 
corrected thanks to the implementation of financing programmes with foreign 
creditors (ESM, IMF), whose key role was to restore confidence in the financial  
system, improve investor perception, correct fiscal imbalances and implement some 
structural reforms. Following NCFS Recommendation No. 3/13.12.2016 on capital 
buffers applicable to credit institutions in Romania, the NBR deactivated, as of  
1 March 2017, the systemic risk buffer for the contagion risk identified based on  
the instrument of the sovereign rating (previously standing at 1 percent).
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In parallel with the lowering of the above-mentioned vulnerability, a new vulnerability 
consisting in the considerably narrower room for manoeuvre in macroprudential 
policy started to be manifest. The main trigger of this vulnerability is the fact that 
no capital buffer is currently implemented in Romania to allow its release, following 
a recommendation by the macroprudential authority, based on an opportunity 
analysis116. 

At aggregate level, the banking sector has a comfortable solvency level. However, this 
broadly positive picture presents significant specificities. First, Tier 1 capital ratio117 
in Romania is similar to the EU median (Chart 5.1). Additionally, this indicator is seen 
slightly declining from 16.4 percent in December 2015 to 16.1 percent in September 
2016. In this context, potential measures to preserve and increase the solvency of the 
Romanian banking sector could not be considered excessive as compared with the 
situation at EU level.

Second, maintaining a high solvency ratio was also favoured by the gradually 
phasing-out of national prudential filters in the context of implementing the new 
regulatory framework at EU level. The effect of removing prudential filters faded 
considerably in the period from 2016 to 2017 and will cease at the beginning of 
2018. Furthermore, starting with 2018, a new standard for determining adjustments 
for impairment (IFRS 9) will be adopted, requiring more prudent conditions and, 
thus, leading to an increase in provisions and, implicitly, to the decline in solvency 
ratios. 

116 The O-SII buffer can only be released when an institution is no longer of systemic importance, while the capital conservation 
buffer, built up starting 2016, can be used by banks solely in crisis situations, implying the subsequent obligation to be 
replenished, under the sanction of implementing restrictions related to the distribution of own funds, but it cannot be 
released.

117 Capital buffers consist of Common Equity Tier 1 capital. At national level, Tier 1 capital ratio is equal to Common Equity Tier 1 
capital ratio.
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5.2. Recognition of macroprudential measures taken  
by EU Member States

The framework for the voluntary recognition of macroprudential measures taken 
by Member States has been set by the ESRB Recommendation on the assessment 
of cross-border effects of and voluntary reciprocity for macroprudential policy 
measures (ESRB/2015/2). It also includes, based on the voluntary reciprocity for the 
application of macroprudential policy measures at national level, the branches of 
foreign financial service providers as well as the foreign financial service providers 
providing cross-border financial services directly. The ultimate objective is for the 
same set of macroprudential requirements to apply to the same type of exposure in 
a given Member State, irrespective of the legal status and location of the financial 
service provider. 

If reciprocation by other Member States is deemed necessary to ensure the effective 
functioning of macroprudential measures, the relevant authorities in member 
countries are recommended to submit a request for reciprocation to the ESRB.  
In this sense, two Member States have so far submitted requests as a result of 
which the ESRB issued Recommendations on reciprocating macroprudential 
measures: Belgium (Recommendation ESRB/2016/3) and Estonia (Recommendation 
ESRB/2016/4). The macroprudential policy measure taken by Belgium consists in 
a 5 percentage-point risk-weight add-on to Belgian mortgage loan exposures of 
credit institutions using the internal-ratings based approach for determining capital 
requirements for credit risk. As for the latter macroprudential policy measure, it refers 
to a 1 percent systemic risk buffer rate applied to the domestic exposures of all credit 
institutions authorised in Estonia.

Regarding the macroprudential policy measures taken by Belgium and Estonia in 
relation to which the ESRB had recommended reciprocation by Member States, the 
NCFS decided in its meeting of 13 December 2016: 

a) not to apply through voluntary reciprocity the macroprudential policy measure 
adopted by Estonia, given that credit institutions in Romania have non-material 
exposures to this jurisdiction and do not have branches in Estonia; 

b) to postpone a decision on the voluntary reciprocation of the macroprudential policy 
measure adopted by Belgium until after the Law on the macroprudential oversight 
of the national financial system has been adopted and the National Committee for 
Macroprudential Oversight (NCMO) has become operational. The postponement 
was warranted by the fact that: (1) the voluntary recognition of this measure may be 
carried out solely pursuant to Article 458 of Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 (CRR), and 
(2) in December 2016, there was no designated authority in Romania for the purposes 
of Article 458 of the CRR.

The NBR monitors credit institutions’ exposures to EU Member States on a regular 
basis and will take the necessary measures should these exposures become  
material.
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5.3. Assessment of materiality of third countries for the 
Romanian banking sector in relation to the recognition 
and setting of countercyclical buffer rates

With a view to protecting national banking sectors against risks arising from excessive 
credit growth in third countries, Article 139 of Directive 2013/36/EU (CRD IV)  
allows designated authorities, in certain circumstances, to set a countercyclical  
buffer rate for exposures to a third country that domestically authorised institutions 
have to apply to calculate their institution-specific countercyclical capital buffer.  
The designated authority in a Member State can act in situations where a 
countercyclical buffer rate has not been set and published by the relevant third-country 
authority for that third country, or if it considers that the countercyclical buffer  
rate for that third country is not sufficient to protect the Member States’ national 
banking sectors from potential losses associated with excessive credit growth in  
the third country in question. These provisions have been transposed into national  
law through NBR Regulation No. 5/2013 on prudential requirements for credit 
institutions. Pursuant to Article 260 of the said Regulation, the NBR may set a 
countercyclical buffer rate for a third country following the recommendation of  
the inter-institutional structure coordinating macroprudential supervision of the 
national financial system.

Moreover, in order to ensure a coherent approach to setting buffers for third 
countries, the ESRB published on 11 December 2015 the Recommendation on 
recognising and setting countercyclical buffer rates for exposures to third countries 
(ESRB/2015/1). As a result, the methodology for identifying material third countries118 
for the Romanian banking sector was defined (Box 4). With a view to ensuring 
harmonisation with the methodology used across the EU, it relies on the procedure 
applied by the ESRB and is supplemented with several additional indicators to 
guarantee the robustness of the findings.

Box 4. Methodological aspects regarding the materiality assessment of third 
countries for the Romanian banking sector in relation to the recognition and 
setting of countercyclical buffer rates 

According to recommendation B, para. 1, “designated authorities are recommended 
to identify material third countries on an annual basis. Such identification should 
be based on, but not necessarily limited to, quantitative information on the 
exposures of domestically authorised institutions to third countries”.

A. The ESRB methodology for assessing the materiality of third countries 

The ESRB procedures for assessing the materiality of third countries for the Union’s 
banking sector in relation to the recognition and setting of countercyclical buffer 
rates in accordance with Directive 2013/36/EU are defined in the Decision of the 

118 The ESRB Recommendation refers to third countries to which the banking sector has material exposures.
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European System Risk Board on the assessment of materiality of third countries 
for the Union’s banking system in relation to the recognition and setting of 
countercyclical buffer rates (ESRB/2015/3).

Data and indicators used

In order to identify material third countries, the ESRB uses aggregated supervisory 
data collected by the European  Banking Authority (EBA) with regard to the reporting 
on own funds and own funds requirements. The calculation of indicators uses 
data from the COREP reports, while exposures to the public sector and financial 
institutions are excluded from the overall exposures. The ESRB identifies material 
third countries on the basis of three exposure metrics: (i) risk-weighted-assets;  
(ii) original exposure119, and (iii) defaulted exposures.

Materiality thresholds 

The ESRB defines a third country as material and adds it to the list of material third 
countries if: (i) the EU banking sector’s exposures to that country were at least 
1 percent for at least one of the aforementioned metrics in each of the two quarters 
preceding the reference date; and (ii) the arithmetic mean of exposures to the third 
country in the eight quarters preceding the reference date was at least 1 percent 
for at least one of the three metrics.

At the same time, the methodology sets the conditions in which a country is 
deleted from the list of material third countries, namely where: (i) the arithmetic 
mean of exposures to that country in twelve quarters preceding the reference 
date was less than 1 percent for all three metrics; and (ii) the exposures in each of 
the two quarters preceding the reference date were below 1 percent for all three 
metrics.

B. The exposures of credit institutions in Romania to third countries 

The exposures of the Romanian banking sector are mainly related to the  
domestic economy, whereas non-domestic exposures are of marginal importance.  
By applying the ESRB methodology to the data reported by Romanian credit 
institutions as of 30 June 2016, no third country has been identified as material. 
Moreover, the cumulated share of all reported exposures to third countries is 
extremely low, as follows120:

– 1.9 percent of risk-weighted assets; 

– 1.12 percent of the original exposure121; 

– 0.09 percent of defaulted exposures. 

119 The original exposure captures the size of the exposure before risk weights are applied.
120 The share has been calculated only on the basis of the data reported in the COREP templates provided for in the ESRB 

methodology.
121 The original exposure captures the size of the exposure before risk weights are applied.
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In practice, the implementation of the ESRB methodology is flawed by several 
shortcomings, generated primarily by the reporting thresholds specified in 
the Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 680/2014 laying down 
implementing technical standards with regard to supervisory reporting of 
institutions according to Regulation (EU) No 575/2013122, based on which the data 
used in the methodology are collected. For the purpose of conducting future 
exercises, the NBR seeks to identify solutions to extend the reporting. 

For increased accuracy of the findings, the ESRB methodology has been 
supplemented at national level by monitoring additional indicators, such as 
original exposures, other than domestic ones and total original exposures, prior to 
applying risk weights, COREP data regarding own funds requirements (breakdown 
by country), as well as monetary balance sheet data.

To sum up, both the findings obtained based on the ESRB methodology and  
the additional assessments point to a low share of non-domestic exposures in the 
balance sheet of the Romanian banking sector, meaning that there is no material  
third country in terms of recognising and setting countercyclical buffer rates. 
However, additional assessments will be conducted as new statistical data are 
released, in order to ensure that the specifics of the local banking sector are captured 
to the best possible extent.

The NBR monitors credit institutions’ exposures to third countries on a regular basis  
and will recommend the necessary measures should these exposures become material.

5.4. Follow-up to the ESRB recommendations

As part of risk monitoring and mitigation, the ESRB issues warnings and 
recommendations to Member States. According to paragraph (20) of the recitals 
of Regulation (EU) No 1092/2010 and Article 17 of the said Regulation, the ESRB is 
responsible for monitoring compliance with its recommendations. Moreover, Article 20 
of the ESRB Rules of Procedure specifies that the ESRB General Board shall ensure the 
monitoring of the follow-up to the recommendations adopted by the ESRB.

In the absence of a legally binding framework for implementing ESRB recommendations 
by Member States, the mechanism at work is of the type “comply or explain“. 
This ensures an assessment of compliance with the degree of implementation of 
recommendations for each Member State. The assessment reports published by the 
ESRB warrant the transparency, consistency and comparability of the implementation 
process123.

Table 5.1 shows Romania’s grades for the recommendations issued by the ESRB 
starting 2011, some of which have been amended via subsequent decisions.

122 Pursuant to Article 5 of the Commission Implementing Regulation, the information on the geographical distribution of 
exposures by country shall be reported by credit institutions where non-domestic original exposures are equal to or higher 
than 10 percent of total domestic and non-domestic original exposures.

123 Handbook on the assessment of compliance with ESRB recommendations, Revised Handbook, April 2016.
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Table 5.2 summarises the various degrees of compliance with ESRB recommendations 
by Member States. 

Table 5.1. Implementation of ESRB recommendations by Romania*

Recommendation Objective Compliance grade

ESRB Recommendation  
on lending in foreign currencies 
(ESRB/2011/1)  

Monitoring foreign currency loans  
and overall lending

Fully Compliant

ESRB Recommendation  
on US dollar denominated  
funding of credit institutions 
(ESRB/2011/2) 

Close monitoring of US dollar funding 
and liquidity risks

Sufficiently Explained

ESRB Recommendation  
on the macroprudential mandate  
of national authorities  
(ESRB/2011/3)

Designating an authority, institution  
or board entrusted with the conduct  
of macroprudential policy, establishing 
the mechanism for cooperation  
among the authorities in case of  
setting up a board, as well as ensuring 
that the central bank plays a leading  
role in the macroprudential policy,  
without having its independence 
undermined

Largely Compliant

ESRB Recommendation  
on funding of credit institutions 
(ESRB/2012/2) 

Amended by Recommendation 
ESRB/2016/2 – Intensifying the 
assessments of the funding  
and liquidity risks incurred by credit 
institutions and putting in place  
risk management policies to  
define approaches to asset 
encumbrance

Fully Compliant

ESRB Recommendation  
on intermediate objectives and 
instruments of macroprudential policy 
(ESRB/2013/1)  

Defining objectives, selecting  
and monitoring the adequacy  
of macroprudential instruments,  
setting the strategy for a sound 
framework to pursue the intermediate 
and ultimate objectives of 
macroprudential policy

Fully Compliant

ESRB Recommendation on guidance 
for setting countercyclical buffer rates 
(ESRB/2014/1)  

Measuring and calculating  
appropriate countercyclical capital  
buffer rates

Assessment not yet 
finalised 

ESRB Recommendation  
on recognising and setting 
countercyclical buffer rates  
for exposures to third countries 
(ESRB/2015/1)  

Adoption framework for  
macroprudential measures  
on setting a countercyclical buffer  
rate in excess of 2.5 percent  
by third countries

Assessment not yet 
finalised

ESRB Recommendation on the 
assessment of cross-border effects 
of and voluntary reciprocity for 
macroprudential policy measures 
(ESRB/2015/2)  

Amended by Recommendation 
ESRB/2016/4 – Framework for 
the voluntary reciprocation of 
macroprudential policy measures  
taken by Member States

Assessment not yet 
finalised

ESRB Recommendation on  
closing real estate data gaps  
(ESRB/2016/14)  

Monitoring risks emerging from  
the real estate sector

Assessment not yet 
finalised

*)  details on recommendations and follow-up are available in the 2015 Financial Stability Report  
or on the ESRB website, at https://www.esrb.europa.eu/pub/recommendations/html/index.en.html 

Source: ESRB
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Romania was found to be “Fully Compliant” with three recommendations, “Largely 
Compliant” with Recommendation ESRB/2011/1, and was assigned the “Sufficiently 
Explained” grade in the case of Recommendation ESRB/2011/2, the current level of 
implementation being in line with requirements across the EU.

5.5. The establishment of the National Committee  
for Macroprudential Oversight

Law No. 12/2017 on the macroprudential oversight of the national financial  
system was published on 17 March 2017 in Monitorul Oficial al României, Part I, 
providing for the establishment of the National Committee for Macroprudential 
Oversight (NCMO) as an inter-institutional cooperation structure without legal 
personality, for coordinating the macroprudential oversight at national level 
by setting the macroprudential policy and the appropriate instruments for its 
implementation. 

The establishment of the NCMO ensures the implementation of ESRB 
Recommendation 2011/3 on the macroprudential mandate of national  
authorities, as the NCMO is a macroprudential authority within the meaning of this 
Recommendation, a designated authority according to the capital buffer provisions 
of Directive 2013/36/EU on access to the activity of credit institutions and the 
prudential supervision of credit institutions and investment firms, amending  
Directive 2002/87/EC and repealing Directives 2006/48/EC and 2006/49/EC (CRD IV) 
and a designated authority pursuant to Article 458 of Regulation No. 575/2013/EU. 

Until the NCMO becomes operational124, some of its tasks, i.e. those concerning  
capital buffers, have been fulfilled by the National Committee for Financial Stability 
(NCFS). The NCMO comprises representatives of authorities that play an important 
part in ensuring financial stability in Romania, namely the National Bank of Romania 
(NBR), the Financial Supervisory Authority (FSA) and the Government of Romania.  
The NCMO organisation chart consists of the General Board, the Technical Committee 
for systemic risk, the Technical Committee for financial crisis management, the 

124 According to Article 14 (1) of the law, the NCMO shall become operational within 30 days at most after the Law was 
published in Monitorul Oficial al României. 
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Advisory Scientific Committee and the Secretariat. In addition to the aforementioned 
authorities, the general manager of the Bank Deposit Guarantee Fund (BDGF) attends 
the General Board meetings, without having the right to vote. 

The NCMO may issue warnings and recommendations (soft law) addressed to  
the NBR or the FSA, in their capacity as national authorities responsible for sectoral 
financial supervision, as well as recommendations to the Government for the purpose 
of safeguarding financial stability. All NCMO warnings and recommendations are 
based on an “act or explain” mechanism. The NCMO is also empowered to request 
the ESRB to issue a recommendation in order for one or several Member States to 
recognise the macroprudential instruments recommended by the Committee at  
local level.

The NBR ensures the NCMO Secretariat and participates in this structure, according 
to the law, with 3 out of the 9 General Board members, the NBR governor being also 
the NCMO chairman. Additionally, the NBR’s role in safeguarding financial stability 
and, implicitly, the leading role in the NCMO activity is supported by the current 
functions of the central bank, namely: (i) monetary authority; (ii) supervisory authority 
for credit institutions, non-bank financial institutions, payment institutions, electronic 
money institutions; (iii) supervisory/oversight authority for payment and settlement 
systems; (iv) resolution authority for credit institutions; (v) supervisory authority for 
bank deposit guarantee schemes and (vi) having tasks in the field of macroprudential 
supervision, within its scope of activity. 

The meeting on the operationalisation of the NCMO took place on 11 April 2017, 
within the 30-day deadline stipulated by law. Apart from the operationalisation of 
the NCMO, ensured by establishing the membership of the General Board, during the 
first meeting of the NCMO, the organisational priorities for the period ahead were 
established, i.e. drafting the Regulation on the organisation and functioning of the 
NCMO, establishing the regulatory framework for enforcing the law and designing the 
NCMO website.

5.6. Bank resolution 

Law No. 312/2015 on the recovery and resolution of credit institutions and investment 
firms, as well as on amending and supplementing some normative acts in the 
financial field, which transposes into domestic law Directive 2014/59/EU establishing 
a framework for the recovery and resolution of credit institutions and investment 
firms (BRRD), entered into force on 14 December 2015. 

According to Law No. 312/2015, the NBR is the resolution authority (RA) for credit 
institutions in Romania or for the branches in Romania of third-country institutions 
and its tasks refer to both resolution planning and resolution process, namely 
initiating a resolution action, either by applying resolution tools or by exercising 
resolution powers. If credit institutions are part of a group, the NBR can be the group 
resolution authority (GRA) or the resolution authority (RA) for a subsidiary of the 
group.
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The NBR’s main objectives in the resolution planning and implementation of a 
resolution decision are (a) to ensure the continuity of credit institutions’ critical 
functions; (b) to avoid significant negative effects on financial stability, especially 
by preventing contagion, also to market infrastructures, and by preserving market 
discipline; (c) to protect public funds by reducing reliance on extraordinary public 
financial support to the minimum; (d) to protect the depositors falling under the 
scope of deposit guarantee legislation and the investors subject to compensation 
provisions in accordance with capital market legislation; and (e) to protect clients’ 
funds and assets.

Compliance with resolution objectives is pursued ever since the resolution planning 
stage, when an analysis is first made to find out if the liquidation of a credit institution 
is: (i) credible in terms of the probable impact that the liquidation of the credit 
institution or of the group it belongs to has on the financial systems of a Member State 
or of the Union, in order to ensure the continuity of access to the critical functions 
performed by the institution or the group and meet the resolution objectives, and 
(ii) feasible in terms of the institution’s or the group’s system capacity to provide the 
information required by the deposit guarantee scheme, in order to ensure the payment 
of secured deposits in the amounts and within the time frames set by law. 

In this context, critical functions are those activities, services or operations of a 
credit institution, which, if discontinued, can affect the provision of services that 
are essential for the real economy or even for the financial stability of Romania. 
Identifying critical functions depends on a series of criteria related to size, market 
share, internal and external interconnectedness, the complexity of a credit institution 
or a group, or their cross-border activities.

Where liquidation of a credit institution is neither credible, nor feasible, tools that 
could be applied for its resolution are set in the resolution strategy, namely bail-in, 
sale of business, bridge institution, separation of assets. 

For a credit institution that is part of a group, the resolution strategy can be either 
SPE125 or MPE126, its type being subject to a decision taken by members of the 
resolution college. The distinction between the two types of strategy depends on 
the operational structure and the business model of the institution or the group 
(integration versus decentralisation); the amount of eligible debt and the level at 
which it is issued (parent undertaking or the entity entering resolution versus various 
sub-groups or entities of the group).

Following agreement on the type of resolution strategy (SPE or MPE for groups), 
the assessment of its feasibility shows whether it is possible to effectively apply 
the selected resolution strategy within an adequate period and identifies potential 
barriers/impediments to the implementation of the selected resolution strategy. 
These impediments can relate to: (i) structure and operations; (ii) financial resources; 
(iii) information; (iv) legal aspects and (v) cross-border issues, for group resolution.

125 Single point of Entry – a resolution strategy implying that resolution powers are exercised by a single resolution authority.
126 Multiple point of Entry – a resolution strategy implying that resolution powers are exercised by two or more resolution 

authorities.
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In addition, the analysis of the resolution strategy credibility takes into account  
the impact of its implementation on (i) the functioning of the financial market;  
(ii) the financial market infrastructures; (iii) other financial institutions and (iv) the real 
economy.

In 2016, 11 resolution colleges were established for 12 credit institutions in Romania, 
which are subsidiaries of cross-border banking groups. The resolution colleges are 
governed by the Single Resolution Board (SRB) and a resolution college governed 
by a resolution authority from another Member State, in which the NBR actively 
participates as resolution authority with a view to adopting joint decisions on 
resolution plans at group level, subject to yearly review.

Moreover, for the credit institutions having the NBR as resolution authority at 
individual level, resolution plans were prepared and, where applicable, a set of 
simplified requirements was established. 

2016 was the first year in which contributions to the Resolution Fund were set 
and collected, according to the mechanism governed by Law No. 312/2015 and 
Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/63 of 21 October 2014 supplementing 
Directive 2014/59/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council with regard to 
ex ante contributions to resolution financing arrangements; this procedure will be 
resumed on a yearly basis until the target level of the Resolution Fund is reached  
(in 2024 at the latest).

On 23 November 2016, the European Commission published a series of documents 
comprising, among others, amendments to Directive 2013/36/EU (CRD IV), Regulation 
(EU) No. 575/2013 (CRR), Directive 2014/59/EU (BRR Directive) and Regulation (EU) 
No. 806/2014 (SRM Regulation), which were presented under the synthetic name of 
legislative package comprising risk reduction measures (RRM) in the banking sector.

In the field of bank resolution, the legislative package proposed by the European 
Commission envisages the European harmonisation of (i) the treatment of new 
requirements for credit institutions to build up and have a minimum requirement for 
own funds and eligible liabilities (MREL) for the absorption of potential losses and 
bail-in, with a view to further meeting the authorised scope of activity after entering 
resolution and of (ii) national provisions concerning the insolvency hierarchy of a 
category of creditors (senior unsecured debt instruments in insolvency proceedings).

The harmonisation proposed under the legislative package aims: (i) to implement 
the international standards for total loss-absorbing capacity127 in the European 
legislation, by adjusting them to the European specificities, for the purpose of 
ensuring coherence between the treatment applicable to large banks (G-SII) and to 
the other types of banks in terms of MREL, as well as (ii) to ensure a uniform treatment 
to the loss-absorbing capacity in resolution for senior unsecured debt instruments in 
insolvency proceedings.

127 FSB – Total Loss-absorbing Capacity (TLAC) Term Sheet.
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and financial inclusion from the 
perspective of financial stability

In Romania, the reduction in income inequality seems to have witnessed a trend 
reversal in the period from 2011 to 2015, according to developments in the Gini 
coefficient. Higher inequality owes to the slower pace of increase of low versus 
high incomes, the underlying reasons being structural factors, such as ageing, 
migration, and income disparities between urban and rural areas. The middle-income 
group has retained its importance in recent years. Individuals in this category 
account for 40 percent of total income and for 41 percent of overall consumption, 
or 42 percent of basic consumption (in 2014), with the last decade witnessing a 
marginal improvement, i.e. an advance in both income and consumption by around 
1 percentage point.

The degree of financial inclusion in Romania is among the lowest in the European 
Union. The key factors behind the ongoing low financial inclusion in Romania are: 
(i) the large share of the informal economy and the low standard of living; (ii) the low 
financial literacy, as well as (iii) the inadequate quality and tailoring of the financial 
services supply to households’ needs. 

The last decade has seen households’ ample access to credit, although housing 
loans are less affordable for low-income borrowers, unlike the non-mortgage-backed 
consumer loans. Similarly, the middle- and high-income groups have accounted for 
the majority of debtors via the “First Home” programme. SMEs access to finance has 
improved steadily, so that it currently ranks low among the most pressing problems 
faced by firms in their activity. There is significant potential for sustainable lending to 
SMEs and, in order for this potential to materialise, challenges need to be addressed 
both on the demand side (improving firms’ financial soundness and payment 
discipline) and in terms of the loan supply.

In Romania, households’ increased access to finance is expected to have a minor 
impact on income inequality, compared with the effects of structural reforms, 
particularly those aimed at raising the quality of education and cutting down on the 
informal economy. In addition, the further improvement in SMEs’ access to finance 
may help reduce inequalities across the economy by boosting the job supply. 
Companies that have taken a loan for the first time hired new staff to a larger extent 
than the enterprises that did not resort to this source of financing (48 percent versus 
36 percent in the period from 2014 to 2015). Moreover, these companies that took 
loans and hired staff offered wages similar to those granted by other firms in the 
same sector.
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The NBR has been closely monitoring developments in financial inclusion and has 
taken steps to sustainably enhance it. One example relates to the implementation  
of the European directive on improving access to financial services, especially to 
those with basic features, in a non-discriminatory manner and at reasonable fees. 
Another example is the central bank’s active involvement in raising the degree of 
financial education of the population, also for the purpose of broadening financial 
inclusion.

1. Inequality and the middle-income group 

The financial system plays a major role in cutting down on economic inequality 
(Box 5), both directly, by providing the financial resources for consumption 
smoothing, and indirectly, through the effects on labour supply as a result of  
lending to non-financial corporations with a job-creation potential. 

The literature on the nexus between the financial system and inequality is still in its 
infancy, with a growing interest also manifest in assessing the impact of financial 
reforms on inequality. Over the short term, macroprudential policies may contribute 
to an increase in the inequality of consumption and wealth through the introduction 
of credit restraining measures (Voinea and Monnin, 2017), especially for those 
categories of borrowers that are more vulnerable to possible income shocks or debt 
service shocks (generally, lower-income individuals). Over the medium term, these 
policies can have a positive contribution, with indebted persons recording a higher 
level of financial resources to cover their current consumption needs thanks to  
a lower level of indebtedness. 

In the wake of the financial crisis, central banks have resorted to unconventional 
monetary policies to support financial stability. This type of policies, the same  
as macroprudential policies, can have uneven effects on households. Although  
these effects can be of a negligible magnitude or mutually offsetting, the fact  
that central bank policies can have an impact on inequality cannot be ruled out.  
For instance, changing the credit standards for mortgage-backed loans through 
setting caps on loan-to-value ratio may affect households’ income distribution in a 
country. 

Income inequality is an important factor for the effectiveness of monetary policy 
transmission to the economy. For example, households’ response to a change in the 
benchmark interest rate will hinge on the marginal propensity to consume, which 
varies with the income of the relevant household. Thus, the same monetary policy 
actions can have different consequences depending on the income distribution in 
the economy. Even though diminishing inequality is not part of the central banks’ 
mandate, securing balanced growth and a fair distribution of the benefits and costs 
should rank high on the central banking agenda128.

128 Excerpts from Voinea, L. and Monnin, P., “Inequality Should Matter for Central Banks”, Council on Economic Policies, 2017, 
https://www.cepweb.org/inequality-should-matter-for-central-banks/.

https://www.cepweb.org/inequality-should-matter-for-central-banks/
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Box 5. How do we measure inequality and define the middle-income group?

Inequality is most often gauged as the dispersion of income distribution  
across the economy129. In addition, macroeconomic analyses also look at the 
dispersion of consumption and wealth. However, social inequality should be 
assessed not only from an economic perspective (through income, consumption 
and wealth inequality), but also in terms of access to services necessary to  
ensure a minimum level of welfare, such as healthcare, education and/or social 
security. 

It is necessary to analyse inequality in order to understand macroeconomic 
developments and assess the role of the financial system. The lower the stage 
of development of an economy, the higher the relevance of this endeavour, 
considering that there is a nonlinear relation between the pace of economic 
activity and the income inequality dynamics (known as the Kuznets curve130). 
Hence, high inequality can have a deeper impact on growth in economies with a 
low standard of living. Moreover, analysing wealth inequality is useful for a better 
understanding of the income distribution mechanisms economy-wide, with an 
important connection manifest between the two inequalities (Domanski et al., 
2016131). On one hand, a high level of income inequality leads to an increase in 
wealth inequality, as high-income individuals invest more, and, on the other hand, 
the concentration of wealth may entail a rise in income inequality.

The information on income and consumption inequality should be interpreted 
with caution, since it is most often extracted from data collected via household 
budget surveys, in which high-income households are generally underrepresented. 
Currently available statistical data do not allow for an assessment of the degree of 
wealth inequality in Romania, the only possible assessments concerning income 
and consumption inequality respectively. 

Indicators for measuring inequality

The most frequently used measures of income inequality are: (i) the Lorenz 
curve; (ii) the Gini coefficient, and (iii) the 80/20 ratio. The Lorenz curve (Charts A 
and B) illustrates the cumulated income of households by income value (vertical 
axis) relative to the cumulated share of the population earning the said income 
(horizontal axis). The larger the distance between the Lorenz curve and the first 
straight diagonal line (representing income equality), the higher the inequality.  
The Lorenz curve for Romania shows that, in 2014, the top 20 percent (income-wise) 
of urban households accounted for 42 percent of total income and 38 percent 
of total consumption (Chart A), while the top 20 percent of rural households 
accounted for 46 percent of income and 42 percent of consumption (Chart B), 
which points to higher inequality in rural versus urban areas. 

129 Demirgüç-Kunt, A. and Levine, R., “Finance and Inequality”, Research Working Papers, 1(1), 2009, pp. 1-52.
130 Barro, R. J., “Inequality and Growth in a Panel of Countries”, Journal of Economic Growth, 5(1), 2000, pp. 5-32.
131 Domanski, D., Scatigna, M. and Zabai, A., “Wealth Inequality and Monetary Policy”, BIS Quarterly Review, March 2016.
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The Gini coefficient is an indicator with values ranging between 0 and 100 percent 
(a value close to 100 shows a high degree of inequality). If the Lorenz curve is 
represented by the function  then the Gini coefficient can be written as:

The 80/20 ratio represents the cumulated total income of the top 20 percent  
of highest-income individuals relative to the cumulated income of the top 
20 percent of lowest-income individuals. 

Looking at Romania, these indicators came in at 37.4 percent for the Gini coefficient 
and 8.8 for the 80/20 ratio (data for 2015), with both values ranging above the 
European average (31 percent and 5.5 respectively), which is indicative of wider 
inequality vis-à-vis other EU Member States. Nonetheless, several indicators used 
in the literature132 show that income inequality in Romania has decreased slightly 
especially in the period from 2005 to 2008 (Table A).

Table A. Income inequality indicators

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Relative mean deviation 31 30 30 30 30 29 30 30 30 29

Entropy index 56 49 49 49 49 41 49 49 49 42

Mehran measure 58 56 56 56 56 53 56 56 56 54

Piesch measure 36 34 34 34 34 32 34 34 34 33

Theil index 33 30 30 30 30 26 30 30 30 26

Note: Rising values point to growing inequality.

Source: NIS, NBR calculations

132 Joumard, I., Pisu, M. and Bloch, D. (2013); Hoffmann, R. (2004); Voinea, L. and Mihăescu, F. (2009) etc.
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Chart A. Lorenz curve for consumption 
inequality (red line) and for income 
inequality (blue line) – urban, 2014
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The definition of the middle-income group in the literature is mainly focused on 
defining the income brackets that this category of the population pertains to 
(Table B). There are also studies that analyse the middle-income group as opposed 
to the poverty risk. Specifically, belonging to the middle-income group is also 
conditional on a low probability of falling into a lower income group (Lopez-Calva 
and Ortiz-Juarez, 2011). For the purpose of this analysis, we use the definition of 
the middle-income group proposed by Alesina and Perotti (1996), namely those 
individuals who rank neither among the wealthiest 20 percent, nor among the 
poorest 40 percent. 

Table B. Definitions of middle income group used in the literature

By various percentiles of household income distribution

Birdsall, Graham and Pettinato (2000) 0.75  yp50 ≤ yi ≤ 1.25  yp50

Blackburn and Bloom (1985) 0.60  yp50 ≤ yi ≤ 2.25  yp50

Davis and Huston (1992) 0.50  yp50 ≤ yi ≤ 1.50  yp50

Alesina and Perotti (1996) p40 ≤ yi ≤ p80

Barro (1999) and Easterly (2001) p20 ≤ yi ≤ p80

Partridge (1997) p40 ≤ yi ≤ p60

Solimano (2008) p20 ≤ yi ≤ p90

By absolute value (all USD-denominated values are expressed at purchasing power parity)

Banerjee and Duflo (2008) USD 2-10 per day

Kharas (2010) USD 10-100 per day

Lopez-Calva and Ortiz-Juarez (2011) USD 10-50 per day

Milanovic and Yitzhaki (2002) USD 12-50 per day

Ravallion (2010) USD 2-13 per day

Note: yp50 is the median income, p20 is the 20th percentile of income distribution.

Source:  Ferreira, F. H. G., Messina J., Rigolini J., López-Calva L. F., Lugo M. A., and Vakis R., 
              “Economic Mobility and the Rise of the Latin American Middle Class“, 
              Washington, DC: World Bank, 2013

In Romania, the reduction in income inequality seems to have witnessed a trend 
reversal in the period from 2011 to 2015, according to developments in the Gini 
coefficient (Chart 1). However, households have seen improved living standards in 
recent years (Chart 2). One explanation is that income values have picked up for all 
social categories, with higher inequality owing to the slower pace of increase of low 
versus high incomes. Wage income inequality is lower than that of total income and 
has been on the wane in the past years, amid public sector pay rises 2012 through 
2013 and the minimum wage increases starting 2013.

The breakdown reveals two major differences133: (i) income inequality across rural 
households is higher than in urban areas (the Gini coefficient for urban households 
was 42 percent versus 45 percent in rural areas in 2014), and (ii) inequality among 
individuals aged over 65 is lower than that recorded among individuals aged below 
65 (the Gini coefficient stood at 37 percent for persons aged over 65 and at 46 percent 

133 Data from the Household Budget Survey conducted by the NIS (available up to 2014) were used to calculate the Gini 
coefficient for the breakdown analysis.
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for persons aged below 65). The key drivers behind these differences in inequality  
are: (i) the higher polarisation of rural households, given the domestic migration 
between urban and rural areas, (ii) the large share of the informal economy  
(for instance, only 40 percent of the employed in rural areas were employees in 2014), 
and (iii) emigration, particularly of the young population.

Consumption inequality is lower than income inequality and the spread between 
the Gini coefficients pertaining to the two economic indicators has remained 
relatively steady in the period from 2005 to 2014 (at around 3 percentage points and 
5 percentage points respectively, if we look at wage income and total consumption). 
The same developments are shown by the breakdown analysis, with one exception – 
the differences between income and consumption inequality are not manifest for the 
category of individuals aged over 65.

Over the long term, ageing will heighten the inequality of household income. 
Starting 2015, individuals aged 65+ have outnumbered the younger population aged 
between 0 and 14. Thus, the old-age dependency ratio, calculated as the ratio of 
elderly people (60+ years) and people aged 20-59, has expanded from 29.7 percent in 
1990 to 42.7 percent in 2015, amid the number of retirees trending upwards and the 
active population trending downwards. According to UN estimates, the population 
of Romania will stand over 20 percent lower by 2050, while the median age will 
reach approximately 48 years. Under the circumstances, the demographic ageing 
of the population will have a detrimental impact on the labour market, with effects 
on labour demand. The declining share of active population would negatively affect 
potential GDP dynamics. Modest economic growth affects primarily the inactive 
persons on the labour market, such as children and retirees, ultimately leading to 
higher inequality.

Unlike the developments in inequality, the position of the middle-income group was 
somewhat steady. Individuals in this category currently account for approximately 
40 percent of total income and for 41 percent of overall consumption, or 42 percent 
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of basic consumption (in 2014), with the last decade witnessing a marginal 
improvement, i.e. an advance by around 1 percentage point in both income and 
consumption. The middle-income group is primarily made up of individuals living in 
urban areas (64 percent) and aged between 35 and 65 (61 percent, data for 2014).  
By education, more than 80 percent of this group are high-school graduates and 
around 10 percent have a university degree. By occupational status, only 44 percent 
are employees, whereas about 45 percent are retired (data for 2014). 

Romanian households’ increased access to finance is expected to have a limited 
impact in terms of diminishing income inequality, compared with the effects of 
structural reforms, particularly those aimed at raising the quality of education and 
cutting down on the informal economy. The high level of indebtedness, the low debt 
repayment capacity of low-income categories, the reduced cost of education, as 
well as the elevated school dropout rate (almost double the EU average) are as many 
arguments in this regard. 

The improvement in SMEs’ access to finance may help reduce inequalities across the 
economy by boosting the job supply. New entrants into the credit market134 hired 
new staff to a larger extent than the enterprises that did not resort to this source of 
financing135 (48 percent versus 36 percent in the period from 2014 to 2015). Moreover, 
the borrowing companies that hired staff offered wages similar to those granted by 
other firms in the same sector. Thus, SMEs’ easier access to loans extended by local 
credit institutions and NBFIs can have positive effects on reducing inequality and 
on lasting economic development, whereas households’ increased access to credit 
should proceed with caution, particularly for low-income categories with limited 
financial literacy. 

SMEs’ access to finance can be increased by raising the number and broadening 
the types of financial intermediaries, by reducing administrative burdens, as well 
as by enhancing the transparency of and raising awareness about the financing 
programmes in place. Other measures conducive to a higher degree of financial 
inclusion of companies consist in providing guidance and support to SMEs 
throughout the financing process by setting up the so-called “one-stop-shops”, 
capable of identifying the optimal solutions for an SME depending on the company 
size, business sector or goal pursued. 

2. Financial inclusion 

The degree of financial inclusion in Romania is among the lowest in the European 
Union and ranks low compared with regional peers. Account penetration among 
adults136 stood at 61 percent in 2014, on the rise from 45 percent in 2011, yet still far 

134 A company is deemed to be a new entrant into the credit market if it did not hold such a debt instrument in the 24 months 
prior to accessing the current loan.

135 The control sample consists of companies that have taken bank loans neither in the 24 months prior to the current year, nor 
in the reference year or the following year.

136 There are several definitions of adult population: according to the IMF (Financial Access Survey, FAS), the adult population is 
the category of persons aged between 15 and 59, while according to the World Bank (Global Findex), adults are persons 
aged 15 and above.
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below the European-wide reading of around 95 percent (data for 2014). Moreover, 
although the overall level of saving is comparable to the average recorded by other 
countries in the region, the use of savings products at financial institutions (especially 
bank deposits or insurance policies) is much lower. In addition, households report 
a low level of saving for business development or education. Adults in Romania 
generally borrow more than the inhabitants of countries in the region, yet recourse  
to credit from financial institutions paints a similar picture to that seen in those 
countries (the percentage of adults with at least one credit was 12 percent in 2014 
versus 13 percent in Bulgaria and 19 percent in Poland, Table 1).

The key factors behind the ongoing low financial inclusion in Romania are: (i) the large 
share of the informal economy and the low standard of living137, with Romania posting 
one of the highest readings of the AROPE rate138 (people at risk of poverty or social 
exclusion), i.e. 37.3 percent versus the EU28 average of 23.7 percent in 2015; (ii) the 
low financial literacy. Various studies show that a modest share of Romanian adults 
are financially literate (22 percent139, the lowest rate in the European Union, whereas 
the European average stands at 52 percent). Moreover, in the case of Romania, the 

probability of owning a bank account is twice higher 
among individuals that have completed secondary 
education (according to the World Bank survey, 
Global Findex, 2014); (iii) the population’s lack of 
trust in the financial system; and (iv) the inadequate 
quality and tailoring of the financial services supply 
to households’ needs, including in rural areas, all the 
more so that Romania has one of the largest shares  
of rural population (46 percent). Thus, only 56 
percent of the adult population (aged above 15) 
living in rural areas have an account at a financial 
institution (World Bank, Global Findex, 2014, Chart 3). 

The cards market has witnessed similar developments. 
Romania is among the EU Member States with the 
lowest usage rates of these payment instruments. 
The total value of retail card payments as a share 
in GDP stood at 5 percent against approximately 

17 percent in the European Union (data for 2014). Romania has a low degree of 
development in terms of payments infrastructure as well. Specifically, in 2015, in 
Romania, there were about 69 ATMs per 100,000 adults compared with 70 in the EU 
and 73 in the euro area. Other countries in the region paint a similar picture (Table 1).

137 Results are similar to other countries’ statistics. According to Demirgüç-Kunt and Klapper (2012), the GDP per capita explains 
about 70 percent of the variation among the world’s economies in the share of adults with a bank account. In particular,  
in the economies where the GDP per capita is above USD 15,000, account penetration is virtually universal (Demirgüç-Kunt, A. 
and Klapper, L. F., “Measuring Financial Inclusion: The Global Findex Database”, World Bank Policy Research Working Paper, 
2012.

138 Headline indicator measuring the share of the total population which is at risk of poverty or social exclusion, namely in at 
least one of the following conditions: (i) with disposable income below the at-risk-of-poverty threshold, which is set at 
60  percent of the national median equivalised disposable income per adult; (ii) severely materially deprived; and/or 
(iii) living in households with very low work intensity.

139 Klapper, L., Lusardi, A. and van Oudheusden, P., “Financial Literacy around the World: Insights from the Standard & Poor’s 
Ratings Services Global Financial Literacy“, 2015.
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Table 1. Dimensions of financial inclusion

Romania Bulgaria Poland Hungary

Percentage of adults with an account at a formal financial 
institution (2014)

61 63 78 72

I. Access to finance

Percentage of adults that took a loan (from regulated 
institutions or from other sources) (2014)

46 33 35 31

Percentage of adults with at least one loan outstanding  
from a regulated financial institution (2014)

12 13 19 9

Household loan accounts with commercial banks,  
per 1,000 adults (2015)

328 425 797 550

SME loan accounts with commercial banks,  
per 1,000 non-financial corporations (2015)

424 NA 593 361

II. Use of financial services

Payment and money transfer services

Number of debit cards per 1,000 adults (2015) 1,276 1,833 1,489 1,577

Number of credit cards per 1,000 adults (2015) 255 284 297 294

Percentage of adults using a debit card to make payments 
(2014)

24 35 40 47

Percentage of adults paying utility bills online and/or making 
online payments (2014)

12 16 43 22

Percentage of adults having made money transfers (2014) 11 15 13 9

Percentage of adults having received money transfers (2014) 14 20 11 12

Savings products

Percentage of adults that saved money (2014) 37 28 47 38

Percentage of adults with savings at a credit institution (2014) 13 14 21 19

Percentage of adults that saved for business activities (2014) 5 6 8 4

Percentage of adults that saved for education (2014) 5 2 2 2

Number of deposits (individuals and legal entities)  
per 1,000 adults (2015)

1,479* 1,845 2,180 1,110

Number of depositors (individuals and legal entities)  
per 1,000 adults (2015)

831** NA 1,073 1,026

Number of policies with insurance corporations (thousands) 14.7 NA 63.4 12.7

Infrastructure

ATMs per 100,000 adults (2015) 69 118 69 57

POS terminals per 1,000 adults (2015) 2,869 6,036 3,115 1,515

Branches per 1,000 adults (2015) 13 28 24 23

  *) calculated based on data in the World Bank's Global Payments Systems Survey, 2015 
**) calculated based on BDGF data as of June 2016, only for individuals

Source:  The IMF's Financial Access Survey (FAS 2015), the World Bank's Global Payments Systems Survey  
(GPSS 2015), Global Findex and The Little Data Book on Financial Inclusion (World Bank, data for 2014), 
and Eurostat. 

However, recent developments point to a substantial increase in the number of 
cards in circulation and of card transactions. The overall number of cards currently in 
circulation in Romania is of approximately 16 million (December 2016), the majority  
of which are debit cards (82 percent), most likely linked to wage payments. In the 
period from December 2008 to December 2016, the number of cards advanced by 
7 percent, while the value of card transactions doubled. Nonetheless, preference  
for liquidity remained high in 2016, albeit slightly declining versus 2008, as the 
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population chose cash withdrawals to the detriment of cards when making payments 
(Chart 4). The year 2016 saw cash withdrawals from ATMs across Romania totalling 
around lei 148 billion (accounting for 78 percent of card transactions). 

The increase in financial inclusion, seen as households’ access to credit, should be 
counterbalanced by the objective of preserving financial stability. In particular,  
a quick expansion in household credit may entail a build-up of vulnerabilities in 
the financial system, because households’ broader access to credit without paying 
increased attention to prudential indicators may lead to higher indebtedness  
for that part of the population lacking proper understanding of the risks implied  
by credit-taking. For instance, NBFI credit has witnessed a pick-up in dynamics  
as of late, in some cases at very high interest rates, which raises questions about  
the existence of an adequate balance between financial inclusion and the ethical 
nature of the manner in which this inclusion unfolded. The NBR is closely monitoring 
the evolution of risks related to household credit and assesses on a regular basis  
the need to recalibrate the macroprudential toolkit, while also analysing the 
timeliness of setting interest rate ceilings, which is common practice in numerous 
EU countries.

Households’ access to credit has been ample in the past decade, but has undergone 
major changes in terms of composition. Specifically, the number of borrowers from 
credit institutions and NBFIs currently stands at approximately 4.4 million persons 
(accounting for over 20 percent of total population or around half of the active 
population), the same as at end-2008. 

By type of credit, the period under review (2008-2016) saw the following key 
developments (Chart 5): (i) the number of borrowers with housing loans surged from 
about 164,000 to over 383,000, especially as a result of the “First Home” programme; 
(ii) the number of debtors with a credit card or overdraft climbed from below 1 million 
to over 1.5 million persons; and (iii) the number of debtors without any other financial 
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products, such as cards, shrank by one third 
(to 1.66 million), amid credit institutions’ balance 
sheet adjustments over the past years with a view to 
reducing non-performing exposures.

Housing loans are less affordable to low-income 
debtors, unlike unsecured consumer loans 
(15 percent of borrowers with a housing loan 
belong to the lowest income group and account for 
12 percent of the housing credit volume, compared 
with 30 percent of low-income individuals making up 
18 percent of the volume of non-mortgage-backed 
consumer credit, December 2016, Chart 7). The “First 
Home” programme played a major role in increasing 
access to finance and only a minor one in decreasing 
inequality. The majority of borrowers under this 
programme belong to the middle- and high-income 

groups (Chart 7). Low-income households resorted to this government project to a 
moderate extent, i.e. 13 percent of the volume of total credit extended via the “First 
Home” programme or 15 percent of the total number of clients.

Recourse to consumer credit may entail a temporary reduction in consumption 
inequality by accessing financial resources to meet current needs, but this comes at the 
expense of saving and through higher financial liabilities, with a detrimental impact on 
net wealth (also because the value of the goods purchased through consumer credit 
declines significantly faster than that of debt incurred via this channel).

Low-income individuals are associated considerable credit risk. The indebtedness 
level of low-income borrowers with housing loans stands significantly above  
that recorded by the other income groups (68 percent versus 43 percent for the 
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middle-income group and 27 percent for the high-income group, December 2016); 
the gap is less visible for consumer credit, thanks to a stricter prudential regime 
introduced by NBR Regulation No. 17/2012 on certain lending conditions  
(for housing loans there are no explicit requirements on an indebtedness ceiling).  
This was reflected in debtors’ payment behaviour as well. The non-performing loan 
ratio is up to twice higher for low-income borrowers than that of the middle-income 
group (Chart 6), with debtors in the former category putting pressure on the quality 
of banks’ balance sheets and hence on financial stability. This is yet another argument 
in favour of the need to reduce inequality through an adequate public policy mix,  
in which policies promoted by government authorities should rank highest. 
Accepting a higher-than-adequate (by prudential standards) indebtedness level for 
low-income debtors would enhance financial inclusion at first, but experience has 
shown that these borrowers will face hardships over the medium term and possibly 
even end up losing the property purchased on credit.

3. Policies aimed at raising the degree of financial 
inclusion and financial education 

Financial inclusion represents an increasingly important concern across countries. 
Against this background, the priorities set by the G20 for the period ahead include 
outlining a framework for financial inclusion in the context of financial services 
digitalisation.

The NBR has been closely monitoring developments in financial inclusion and has 
taken steps to sustainably enhance it, particularly by improving access to financial 
services, especially to those with basic features, in a non-discriminatory manner 
and at reasonable fees. This objective complements the tasks of promoting safe and 
efficient payment systems and instruments. Thus, facilitating access to payment 
services might contribute to economic growth, also via improved saving and 
investment rates, as well as to a higher degree of financial education. 

In this vein, the European Parliament and the Council adopted Directive 2014/92/EU 
of 23 July 2014 on the comparability of fees related to payment accounts,  
payment account switching and access to payment accounts with basic features.  
The directive seeks to ensure the harmonisation and increase of the degree of 
flexibility in accessing financial services across the EU. Its key objectives are highly 
relevant in terms of enhancing financial inclusion: (i) facilitating access to payment 
accounts with basic features; (ii) transparency and comparability of fees on accounts 
with financial institutions; and (iii) the possibility of easily switching payment 
accounts between institutions. The directive aims to standardise at Union level both 
the terminology and the framework contracts for opening a current account with 
basic features, as well as to introduce a standardised presentation format for the main 
banking services. The EBA has developed the Implementing Technical Standards 
related to the provisions of the said directive. As far as Romania is concerned, the 
National Authority for Consumer Protection will transpose the directive into domestic 
law, a draft emergency ordinance being already under debate. 
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Increasing the degree of financial inclusion needs to be correlated with an enhanced 
financial education of households. The NBR is actively involved in improving financial 
education, by carrying out various programmes addressed to pupils, students and 
professors, research professionals, as well as to the public at large. The year 2012 saw 
the signing of a four-year protocol with the Ministry of National Education, whose 
goal was to set up a nationwide project for finance and banking education to the 
benefit of young people.
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Abbreviations

BET Bucharest Exchange Trading

BSE  Bucharest Stock Exchange

CB  Credit Bureau

CCR  Central Credit Register

CDS  credit default swaps

CEE  Central and Eastern Europe

CRD IV Capital Requirements Directive IV
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